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PREFACE.
This work is the embodiment of a system of specification writing which I have used in my

own practice for a number of years. It is not a treatise on specifications, nor instructions in

writing them. What I have attempted is an arrangement of the matter commonly used in

specification writing, in a form from which specifications for most buildings may be prepared

with more than usual facility and with a reasonable degree of certainty that nothing has been

omitted, and also the insertion in the shape of notes of information essential or valuable in speci-

fication writing.

To facilitate the use of the book, the specification matter has been placed on the left-hand

pages only, large type has been used, and such matter as would be changed to suit particular

specifications has been printed in italics, or otherwise arranged, so as to readily attract the eye.

In places where special makes, grades and numbers are commonly specified, it has seemed pref-

erable to insert appropriate ones rather than to leave blank spaces always more or less confusing.

The order in which the various headings are placed is, perhaps, as good as any. The main

object in this respect has been to arrange them conveniently for dividing in the various usual

ways. Some items, specifying methods obsolete or suited only to special work and conditions,

have been omitted, as I believe the insertion of such would encumber the book with matter

rarely cared for. It is manifestly impossible, in fact, to provide here for a myriad of individual

or local requirements, but in order that users might be able to supply with the pen any needs

of their own, much blank space has been left throughout, and the lines on the left-hand pages

have been placed sufficiently far apart to permit of ample interlineations. In this way even

extensive alterations and enlargements can be made at will.

I would not wish to be understood as recommending all the methods of construction

described—many have been inserted solely because they are in use in some localities; neither do

I make any particular claim to originality in the matter contained. Material has been collected

from many sources, but I entertain the hope that I have, perhaps, compiled a work which will

make specification writing more sure and systematic and less arduous.

W. Frank Bower.
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Specifications.



SPECIFICATION of " the labor and material to be furnished in the

erection of
?i.
frame house to be constructed for Mr.

at

in accordance with the accompanying drawings and this specification and under

the supervision of

Architect,

I ad dress I

[date!

General

Conditions.

Contractor.

Work and

naterial.

The Contractor shall furnish all material, labor, transportation, scaffolding-,

utensils and so ff)rth of- every description required for the full performance of the

work herein specified, except as otherwise particularly mentioned. He shall lay

out his work and be responsible for its correctness, shall keep a competent

foreman on the premises, shall not sublet any part of his work without the

written consent of the Owner, shall obtain all necessary permits to properly carry

out his work, paying the lawful fees therefor ; shall give to the proper authorities

all requisite notices relating to the work in his charge, shall afford the Architect

every facility for inspection, shall be responsible for all violations of law^ or

damao-e to property caused by him or his employees and shall properly protect

his work during progress.

All the materials are to be of the best of their several kinds in quality as

herein specified ; all labor to be performed in the best manner by skilled

workmen, and both to be subject to the approval of the Architect. All work and

material must conform to the laws, rules and regulations in force in the locality in



OTHER CLAUSES, similar to the following, are usually included in the Building Contract

though sometimes inserted in the General Conditions of the specification.

TIME OF COMPLETION.

The entire work included in this contract is to be completed on or before the first day of
January, jSp6, [and the several portions thereof on or before the following dates : (Excavation

on or before —. etc.,)]

and should the Contractor fail to complete the work [or the several portions thereof] at or before

the time agreed upon— allowing such extensions of time, if any, in the case of extra work as may
have been agreed upon and certified to by the Architect—then the Contractor shall pay to the

Owner the sum of ($10) per day as liquidated and ascertained damages for each and every day
that the v/ork [or the several portions thereof] shall remain unfinished after the time agreed upon
for the completion of the same.

[The work which is to be done by the ot/ier contractors is to be completed on or before the

following dates : ( ) and should the work included in this contract be delayed by reason of

the failure of such other contractors to complete the various portions of their work at or before the

times agreed upon, then the Owner shall allow the Contractor an extension of time equal to the

delay so caused.]

PAYMENTS.
{Payments are sometimes made of specific sums, or a certain percentage of the value of the

work done and material used, when certain named stages of the work are completed, as for

instance—FIRST P.\YMEXT:—When the foundation is finished complete the sum of $ (OR
80 per cent, of the value of the work done and material used.)'

Or sometimes
On the fifth day of every month during the progress of the work the Owner shall pay to the

Contractor a sum equal to (So per cent, of) the value of the work done and material furnished dur-

ing the preceding month as assessed by the Architect and the balance (30) days after the

completion of the work herein included,

PROVIDED that for each of the said payments the Contractor shall obtain from the said

Architect a certificate signed by him setting forth that the said payment is properly due. Such
certificate, however, is in no way to lesson the final responsibility of the Contractor nor exempt
him from liability to make good any work or material aftenward found to be defective,

[AND PROVIDED FURTHER that for each of said payments the Contractor shall produce
a satisfactory certificate to the effect that the building and the land whereon the same is erected is

free from all mechanics' liens or other claims incurred by the Contractor.]

ALTERATIONS.

Should the Owner at any time during the progress of the work request any alterations or

additions to or deviations or omissions from the work included in the specification such request
shall be acceded to by the Contractor and the same shall in no way effect or make void the con-
tract. No such alterations, additions, deviations or omissions which effect the price or the time
for completion as agreed upon shall be done, however, without a written order from the Architect.

ARBITRATION.

Should any dispute arise respecting the true meaning of the drawings and specification the

same shall be decided by the Architect and his decision shall be final, but should any dispute arise

as to the value of the extra work to be performed or work to be omitted or of any extension of

time which is to be granted for the same all such shall be valued by two competent persons, one
employed by the Owner and one by the Contractor, and these two shall name an umpire whose
decision shall be binding on all parties.

DELAY.

Should the Contractor at any time during the progress of the work refuse or neglect or be
unable from any cause to supply a sufficiency of suitable materials or workmen to properly carry

out the work in his charge the Owner shall have the power to provide suitable materials and work-
men at market rates after three days notice in writing being given to the Contractor to finish the

said work and the cost of the same shall be deducted from the amount of this contract.



Drawings.

Obstructions and

Repair.

Award.

which the buikling is to stand, an\ihino- hereinafter specified to the contrary not-

withstanding'.

The drawinj^'^s referred to in this specification consist of
|

mention drawings'

which will be supplemented by detailed drawings to be furnished as the work

progresses. All these drawings are intended to co-operate with and form a part

of the specification anil the accompanying contract. Where figures are given

they are to be followed in preference to measurement by scale.

Anything which is not shown on the drawings but which is mentioned in the

specification or vice versa, or anything not e.xpressly set forth in either but which

is reasonabU' imi^lictl siiall be furnished and perf(M-nied the same as though

specially shown and mentioned in both. Should anything be omitted from the

drawings or specifications which is necessary to a clear understanding of the work

or should any error appear either in the various instruments furnished or in the

work done b\' other contractors effecting the work included in this specification

it shall be the duty of the Contractor to notify the Architect. In the e\ent of

the Contractor failing to give such notice he shall make good any damage to or

defect in his work caused thereby.

Ihc drawings and specifications furnished for this work are to be considered

instruments of service, are to be used for this building only, are the property of

the Architect and must be returned to him immediately on completion of the

work set forth therein.

At any time directed by the Architect, the Contractor shall clear out any of

his rubbish or material which may constitute an obstruction to the j)rogress of the

work, and at completion shall clear out all rubbish antl surplus material left by

him, shall repair any damage to his work, no matter by whom caused, [loss or

damage by fire excepted,
|
and leave the premises broom clean anti in perfect repair

and order so far as his work is concerned.

The Owner reserves the right to accept any or reject any or all proposals

presented.

Care of Building. |
The Contractor is to have full charge of the building until completed, and

must keep reliable watchmen on guard both day and night. He will be held re-

sponsible for all property that may be injured or stolen while the building is in

his care.] The Contractor shall provide all necessary guards, rails and night lights.



INSURANCE.

The Owner shall insure tlie building and the material on the premises coverinji his own and
the Contractor's interests therein against loss or damage by fire, such policies being made payable

to the Owner and Contractor as their interests may appear.

Or [The Contractor shall effect insurance on the said work to cover his interest in same against

loss by fire, and for any loss of the Contractor by fire the Owner will not be answerable or

accountable].

STORED HATERIAL.

All materials delivered on the premises which are to form a part of the works are to be con-

sidered the property of the Owner and are not to be removed without his consent but the Contractor

shall have the right to remove all his surplus material after completion.



Masons.

SPECIFICATION' of the labor and material to be furnished in the

erection of di frame house to be constructed for Mr.

at

in accordance with the accompanying drawings and this specification and under

the supervision of

Architect,

'1 address!

\ date \

General
Conditions. ;For General Conditions see page 2.

Water.

Fuel and Stoves.

The Contractor shall make application and pay charge for the use of water

to carry out his work.

The Oivner is to furnish fuel and the Contractor stoves to heat the building

when necessary during progress. [Should the Owner allow the heating apparatus

to be used for this purpose the Contractor shall furnish proper attendance for and

be responsible for any damage to the same.]

Care of Building. ;See page 4. When mason work is made a separate contract the clause cov-

erino Care of Building, if used, is usually put in the Mason's Specification.}

Arch Centres. No arches are to be formed without centres which will be made and set by

the carpenter.
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Demolition of Carefully tear down all the old buildings at present on the site, includin<^

Old Buildings, foundations, footings, vaults, etc. All rubl>ish and materials of upper stories are

to be lowered in i)roi)er receptacles or chutes.

Cut off and l^luo- up all pipes at the cellar line and cut off and remove all

electric light wires and other obstructions, leaving the site clear and unencumbered.

The flag stones are to be taken u]) antl stacked where directed.

Disposition .Such of the materials as in the judgment of the Architect are suitable for

***
re-use are to be well cleaned and stacked in a convenient place where directed.

All rubbish is to be removed from the premises by the Contractor.

Ownership. Such of the material as may lie judged suitable by the Architect may be used

over again in this building. All tiiasoii material not tit for re-use citht-r in the

building or on the premises is to become the property of the Contractor and is to

be removed from the premises by him.

Bridge and The contractor is to erect a wood platform and bridge at least (lo) wide

Platform, across the street y)w// |or fronts] of the building before any work is begun.

All timber, including floors, is to be of good yr/hyic pine.

Uprights (12' X 12 ) placed (8) on centres.

Sills and cross beams (12 .\ 12 )
properly braced to the sills and beams with

( 2
' X 6

') braces well spiked.

Cross timbers (10 x 12 ) placed 4 on centres.

Form the floor of the platform with (4 x 12 ) timbers, and the floor of the bridge

with (,V X 12 ) timbers laid flat and well spiked.

Put up the proper supports for and construct a roof over the bridge of i x 9'

boards well nailed and securely braced, laid double with i 2 pitch.

Construf t suitable, well supported steps of { V ) plank with strong hand rail.

Construct a fence on the inside of the platform extending from the street

level to the roof over the platform of i' tongued and grooved surfaced boards

and provide the necessary doors and gates as directed with suitable hinges and

fastenings. Paint the fence with two coats of white paint and keep free from

signs, etc.

The bridge, fence and platform are to be kept in repair and altered by the

Contractor as required during the progress of the work.

The other contractors are to be allowed the use of the platform for the hand-

ling of materials but it shall not be used for storage purposes.





Survey. [The Owner will have the site surveyed and furnish the usual lines and levels.]

Or

[The Contractor shall have the site surveyed by a competent surveyor and pay

all expense connected therewith.]

Location. The Contractor shall lay out the buildiuij from the drawinj^s and under the

direction of the Architect and furnish and put in stakes or batter boards as may

be necessary. He shall be responsible for any damat^e which may arise to the

Owner or to adjacent property owners or to other contractors from incorrectly

locating the building.

Excavation. "Clear away all rock, dirt or rubbish necessary to leave the site of the build-

ing clear.

For country work.

Trees.

Sod and Top Soil.

Excavation.

Cut down the trees where the building is to stand, cutting the wood in 4 lengths and stack

wiiere directed.

On the site where the building is to stand and for (8) additional all round cut the sod in

strips 3 wide, roll in lengths as long as possible and stack in a moist place. Remove the top

soil to a depth of (10 ) and stack where directed.

E.xcavate for the cellar, vaults, footings, drains, cistern, etc, of the dimensions

and to the depth as shoion on the drawings and required by the grade, and do any other

excavating required to fully carry out the work herein specified. [The excavation

is to be (12 ) larger all round than is shown on the cellar plan.]

Tamping.

For Piling.

Disposition of

Earth.

Blasting.

The bottom of all trenches for walls and piers is to be made wet and thoroughly tamped.

After the piles have been driven and cut off the soil between them and (12 ) outside is to be

e.xcavated (18 ') below their tops.

All earth taken from the excavation and not needed for filling in and grading

is to be \i'emovedfrom thepremises by the Contractor] and all boulders removed or

sunk where directed.

The grade line shown on the drawings is the established grade or line to

which the ground will be graded at completion and is not to be taken for the

present grade of the lot.

^ Do all blasting required in a proper manner. After blasting, all beds must

be chiseled off level.



'Is also under Demolition of Old Buildings.

{•In important work where considerable blasting may be required often specified as follows:

J

Should any blasting be necessary in making the excavation it shall be done by the Contractor

and such of the stone so obtained which is judged suitable by the Architect may be used in the

works. .\ll stone from blasting not so used shall be removed from the premises by the Contractor

and the Owner shall pay (7) cents per cubic foot extra for blasting, breaking up and removing
such as is not used.



Shoring 'Shore the sides of the excavation wliere necessary in a substantial manner

of Excavation. with 2 spruce plank and heavy inclined shores wedg^ed to a solid bearing.

Shoring and The Contractor shall shore up and underjiin the adjoining buildings in such a

Underpinning manner that they will be in as good condition as they were before the excavation

of Adjoining
^^,^^ begun.

Buildings. ^ . 11 1 1 i n
Drive temporary piles where necessary to support tlie snores ana needles.

Brace the walls with proper inclined shores resting on timber cribs and wedged

to a solid bearing, and put in heavy timbers not over 8' on centers, jacked to a

solid bearing, to support the walls while being underpinned.

The underpinning is to consist of

[brick work laid in Portland cement as hereinafter specified (and wedged to a

solid bearing with steel wedges driven between 6" /)/7ie stone caps.)]

Or

[square _^ra«//t' posts, the thickness of the wall in size, spaced not over twMce their

width apart with their beds resting on (8") granite footings (12) larger on all

sides than the posts. Cap with 6" granite caps wedged up with steel wedges to

a solid l)earing. bill in the spaces between the posts with brick wfirk laid in

Portland cement as hereinafter specified and wedge up the last joint with slate.]

Underpin and properly protect all pipe lines.

Sheet Piling. The Contractor must sheet pile {specify where
J-

to protect the adjoining prop-

erty, using good sound 2" tongued and grooved spruce plank, set edge to edge,

provided with wedges, breast pieces and foot blocks and strongly braced.

Drive the sheet piling down at least 2' below the bottom of the trenches and

leave in until the foundations have been built.



' rhis is seldom re(iuired whert excavation does not exceed 8' in depth.
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Piling

Piles.

Driving.

Shoes and Rings.

Filling.

Concrete.

Stone.

Capping
Wood.

Do all ijiling as sJirnvn on the pilingplan. The piles are to be of sound 'spruce

I

with the bark removed] free from all imperfections, perfectly straight from end

to (mkI and properly sharpened to a point at the lower end.

All piles are to be not less than '(^ ) •" diameter at the small end, (12") at

the butt when cut off and of ^sufficient length to reach solid bottom.

All piles are to be dri\ en vertically to a solid bearing until they do not move

more than
|

1 under five blows of a hammer weighing 1,200 lbs. with a fall of

30 feet delivered in cjuick succession.
|

All split or shattered piles are to be

removed if possible and a good one driven in place of each imperfect one. In

cases where such piles cannot be removed an additional one must be driven for

each imperfect one.

.'\ll piles after being driven are to be saived\Ox adzed] off perfectly square on

top to a line bclmv the lowest ivatcr line.

••Protect the points of all piles with a ( 16) lb. cast iron shoe and the heads

with a wrought iron ring iV wide and i thick.

Fill in between the heads of the piles and ( 12") in width outside of the lines

of the same to a depth of (
18") below the tops with

[concrete; composed, mixed and put down in the same manner as hereinafter

specified for Concrete and Footings (pages 18 and 22), made smooth and Hush with

the tops of the piles. (Or carried up to a line 2' al)ove the tops of the piles.)]

Or

[broken stone, crushed to pass through a 2" ring, well rammed and finished Hush

with the tops of the piles.]

On top of the piles form a grillage and platform of ^ttii'^onttd yellozv pine timber,

free from any imperfections materially impairing its durability or strength.

Lay a (6' x 12 ) string course over each row of piles throughout the full

length, of pieces 20' long, spliced with halved joints and laid so as to break

joints. The strings must in all cases have a solid bearing on the piles and are to

be well spiked to each pile with two 16" galvanized wrought iron spikes.

Lay (6 x 12) cross pieces, crossing the strings at right angles, one row

over each cross row of piles [Or m" apart to form a platform] and well spiked to

the strings.

[* Where the cross pieces cross the strings, both are to be notched one-half

their depth so that they will be flush on top.]

'4



'Spruce and Hemlock are used fcr easy driving and where piles will be continuously wet,

Yellow Pine or Oak for hard driving, and Oak where tops are subject to alternate wetting and

drying. Straight grained Elm and Beech are also used.

•Bearing Piles range from 9 inches to 18 inches in top diameter.

"If a single pile is not long enough to rea<;h solid bearing it is often spliced by being sawed

off square and having a 2 inch hole bored 12 inches deep in the head. Another pile of which the

lower diameter is the same size as the upper diameter of the first is similarly squared and bored

and a 2 inch x 23 inch hard wood pin inserted between, after which the driving is continued.

n'he piles are sharpened to a distance of about one and one-half diameters and for hard driv-

ing protected at the foot by two heavy iron straps placed at right angles to each other or by sheet

iron, cast iron or wrought iron shoes. Wrought iron shoes weigh from 18 to 30 pounds. The
heads are protected by a wrought iron ring to prevent brooming. Piles are not usually placed

closer than 2 feet apart to prevent crowding.
Pneumatic Piles: hollow cylinders of wroughi; iron or steel and Pneumatic Cassions of the

same character as pneumatic piles but square in cross section, are used only for e.xtraordinarily

heavy loads.

SUSTAINING WEIGHT OF PILES.

Rankin's Rule—for safe load

:

In case of piles transmitting weight to solid ground, 1,000 lbs. per sq. in. of section of head.

In case of piles resisting entirely by friction on sides, 200 lbs. per sq. in. of section of head.

From Trautwine :

3

V Last fall of hammer in feet X weight of hammer in lbs. X 51.5

Last set of Pile in inches + 1 X Factor of Safety, 2 to 4
=Safe load in pounds.

Sanders

;

Last fall of hammer in inches X weight of hammer in pounds. „ , , , .

^ Y-rr,—:

—

-—r v-o =Safe load m pounds.
Last set of Pile in inches X o

^Often the platform is formed by laying the cross pieces i inch apart.

"Sometimes when cross pieces are laid apart in rows they are notched over the string pieces

so that both will be flush on top..

15



Platform.

Stone.

Form a platform on top of the grillage with (2 x 12 ) timber laid tlat, placed

i" apart, each plank nailed to each cross timber with two 6' galvanized wrought

iron spikes.

Cap the piles with sound ^^ram'ie caps, (16 ) thick, with fine h;ininiered beds

and faces and jjointed sides and ends. Bed and Joint prt)perly in Portland

cement mortar.

These caps are to be not less than 4 wide ami of a sufficient h^ngth to

e.xtend across the full width of the piling, except where the piling exceeds 8'

in width, in which case stones not less than 4' long may l)e used, when care must

be taken to l)reak the joints. [One inch cubes of tin: granite to be used must

show an ultimate compressive strength of ( i j,ooo) Ibs.J

Pumping. 1 ''•^ Contractor is to furnish pumps with all ai)purl(iiances and pow<;r for the

same, inclu(.ling all necessary fuel and attendance to do all the [jumping recjuired

to enable the piles to be driven, cut off and capped and to keep the foundations

dry as long as necessary. The pumps are to be kcjit working day and night.

Grading. Fill in around the c^/Z^r walls after the cement is dry and around all areas,

cister7is, vaults, etc., and fill in all drains herein specified.

All filling tp be well rammed or puddled every foot in height. Cjrade all

surplus earth neatly away from the building.

Additional Grading.

Trees.

Qrading.

Drives.

Paths.

Sod.

Pits.

Cut down such trees on the lot as are so marked, cutting the wood in {4) lengths and

stack where directed. Haul out the stumps and remove them from the premises.

Grade the earth as shown by the stakes ami grading plan, removing the top soil to a depth of

(10") before filling, and covering all parts where the grade has been changed with (6
')

of top soil.

Remove all surplus earth from the premises [Or furnish all additional earth required].

Form the drives as shown on the drawings as follows : Excavate (15") deep and fill in with

large stone to a depth of (10 ), cover with (3) of small stone and over this put (2") of fine cracked

stone well wet and rolled. Make all drives crowning (6"). Pave the gutters at each side of

drives with cobble stones well bedded in sand and formed concnve on top.

Form the paths as shown by excavating (12") deep and fill in with coal ashes [Or with

gravel] well wet and tamped and made crowning (2").

Furnish and properly put down sod (2 ) in width around all drives and paths and (3 ) in width

around the house and piazzas.

Form all terraces and slopes as shown. Furnish and put down sod on all terrace slopes and

(2 ) wide on top. All sod on the slope to be well batted and pinned with wooden pins.

Form and level all lawns, rake clear of stones and sow with best blue grass seed using (3I)

bushels to the acre. Roll properly and keep all lawns and sodding properly wet and cared for

until delivered.

Where filling in is done around trees a pit must be built (12") clear of the trees with (4")

brick [Or loose stone] walls to keep the earth from the trees.
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Lime, Cement
and Sand.

j

Foi" Important

Work.
:

All lime, cement and sand for the various works herein menlioiuil, unless

otherwise particularly specified, are to be as follows :

Lime : Extra No. i Rockland, freshly burned and thoroughly slacked.

RosENDAi.E Cement : Fresh ^Brooklyn Bridge brand Roscndale Hydraulic cement.

PoRTi,.\ND Cement : Fresh '/. B. White& Brothers English Portland Cement.

[All cement must be finely ground and free from lumps, so that at least ('90.)

will pass through a sieve with (2,500) meshes to the scpiare inch. The cement

when tested by the Architect must show a minimum tensile strength per square

inch as follows

:

Portland: One day— i hour or until set in air, the rest of the 24 hours in

water: (230) lbs. One week— i day in air, 6 days in water: (650) IKs.

Rosendale : One day

—

\ hour or until set in air, the rest of the 24 hours in

water: (80) lbs. One week— i day in air, 6 days in water: (120) lbs.]

.Sank: Clean, sharp, free from loam and salt, properly screened and washed,

[and not finer than the approved samples /// the Building Inspector's office.]

riortar.

{For Important

Work.

!

All mortar for the various works herein specified, except for plastering and

except where otherwise particularly mentioned, is to be as follows

:

Lime Mortar : One part of lime to "th-ree of .sand.

LiME-RoSENDAi.E Cement Mortak : One part R()S(;ndal<- cement, one part

lime, five parts sand.

Lime-Portland Cement Moktar : Om' p.iri Piiriland cement, V«t' part lime,

six parts sand.

Rosendale Cement Mortar : One part Rosendale cement, to two of sand.

[PoR rLAND Cement Mortar : One part of Portland cement, to three of sand].

Or

[PORTLAND CEMENT MORTAR : One part of Portland cement to Hvo of sand, carefully

and thoroughly mi.\ed dry, adding only enough water to render the mortar of good working

consistency. The mortar is not to be made up in greater quantities than will be required for the

work on hand, and no excess that may have been left over night is to be used in any way.]

Concrete.

Rosendale.

{Ordinary.
[

Portland.

{Ordinary.

}

Portland.

[For Important

Work.]

•AH concrete, unless otherwise specified, is to be made as follows

:

[One part of Rosendale cement, two parts of sand, and th-ee parts of clean,

broken stone, all thoroughly mixed.]

Or

[=One part of Portland cement, three parts of sand, and Jive parts of clean,

broken stone, all thoroughly mixed.]

Or

[°One part of Portland cement and hvo parts of sand, mixed as specified for mortar, to which

add four (or five) parts of clean washed stone, broken so as to pass through a 2" ring, all measured

in barrels. All concrete must be mixed in boxes holding not over ic/i barrels at one time.]
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'The tensile strength in pounds per square inch of these cements is as follows :

J. B. White iV- Rros. English Portland Cement.

Fineness: 1 1,'« residue on a sieve with 10,000 meshes to the square inch.

Neat. I "Cement, I Sand, I Cement, 3 Sand,

iS|^',- Water. 9:.' Water. lyi',',, Water.

f-. , ^ * ,'' hour in air ) , , -One Day
-^ U^,^ ^ours in water 1

^"^^

One Week i
=•+ hours in air ( g- 231une \\ eeh. , ^ ^ ^^ ^^.3,^^ . / o 21

1

r\ ivr .,( 24 hours in air } _,d -,/; ,,_One Month
^ .; d3y3 i„ ,,3,,, )

"^ 32" "7

Brooklyn Bridge Brand Rosendale Hydraulic Cement.

Fineness: io;<' residue on a sieve with 2,500 meshes to the square inch.

Neat. I Cement, l Sand, l Cement, 2 Sand, l Cement. 3 Sand, I Cement, 5 Sand,

30;; Water. 15^,' Water. n% Water. 12',' Water. io,'t Water.

One Day ( M hour in air
j 3^ 3^, ^5* ,2' 18*

'
I 23 ^'4 hours m water

)

One Week .( 24 hours in air ( ,20 80 25 20
( 6 days m water \ -'

-^

One Month (^t']'''"''^.*"^''' '- 230 iSo 130 97 94
( 29 days in water )

*24 hours in air.

"New York building law allows one part of lime to four of sand, but unless the lime is known
to be of the best quality less sand—two or three parts to one of lime—should be used.

'New York building law; One cement, one lime, six sand.

'For cement sidewalk see page 54.

'New York building law : One cement, two sand, five stone.
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Brickwork.

Hollow Walls.

Backing.

All [walls, piers, chimneys, footings, cistern, cesspool, etc.] where brick work is

shown on the drawings and unless otherwise specified, arc to laid up in tlimcn-

sions as shown, with sound, hard, well burned brick in litnc mortar, [except where

cement is specified,] with all joints neatly struck, [except on such walls as are to be

plastered on the brick work.] All brick to be laid wet in dry, warm weather and

dry in damp oi- freezing weather.

All brick work is to be well bedded, tied in every sixth course, and worked in

regular bond with full flushed joints, leaving no interstices. [The height of any

nine courses is not to exceed (23 ).]

All walls and piers are to be made level, to come to the exact height, and to

have all necessary flues, channels and openings, as shown or directetl. The oftsets

to bring the walls to the proper thickness on each story are to be niadc at the tojjs

of the beams.

Point close to all sills, copings and projections. Hcd all frames solidly.

Ihiderpin all sills after the walls have set. Build brick discharging arches with one

course of rowlocks for each 18 of span, over all opening.s.

fiollow walls where shown are to have (2) air spaces, and the brick work is to

be tied together with proper iron cramjjs, well tarred (or galvanized) set in every

sixth course "{2-^ ) apart.

Fill in and back up all face stone work as shown, [attending and working with

the stone setter.] The brick work is to be carried up simultaneously with the face

work. [Back up all face andglazed brick work of elevator shaft^ [Back up all terra

cotta work by turning wherever possible brick relieving arches laid in Portland

cement mortar, over and back of such terra cotta work, to relieve the weight.]

Wall for water proofing. The retaining wall around the sidewalk vault is to be lined outside with 4 of brickwork.

Curb. Back up the curb with (12") of brickwork of the proper height.

Construct (8") fiat brick arches between the iron beams of the floors, [using hollow fire brick

with skew backs and keys moulded to shape,] laid in Portland cement mortar.

Fire proofing. All exposed walls, [including vault walls and window returns,] are to be lined with hollow

furring brick, covering at least (6") beyond the exposed portion. The furring brick are to be

the same size as the common brick, and bonded to the masonry in every sixth course.



'Or no brick to be laid in freezing weather. When bricicwork is allowed to be laid in freezing

weather often the following is added:
All bricks laid in freezing weather are to be warmed sufticiently to remove the ice, and the

mortar in which they are laid is to be hot and to contain enough salt to prevent freezing. Such
brickwork is not to be pointed up until Spring.

New Vork building law requires such cramps set 2' apart.

WEIGHT OF BRICKWORK:
Ordinary brickwork weighs about 112 lbs. per cubic foot. Pressed brick work with fine joints,

up to 140 lbs. per cubic foot.

QUANTITY REQUIRED:

The usual method of estimating the number of bricks required for ordinary brickwork is to

allow for each superficial foot of wall as follows :

THICKNESS OF ".VAI.I.. NUMBER Ol" BRICKS.

4" or i brick 7

8;J-"
or I brick 14

1 2J" or I ^ brick 21

17" or 2 bricks 28

2i-|-" or 2+ bricks 35

25
J" or 3 bricks 42

The Crushing Strength of Brickwork varies greatly. The usual allowance per square foot

for a safe load is about as follows:

For pressed brick in good cement mortar, 12 tons.

For good, hard brick in cement mortar, 8 tons.

For good brick in lime mortar, 4 to 6 tons.

These allowances are not to be taken for piers in which the height exceeds eight times the

least diameter.



Footings. Put down footings
|

under all walls, chimneys, piers, etc.], the size of footings

[to be as shown on the plans.]

Or

[to be as follows: Under main walls (40 ) wide and (12 ) deep. Under all pi{;rs

(12") larger all around than the piers above and (12 ) deep. L'nder all chimne\s

(15) larger all around and (12 ) deep.]

J
Vault walls, Retaining walls, Bearing partition walls, Tower.

|

Concrete. All footings to be of concrete dumped into the trenches between ])lank curbs,

I

in la)ers not over 12 deep,] and rammed until the mortar is llushed to the top.

Level off and leave undisturbed until set.

•Stone. 'All footings to be of large, flat stones, each stone filling the course in width

antl height, close fitted and tlushed up with spawls and Rosendalc cement mortar,

laid on natural undisturl)ed earth.

Brick. All footings to be of brick as specified under " Brickwork," ste])ped up as

shown on the drawings, and laid u]> in /("-M?;/'/ cement mortar.

Foundations.
stone.

j
For Dwellings, etc.

J

The foundation walls up to the grade are to bi' (iS ) thick, of good, large,

sound building stone well i^onded by building in bontl stones every (6) in length

and every (V) in height. All stones are to be laid on their natural Ijeds to a line

on both sides, the joints well filled with mortar and well trowel pointeil both inside

and outside, [with joints ^weathered outside.]

{For City Buildings.
;

Brick.

The foundation walls, [vault walls, retaining walls, etc.,] are to be of the dimensions shown

on the drawings, built of good, sound granite coursed rubble stone work, each stone not less than

(2-6" X 1-6" X 8") in size; all rough pointed with parallel builds and beds so that no inequalities

of surface will exceed %' , each stone to be laid on the largest surface which must be the natural

quarry bed. The walls are to be levelled horizontally every (30 ') in height and to have a header

in every yffr superficial feet extending entirely through the wall ; all to be laid with full flushed

joints neatly pointed [inside and ^weathered outside.]

The foundation walls are to be (16 ) thick, of hard burned brick as specified

under " Brickwork."

Mortar. AH stone and brick work of foundations below grade, and all piers in cellar

are to be laid in Rosendale cement mortar.



'For stone footings in important work see under " Piling," page i6.

-'New York building law requires bonds every 4' in length and 3' in height, and if the wal

over 24" thick, one header for every six superficial feet.

^Nol necessary if the walls are to be plastered outside.
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Outside Plastering.

Put in foumlations for all chvarf walls, outside stc[)s, and piazza and other out-

side piers of concrete same as footiiis^s.

All foundations to go down at least (4) below the established grade shown on

the drawings, and deeper if necessary to reach firm and solid ground.

Leave all necessary openings in the foundations for all pipes, etc., and stop

and fill up around them afterwards. Level up to the top of the foundation |and

l)ed the wood sill in cement]. Bed and point around the frames of the cellar

windows.

Put down d7-y stone foundations (3 ) deep and level up with (2") of concrete for

all step flags.

Cover [the retaining wall and] all foundation walls lielow the ground surface

on the outside with (i ') of cement mortar: 'one part Portland cement to one part

sand ; and float the cement. [Give a coat of coal tar applied hot.]

Or

\
For waterproofing of retaining walls and foundations see page 28.

\

Foundation above

grade.

{For Dwellings, etc.]

The walls from the grade level to the 7i'Ood sill -axii to be (18) thick, faced with

[good hammer dressed building stone laid up in Lime-Rosendale cement mortar.

The joints are to be raked out and pointed with Portland cement mortar. P>ack

up with stone (or brickwork) laid in lime mortar.]

Or

* For brick facing see under "Face Brickwork."

j

Damp Course. ^^^n ^ ''"^ (6 ) above the grade, form a damp course [by giving the top of the

wall a coat of coal tar applied hot and covering with tarred paper with a coat of coal

tar on top of the paper] or [by laying a course of slate entirely through the wall]

Piers. i Material, Mortar, Caps and Bonds usually specified under other general headings.

Inverted

Arches.

Construct the inverted arches under the piers as shoicn on drawings ; to be of

brick as specified under " Brickwork," and laid up in Portlatid cement mortar : equal

parts of cement and sand [with one rowlock to each (12) of span.]
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'Often plastered as follows: Plaster a coat f thick with one part Rosendale cement to three

of sand, cover wiih a light coat of Portland, one part cement to three of sand, and when dry

give a wash coat of clear Portland cement.
Sometimes half Rosendale, half Portland is used : One part Portland, one Rosendale,

two sand.

A barrel of mortar will cover about 85 square feet ^" thick.
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Vaults. Construct the \aults as shown on the drawinirs, with (S") brick arches over the

top; the arches to have a rise of (i-k) for each foot of sjxui, |\vith skewliacks

moukled to fit the iron beams.] Cover the top with I'ortlanil cement concrete (4.)

dee]), well rammed, and cover with a good coat of asjjhaU.
|
V\m- archc s are to l)e

plastered on the vinderside with ( 1 ) of Portland cement mortar: cement and sand

in ecpial jiroportions.
|

For Iron Work for Vaults see Iron Specifications.
;

Beam Filling. I' ill in between the beams o{first slory and up to the to|> of the sann', on top

of the outside foundation walls and
|
cellar brick partitions,] with brick properly

laid in lime mortar.

Cellar Area. Construct the cellar area as shown with (iS ) walls laid uj) with slone in the

same manner as foundations, and coped with (3 ) rubbed iilue stone ;
steps to be of

riibbed blue stone [(3' ) thick set on brick risers) or
|
in one piece, (7 ) rise and

(i I ) tread, covering in i and rounded (or moulded) on the front edge.] The

bottom of thc! ar(;a to l)e of |(3 ) rubbed blue stone with holes tlrillctl thnnigh and

loose stone pit under.
|

Or

)
Specify a brick paved bottom or concrete same as the cellar bottom.

^

Other Areas. Construct the cellar zvindaii) areas as shcnvti, with (8) 'brick walls, in Roscndale

cement mortar coped with (3 ') rubbed blue stone.

I'"orm the bottom of [(3 ) blue stone with holes drilled through and loose stone

pit under,
|

Or

^ Specify a brick paved bottom or concrete same as the cellar bottom.
\

Set the iron grating as specified under "Iron Work."

Coal Slide. borm a coal slide as shown on the drawings, using (12") vitrified tile pipe

laid in cement and filled around with cement where it enters the wall ; to have a

tightly fitting iron cover with iron Irame, and grooves cut in th(; flag stone to keep

(lut the water. Let the frame into the flag stone and cement tightl\-.



'Sometimes of 4 flag stone with iron cramps.



Cellar Bottom, Level off the cellar bottom (8) from the underside of the first floor beams,

;

Ordinary.

;

settle it thoroughly and put down a concrete bottom (4 ) deep of one part Roscndale

cement, hvo parts sand and tlircc parts of clean, coarse, sharp gravel (or broken

stone) well tamped ; cover this with a coat of one part Portland cement to (wo of

sand ( I ) thick ; all (lushed up smooth with a true and even surface graded to tlie

outside cellar door so that the cellar will drain dr)-.

'Fill in between the sleepers in ; specify where; with the same concrete.

[

For City liuildings.

Top Coat.

Water Proofing.

;
For City Kuildings.

Level and grade off the entire cellar floor, [including Vaults, Area and —J and put down a

concrete bottom (4") deep, [the concrete to be as specified under "Concrete."] Or

[of one part PortlanJ ctmtnt, hvo of sand and /i?«/- of clean, coarse gravel.]

Cover this with the water proofing hereinafter specified, carried under the bases of the

columns and joined to the water proofing on the wtIU Over this lay a I.iv.t of concrete (12
)

deep.

In the Jspecify where} put down a top coat (1+) thick, of one part Portland cement to two

of sand flushed up smooth to a true, even, finished surface, and er.idcd tn the ,//,//// ,,,/,// f,„iin.

each course

The Contractor shall water-proof the cellar

[with t/iree layers of the best felt laid between four layers of Trinidad asphaltur

being made tight at the joints by overlapping and asphalting.]

Or

[with a layer of liquid asphaltum (^') thick applied with a trowel while hot,]

to be put down over the entire cellar floor, carried across the concrete, through the brickwork

and up on the side walls (2) above the grade, and turned 6" into the brickwork ; also to be

carried up the walls of the vault, 6' over the concrete at the top, [applied on the inner face of

a 4" brick 'wall built outside the vault for that purpose.]
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A better way is to lay the sleepers over the concrete.

This wail specified under "Brickwork."
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Trench for Construct a trench for the drain pipe where shown on the drawings, with a

Urain ipe. cement bottom formed in the same manner as the cellar bottom ; (4 ) brick sides in

linic-Rosciidale cement mortar, and the top covered with |a |)roper iron grating the

full length of the trench, made in sections and easily removable,
]
or [a ^^ flag stone.

|

Trap Pits. Construct trap pits around all traps or cleaning screws in the cellar bottor

with rcnicnt bottoms and brick sides. Cover with a st/iarrc /Liq </o;n' top.

Cold Air Duct. Construct the cold air duct 'below the cellar bottom "( 12 x 20 ) in size inside,

to run from the opening in the wall to the furnace. The bottom to be of cement

the same as the cellar bottom, the sides (4 ) thick of brick, and the top covered

with T," flag stones, with close a.xed joints laid [flush with the cellar bottom,
|
or

I

I below the cellar bottom and cemented over.]

Brick set

Heater.

Brick-set the ^furnace, size to be as shown on the drawings, the walls to be

( 10 ) in thickness, [built hollow w^ith a 2 air space and tied with tarred iron cramps

set in every sixth course, and (j-6 ) apart.] Set the doors, etc., furnished by the

Heating Contractor. Form the flues and draft holes as required. [Furnish and

set {\ X 2 ) wrought iron bars across the top, placed 8 on centres.] Lay over the

[bars at] top, two courses of brick laid flat, the upper course crossing the lower.

Cover with 2 of Rosendale cement mortar and over this with (3 ) of sand.

[Plaster the brickwork inside as laid with a good coat composed of half brcnvn

mortar and half Plaster of Parish]

Furnace Pit. Construct the furnace pit '(12 ) deep with a cement bottom, same as cellar

bottom, with (8 ) brick walls at sides. The size and shape of the furnace pit are

to be obtained from the Heating Contractor.
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'Neither the cold air duct nor furnace pit should be deeper than the dry drain around the
cellar walls.

-The size should be suited to the furnace to be used. A sectional area for the cold air duct
of ^' of the total sectional area of the heater pipes is usually considered the minimum.

'A steam or hot water heater would be set in the same manner, e.Kcept that the top bars are
not usually necessary.
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Chimneys.

Kitchen Flue.

Heater Fue.

Other Flues.

Construct the chimneys as shown on the drawings. In all cases there must be

(8 ) of brickwork between the inside of any smoke flue and any timber or wood

work. The chimneys must be built entirely clear of the framing, all flues to run

to the top independently.

Run tlTe kitchen flue of (8 ) round tile pipe [inside of a (12 x 12 ') square flue, leaving the

space around the tile pipe for <r/// flue and setting out bricks from the sides to support the tile

pipe.]

Run the heater flue of (10") round tile pipe with the opening (6") below the under side of the

floor joist and with a horizontal piece of pipe from the upright flue to the face of the chimney.

All [other] flues to be as shown on the drawings, and [lined with tile pipe,

sizes as follows: ( )] Or [pointed smooth on the inside with partitions at least

(4") thick.]

All tile for flues are to have joints bedded in mortar, to e.xtend at least i'

above the chimney caps and to be made tight at the top.

Plastering Outside. 'Plaster all chimneys outside before the furring is done, covering all brickwork

completely from the basement floor to the underside of the roof boards with mortar

same as the scratch coat.

Facing. Lay up the chimneys above the roof in design as shown, [and lay up the

outside chimneys] with the brick as called for under '' Facing" '' Moulded Drick^'

" Terra Colta" etc.

Ash Pits. Form the ash pits as shown and furnish and set for each a (12 x 14")

wrought iron frame with lugs to build into the brickwork and with sheet iron

doors properly hung and fastened.

Thimbles. Set a (si ) iron stove pipe thimble in laundry ) other rooms
[ and set earthen-

ware stove pipe thimbles in partitions of ; specify where |-.

Rough Fireplaces. Form the fireplaces with flat arches on '( i^" x f') wrought iron bars turned up

at each end, with openings (30 ) high from the top of the finished floors. Con-

struct proper ledges in the throats of fireplaces, and put in adjustable iron damp-

ers. Turn trimmer arches to all hearths, including kitchen, and level up all hearths

except kitchen, to the top of the floor beams with Portland cement for tiling. Run

(4' X 8 ) ash flues from allfireplaces in the btiilding to the ash pits.
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'This is often done as a protection against fire.

'Fireplace openings over 3' 6' and not over 5' wide should have bars 2 x i" in size

3i



Fireplace Finish.

Brick.

Tile, etc.

Linings.

Brick.

Iron.

Qrates.

Ventilating Qrates.

Gas Logs.

Hearths.

Tile.

Slate.

Face the [sides, back.] jambs, and (12) high over the top of the fireplace openings in

1
mention rooms; with buff brick laid with mortar to match colored with Pecora mortar stain. This

work is to be properly protected until completion and then cleaned down with acid ['and given a

coat of. raw linseed oil.]

Lay the hearths with the same brick, bedded in cement, in herring bone pattern, with a course

of. stretchers on the edges.

Face the jambs (6 ) wide and (12 ) high over the top of the fireplace openings in ;mention

rooms; with \W. H. Jackson and Company s imv antique green \:\,W\ or [; describe; onyx] or
[ J

describe}

marble] properly put up in ^cement.

Line the sides and backs of fireplaces in
;
mention rooms; with fire brick.

Line the sides and backs of fireplaces in ;
mention rooms; with //'. //. Jackson and Company's

No. j6 ornamental iron linings.

Furnish and set in
J

mention room ; a No. qi^ \V. If. yatAw// brass frame and in
J
mention

room} a No. j6s \V. H. Jackson iron frame.

Furnish and set in ;
mention rooms; No. IV. //. Jackson grates.

Furnish and set a jVo. 68j IV. H. Jackson <s' Company's ventilating grate. Also construct a

special 8 ' x 8' ventilating flue from the side of the chimney in the cellar to the hearth. The fire-

place is to be constructed with openings, etc , according to diagram accompanying the grate.

Furnish and set in
;
mention room; a No. ^62 IT. H. Jaclnon gas log and make all necessary

connections to the pipes as left by the plumber.

Furnish and put down tile hearths in 'mention rooms; (16" x 60 ) in size, laid with enamelled

tile, color to be selected by the Oioner, [back hearths to be laid with the same tile, borders to be laid

with reliefpatterns.

All tile of hearths is to be laid in Portland cement and gravel i" thick and properly protected

until completion, finished hearths to be (f") above the finished floor.

Furnish and set to the fireplaces in
;
mention rooms; a smooth polished slate hearth (16" x 60")

in size and laid (,\ ) above the finished floor.

Kitchen Fireplace. Construct the kitchen fireplace as required for the range in size to fit the

jForliricksetRange. ; same and face the throat, breast and jambs with i^Jiile enameled brick laid up in

mortar to match, colored with Pecora mortar stain. Properly clean down the brick

work at completion, [^and give a coat of linseed oil.
|

Furnish and set the [shelf] or [lintel | of btuc4onc, with rubbed front, [ends,

bottom and top,] (8 ) thick, set (5-6 ) from the floor, and a rubbed bluestone

hearth (3 thick x 2-6 wide), the shelf and hearth to be as long as the breast is

wide. Furnish the necessary brick and mortar for setting the range [and also set

the ventilating register furnished by the Phunber.\

Kitchen Hearth, etc. Furnish and put down in the kitchen a rtibbed bluestone hearth (3" x 4 x 5 ) in

!
For Portable Range. } size, laid in cement. Furnish and put in a thimble for the range, ^{J ) in size [and

also set the ventilating register furnished by the PlumberT^



'"'"''If red brick are used.

Cement i" thick, tile about * ".

'This is for a 6" pipe which is used for a single oven range. For a double oven range,
thimble should be 8" for a 7" pipe.
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Ventilating Build the ventilating- flues in the walls as shown on the drawings, and furnish

Flues. and set (12 x 14") white enameled double cord registers where marked on the

drawines.

Face Brick

Work.
j Ordinary.

\

I'ace all [walls and outside chimneys above the grade and all chimneys above

the roof
I

with (6//^'brick laid in mortar to match, using Pecora mortar stain. Clean

down the brick with acid at completion ['and give a good coat of raw linseed oilj.

]
Other Facings

\

.

[For City Buildings,
j The [front wall of the building from xXw/'uc course to t\\v, iindrrsidc of (he

cornice, and the walls of the courts, including the sills, jambs, heads and reveals of

windows] are to be faced with ^«^ pressed brick, shade A. laid in cement mortar

with well filled (i ) joints, all well bonded to the wall in every sixth course by [a

row of headers laid diagonally into the backing |. all arches to be [moulded] or

[cut and rubbed] to the required shape and properly bonded to the backing.

Face the walls of the elevator shaft from top to bottom with best cjuality white

glazed brick bonded to the backing in the same manner.

All face brick are to be laid in cement mortar and to have the joints raked

out at completion and re-pointed with cement mortar colored with Pecora mortar

stain to match the color of the brick. All face brick are to be cleaned down with

[a weak solution of muriatic acid] or [a solution of common lye in water] ['and

given a coat of raw linseed oil.]

\ For other press brick see under " Ciiimneys" (fireplace finish, hearths, kitchen fireplaces, etc.)
[

Houlded Brick. Furnish and put in the moulded brick as shown on the scale and detail draw-

inCTS. 'Color, description, and numbers if stock patterns.
|

Terra Cotta. Furnish and set the terra cotta work as shown on the scale and detail draw-

ings. -'Color, description, and numbers if stock patterns.;
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-If red brick are used.



Preparation for Lay a course of brick on edge in Port/and cement between the beams of

Tiling. Imention roomsf filling in the joints with Portland cement. Level up to within

Floors.
(^[ ) q[ (-j-jg top of the adjoining floors with Portland cement.

Walls. 'Furnish and put on }'ork patent metal lath, (4 ) high, well nailed on tlu- walls

of
I

mention roomsl for tiling.

Stops for Mice. -'Lay a course of brick flat in mortar between the studs of all walls and partitions on top of

the floor in each story, [and a coarse on top of partition bridging in first story
|

to jirevent mice

circulating through the building.

Brick Paving. Pave the ;mention \vhere|. Ram the earth [)ro[)erly, put down (2) of /\osen-

1

•''" Vards, etc.
; ^/^.j/^, cement concrete, pave with coiinujn brick laid

|
flat

|
or

|
on edge

|
and grout the

joints with
|
clear Porl/and ccmcn\?\^ or [sand.

|

Water=proof Construct a waterproof Hoor in the conservatory as follows : Furnish and put

Floor. in two light (9 ) steel I beams with (8 ) brick arches between laid in Portland

cement. Over this level up the arches with Rosendalc cement concrete same as

cellar bottom, and allow it to dry. Apply over this a coat of hot asphalt and

cover with tarred paper. Cover over the paper a coat of hot asphalt and (3 ) of

concrete: one part Portland cement to one part of crushed stone dust. Trowel

down to a smooth surface and grade to the drain in the centre.

Cistern.

Overflow.

Supply.

Construct the cistern where shown, ^(6 ) in diameter inside and (10') deep. Lay up the walls

(8 ) thick of brick in Rosendale cement mortar. Lay two courses of brick on the bottom, dome

over on top and leave a man hole with a (3 ') flag stone cover. Plaster the inside, sides and

bottom, with a coat of \tnortar (f ") thick: one part Rosendale cement to three of sand. Cover this

with a coat of Portland cement mortar: one cement to three of sand, and when dry, give a wash

coat of clear Portland cement.]

Lay a (5) vitrified tile pipe overflow connected to the cistern near .the top, laid on a proper

grade. Trap the overflow with a (5 ) running trap and connect to tlie drain to cesspool.

Run a (4 ) cast iron vent pipe from the top of the cistern up (12 ) above the ground and cap

with a perforated iron cover.

I
Specify the drains from the leaders to the cistern either here or under " Drains."

f
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'This lathe comes in 8" lengths and in two widths, 12 and 24.
"This is also a preventative against fire. For another way of doing this see Carpenter's

Specification.

^For capacity see under "Tanks" in Plumber's Specification.
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Privy Vault. Construct a privy vault (4 x 4) in size inside, and (6') deep; the walls laid up (8) thick of

brick in Roscndale cement mortar with a cement bottom the same as the cellar bottom. Plaster the

sides inside [with (|^ ) of cement mortar: one part of Portland cement to one of sand] or [in the

manner specified for plastering cistern] and make water tight.

Discharge Pipe. Run a (5") vitrified tile discharge pipe to the cesspool, from one foot above the bottom of

the vault, with a bend turned down into the vault for the purpose of allowing the liquid contents

of the vault only to escape.

Cesspools.

For Two. (One tight,

one loose.)

Construct 'two cesspools, (8) in diameter and (8) deep, the first located (60) from the build-

ing, laid up tight in -Rosendale cement mortar with fS ) brick walls, plastered inside in the manner

specifiedforplastering the cistern, and to have a cement bottoin same as the ^cellar bottom; the second

located (10) from the first and laid up loose with (18 ) stone walls, both domed over on top with

(20') man holes and (3") 'flag stone covers. Lay a (4") vitrified tile pipe connecting the two

cesspools, connected to the first cesspool (6") below the inlet to the same, with an elbow turned

downward.

For One. (Tight.) Construct the cesspqpl (60 ) from the building where directed, (S) in diameter and (8) deep

with (8") brick walls laid up in -Rosendale cement mortar, plastered inside with (^") of cement

mortar: one part Portland ctmtnX. to one part sand, and with a cement bottom the same as the'cellar

bottom. Dome over on top and form a (20) man hole with a (3) 'flag stone cover.

For One. (Loose.) Construct the cesspool (60) from the building where directed, (8) in diameter and (8) deep

with (18 ') stone walls laid up dry. Dome over the top and form a (20 ) man hole with a 3" flag

stone cover.

Overflow. The {second] cesspool is to have a (4) vitrified tile overflow taken out (3 ) below the outlet

pipe with an elbow turned down into the cesspool, and discharging on the surface of the ground.

Grease Trap. ^Construct in the cellar on the house drain a grease trap (2' .x 2') in size, and (3) deep laid up

with brick in cement mortar, with a brick paved bottom. Cement the sides and bottom inside and

cover with a flag stone tightly cemented in place. The outlet pipe is to have a quarter bend

turned down.



'Where it is necessary to use a cesspool, the least objectionable way is to provide a tight

cesspool and lay from it subsoil irrigation drains, in which case, of course, no other overflow is

needed. This method works well where there is considerable yard space with a slight fall from
the building. The next best method is to provide a tight cesspool with overflow, cleaning it out

as often as necessary. .A. method often employed in the country is to construct two cesspools, one
tight and one loose, with an overflow from the latter. This, while less objectionable than a loose

.cesspool alone, has little to recommend it.

•Proportions, page iS.

^Cellar bottom, page 28.

*The flag stone cover sometimes has an iron grating for ventilation. If the house drain is

provided with a fresh air inlet or foot ventilation this grating is not usually put in. In cases,

however, where no foot ventilation is provided and the soil pipe runs to the roof, the grating is

usually provided.

'This is not a good or usual way to form a grease trap. A much better way is to provide

metal grease traps under the proper fi.xtures, omitting this arrangement entirely.
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Drains.

Dry.

Leader.

5e\ver.

Form a dry drain around the cellar walls and lower than the cellar bottom,

about (12") deep of [loose stone] or [( 2 ) sole tile with loose joints.] Care must

be taken that this drain shall continue unbroken around all area ways, etc. Cover

with paper before filling in. Lay a (4 ) vitrified tile drain from the dry drain to

the curb.

Lay a (4) vitrified tile drain from each leader [(12) out from the building

and run into loose stone drains or pits,] or [to the main house drain] or [to the

cistern], extending (2 ) above the ground to connect with the leaders.

Lay a (5) vitrified tile drain from a point (6) outside of the building to the

[cesspool] or [sewer in the street. Tap and pay for tapping the sewer and connect

therewith.]

[The building is to be located (^50 ) from the street line.]

All earthenware pipes are to be smooth, salt glazed and cylindrical, '{'i') In

thickness, free from defects, each length perfectly straight. The ends of the pipes

are to be wet before applying the cement and the space between each hub and the

small end of the next section is to be completely filled with Portland cement with

joints clean inside. Lay with a uniform fall on boards and use Y branches for all

connections.

Irrigation.

[
Used with Cesspool.

Lay from the cesspool, (3 ) below the inlet pipe in the same, a "(4 ) vitrified

tile drain with an elbow turned down into the cesspool, and between each joint of

pipe lay a (2' x 4") Y reducer. From each Y branch lay a line of (2") agricultural

sole tile, with joints open (i ), laying (200 ) in all. Cover the joints with pieces

of paper before filling in to keep out the earth. These pipes are to be laid [^on

boards] (10 ) below the surface of the ground and to have a fall from the cesspool

of (3 ') to 100. The end of the main line pipe is to have a 2" x 4
' reducer and to be

continued with aericultural tile the same as the branches.

Yard Catch Construct brick catch basins in the yards where so marked on the drawings,

Basins. (16 x 16" x 12 ) in size, with (4 ) brick walls and cement bottoms, with a perfor-

ated iron strainer in the outlet.

I
Specify a drain for this under " Drains, "f
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'For table of thicknesses see note opposite "Earthenware Pipe" in Plumber's Specification.

Should be the same size as the inlet pipe to the cesspool.

^it is important that these pipes should have a perfectly uniform fall and while somewhat
expensive, this is much better accomplished by laying on boards.
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Iron Work.

Anchors.

Chimney Rods.

Guards.

Gratings.

Anchor the front wall to the side walls with iron T anchors every six feet

in height ; anchors to be (li" x f x 24) in size, turned up at the back end (4"),

with I" X S" cross bars in front.

Anchor the ends of every fourth beam into the side walls with (i^" x f")

wrought iron anchors, (16) long, turned up into tlv l.rick work and spiked to

the beams.

Anchor the walls running parallel with the beams every (6) with (i-J" x |")

wrought iron anchors turned down over the second beam.

Furnish and build in f" wrought iron anchors at the top of the walls, placed

6 apart and extending 24" into the walls with washers and nuts on top.

Turnish and put up for cacJi chimney an iron rod (1 ) in diameter, turned

up (3 ) on the roof and well spiked to the timber; to extend [into the chimney

width (8) and turned up (4 ) at the end 1 or Idinr thronidi ihc chimncv uitli a

washer on each side.]

I'urnish and put in guards to all basement windows with (f ) round, upright

bars, placed (4 ) apart [and secured to two (3' x %'\ cross bars let into the stone

work and fitted titrliiK- 1, or rwirli iron frames hung to opi:n and fitted with suit-

able locks.]

Cover the cellar zcnndozc areas with iron gratings formed of (f x \^') bars,

placed (la ) apart, with suitable frames secured to the stone coping, with iron

lugs leaded in.

I
For other iron work see "Iron Specification."!

Plastering,

Whitewashing. Whitewash all brick or stone work visible in the cellar with two good coats,

using Rockland lime and plaster-of-Paris.

Deafening. 'Deafen the floors of
J

mention rooms |- by pugging between the beams, on

boarding prepared by the carpenter, with mortar (2") thick, well packed.

Back plaster on lath between the studs ofepartitions' between 'mention rooms,

and in the outside walls of the building, with one coat of scratch coat mortar.



'Boarding for this is called for in Carpenter's Specification.
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Lathing. [The side walls of the cellar and the walls and ceilini_,rs of
| mention rooms!

are not to be lathed and plastered.]

[The walls of
J

mention wherej are to be plastered directl)- on the brick work.
|

All other walls, ceilings, partitions and work that is furred off throughout the

building, [including the cellar ceiling,] are to be lathed with

[sound, dry spruce lath put on (f") apart with four nailings to each lath and

joints broken every tenth lath ; no lath to be put on vertically nor to run from one

room to another.] Or [ York metal lath with the rough side in.]

Plast ring. "Plaster all work which is lathed [and plaster jmention wherej directly on the

brickwork] with

Three Coat. two coats of mortar, a scratch and brown, composed of thoroughly

slacked pure lime strained through a \ mesh screen, and clean, sharp

sand, free from loam and salt ; the scratch composed of one half bushel

of goat hair and one barrel of lime to three barrels of sand, and the

brown of one-quarter bushel of cattle hair and one barrel of lime to six

barrels of sand. All hair is to be well beaten, soaked and thoroughly

mixed in. Stack the brown mortar at least ten days and the scratch

three days before using.

[The scratch coat is to be well scratched and half dried before the

brown is applied.] Or ['The brown coat is to be laid on over the

scratch immediately after the scratch is applied.]

The brown coat is to be thoroughly dry before the finished coat is

applied.

T c at
^^ ^^'^^ ^^^"^ °^ mortar composed of one barrel of pure lime, thoroughly

slacked and strained, to three barrels of clean, sharp sand, free from loam

and salt, adding one-half bushel of goat hair, well beaten, soaked and

thoroughly mixed in. Stack the mortar three days before using. This

coat is to be thorougly dry before the finished coat is applied.

All ceilings are to be made perfectly level, all walls true, straight and plumb,

and all angles sharp and true. The scratch and brou.ni coats are to be carried back

of all trim, base, wainscoting, etc.
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'The thickness of grounds is usually ^" for three coat, f" for laid on work, and f for two
coat work.

"A method called 'Maid on" work is employed in some localities. This is specified precisely
in the same manner as three coat work except that the brown coat is laid on immediately after the
scratch is applied. It is somewhat cheaper than three coat work and finishes about f" thick
instead of f".

'This coat not scratched.
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Finish of Walls.

Hard F-inish.

Finish
|
mention where! with a coat of hard finish, composed of lime putty,

white sand or marble dust, and plaster-of-Paris finished and troweled to a smooth

ami polished surface, free from defects or brush marks.

5and Finish. F"inish {mention where, with a coat of sand hnish composeil of one part white

lime putty to 'tJtrce parts of white sand, floated up with cork floats.

King's Windsor
Cement.

Three Coat Work.

Hard Finish.

Sand Finish.

Plaster {specify where' with two coats of 'King's Windsor Cement, using [the Neat Windsor

Cement, adding by measure two parts of clean, sharp bank sand to one part of cement and

mixing dry, then adding a proper amount of water], or [Windsor Cement Dry Mortar, adding

only enough water to wet it up ] The first coat is to be well scratched and the second coat

applied so that the finish will come flush to \' grounds.

Plaster {specify where! with a coat of King's Windsor Cement, using [the Neat Windsor

Cement, adding by measure two parts of clean, sharp bank sa:id to one part of cement and

mixing dry, then adding a proper amount of water] or [Windsor Cement Dry Mortar, adding

only enough water to wet it up ] The walls are to be left rough, but even and true, aiid the

plaster applied so that the finishing coat will come flush to }" grounds.

All ceilings are to be made perfectly level, all walls true, straight and plumb, and all angles

sharp and true. The plastering is to be carried back of all trim, base, wainscoting, etc. The

walls are to be two-thirds dry before the finishing coat is applied.

Finish {mention where| with a coat of King's Windsor hard finish, composed of equal parts

Superfine Windsor Cement and well screened and seasoned lime putty, finished and trowelled

to a smooth and polished surface, free from defects or brush marks.

Finish {mention where} with a coat of King's Windsor sand finish, mixed with water as

directed, and floated up with soft pine or cork floats.

Adamant.
Three Coat.

Two Coat.

Two Coat.

{On Brickwork.

Finishing.

Hard Finish.

Float Work.

Plaster {specify wherej with a coat of No. i 'Adamant wall plaster as a scratch coat, and

as soon as it sets hard, apply a coat of No. B Adamant wall plaster as a brown coat; these two

coats to be not less than (|' ) thick.

Plaster {specify where; with a coat of No. i Adamant wall plaster not less than {^") thick.

Plaster {specify where} with a coat of Adamant B or Browning Adamant wall plaster (^') in

thickness. All brick walls, tile or fire proofing must first be wet to reduce suction.

All Adamant wall plaster is to be mixed and applied according to the printed instructions for

the same, to be filled out flush with the grounds, to be straightened and brought to an even

surface, and all walls made plumb, ceilings level, and corners and angles sharp and true.

Finish {specify where; w-ith a finishing coat of Adamant No. 3, gauged with two-thirds lime

putty. This is not to be applied until the under coat is bone dry. Finish with a smooth and

polished surface.

Finish {specify where} with a finishing coat of Adamant No. 2, gauged with two-thirds sand

finish. The floating is to be done with as little water as possible, to avoid killing the surface.



'Sometimes two parts white lime to five white sand.

•'This cement is made in two forms, King's Neat Windsor Cement, without sand; and King's

Windsor Cement Dr)' Mortar, with sand mixed in, ready for use by adding water. The grounds
should be for three coat work, ^ ; for two coat work, f ; and on brick walls of sufficient thickness

CO straighten out the walls. Any metallic or best pine or spruce lath may be used. Lath should

be ,y apart for side walls and }" for ceilings. Lath must be thoroughly swelled at least 24 hours

before plastering.

For plastering directly on the brick work specify in the same manner, except for Neat Cement
use three parts of sand to one of cement or call for Brick Dry Mortar in place of Cement Dry
Mortar.

^For Adamant plastering lath should be placed -^" apart and nailed with common wire nails.

The grounds should be J thick for three coat work and {;" for two coat. Lath is to be wet two

or three hours before applying Adamant.
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Patching. Do all patching of plaster work required after other mechanics have finished,

repairing all cracks and broken places, and leave the plastering in a first class

condition.

Centres. Furnish and put up plaster centre pieces in {mention rooms; to cost $-

net each, and to be in pattern as may be selected by the Owner.

Cornices. Run a plaster cornice in the ceiling angle of {mention roomsj (6) on side walls

and (4 ) on the ceiling [as shown by detail drawings] or [to cost $ per running

foot, in pattern as may be selected.]

Beams. Run beads or moulds to all angles of beam soffits or arrises.

Brackets. Furnish and put up the plaster brackets [as shown on the scale and detail

drawings.]

Coves. Run a plaster cove, on 'furring put up by the Carpenter, in the ceiling

angle of {mention rooms
|

[with mould on the walls and ceiling.]

Outside Where shown on the drawings, over the boarding put on by the Carpenter,

Plastering. furr off with spruce lath put on vertically 12" apart and well nailed. Cover over

this furring with ^'Yo^'k metal lath well nailed, with the rough side turned in.

Apply a coat i in thickness of Rosendale cement and washed sand in equal

proportions, and cover this with a coat of Portland cement and washed sand in

equal proportions, i" thick, [floated with cork floats] or [trowled.]
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'This furring is in Carpenter's Specification.

This lath comes in 8' lengths and in two witdths, 12' and 24



Bluestone.

* If the bluestone work is made a separate contract this specification should be preceded by a

Heading and General Conditions.
|-

All bluestone is to be of the best stock, free from imperfections and, where

exposed to view, of an even and uniform color. All stones are to be set on their

natural (|uarry beds and cut to the proper sha[)e with parallel Imilds and beds.

' If any finishing stone is to be of blue stone, .see Cut Stone specification
[

Templates. Provide
|
and set

|

/f«^ rt.r^^/ templates under all iron work; iniiler beams and

lintels (
12" X 12" x 5 ), under girders (20' x 20 x 8

').

Pier Caps and Bonds.

Bases.

.Ml \>\ttx% in the cellar -AX^ to have (5 ) fine axed h\\\v. stone caps and one {^)fine

axed blue stone bond in each, the same size as piers.

All iron columns are to rest on (5 )y?«^ axed bines/one bases, | specify sizes.'

Footing Stones. See page 16. Cold Air Duct Cover. See page t,o.

Cellar Areas. See page 26. Kitchen Pireplaces. See page 34.

Other Areas. See page 26. Cistern Cover. See page 38.

Drain Trench Cover. See page 30. Cesspool Cover. See page 40.

Trap Pit Cover. See page 30. Urease Trap Cover. See page 40,

See under Cut Stone specification for the following items :
|

Water table, sills, lintels, jambs, mullions, (luoitis, steps, stoops, belts, columns and pilasters,

platforms, posts, brackets, chimney caps and coping.

Terrace Steps. Furnish and set nebbed bhieslone terrace steps as shown on the drawings.

Steps are to be (6' x 12 ) and to cover in i; cheek pieces (6" x 14). [The steps

and cheek pieces are to be moulded as shown on the detail drawings.]

[Put down a cement concrete foundation iS deep for steps.]

Step Flags. l-'urnish and put down nibbed bluestone step stones under and at the foot of all

outside steps in size as shown on the drawings, each in one piece and (4 ) thick.

Flag Sidewalk. Lay a flag stone side walk (6') wide ; specify where
;

of bluestone flags (3")

Ordinary. thick, each stone the full width of the walk, well bedded in sand, with a pitch of

(i") to the foot in' the width of the walk. [The stones are to be (planed) or

(rubbed) on the face.]
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'Walks over 5 wide are usually laid

should be 4 thick.

in two or more widths. If laid in one width the stones
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Stone Sidewalk.

City Work.

Curb.

Lay a [bluestonej or [granitcj sidewalk ncros.-. the front of the huildino, each

stone (8 ) thick, not less than (6') wide, and of a sufficient length to reach from

the [building] or [walk lights] to [a line i" beyond] tlic curb. The stones arc to

be [planed] or [rubbed] or [fine a.xed] on the upper faces [and outer edges,) with

perfectly straight joints, trimmed square (2") below the upper faces. Do all

cuttine and eroovine to fit to the coal covers, light frames, etc. Set the stones

over a bed of (12) of [sand] or [concrete] or [cinders] solidly rammed flush with

the underside of the stones. Lay to the proper grade [cutting the corner stones

to the grade on both streets] and joint with Portland cement.

Furnish [and set] the curbing, using (4" .x 'i') fine axed blue stone (8) long,

[set on the retaining wall] [i back of the curb line.]

Gutter. Furnish and set the gutter of (4 x \^ )fne axed bluestone (8) long, hol-

lowed out (A") in the centre.

The curb and gutter are to be cut with square joints and edges, are to be

well bedded in Portland cement, and the joints to be [filled with Portland cement]

or [run with asphaltum and pointed with Portland cement.]

Area Flagging. [Specify where, thickness, etc.}

Cement ^^^^^ down a cement sidewalk
J

specify where and width. {

Sidewalk Excavate to a depth of (15 ) and fill in with [factory cinders (w ) deep] or

[(8 ) of broken stone and (3) of cinders,] made wet and thoroughly rammed

until there can be no subsidence. Over this put down (3") of the following mix-

ture, viz.: one part of y! B. White & Brothers English Portland cement, tivo

parts of clean, sharp sand, and four parts of clean washed stone, broken to pass

through a (i ") ring.

Put down a top coat (1 ) thick, composed of one part of the same cement

and tivo parts of [clean stone, crushed to (i") irr size], or [sea washed grit.]

Finish with a smooth and even surface in a uniform color as directed, with a

fall of (i") to the foot in the width of the walk.

Lay out in squares or uniform figures with joints cut entirely through the

walk'from top to bottom, [and rib to imitate locut tooled work.]

Form the curb of the same material with a rounded edge.

Leave all the necessary holes and grooves for coal covers, light frames, etc.,

and after the fixtures are set, point up around them.

[The Contractor herebj' agrees to repair at his own expense any damage

to this work not arising from accident, for a period of tivo years from the time

of completion.]
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Cut Stone.

! If the Cut Stone work is made a separate contract, this specification should be preceded

by a Heading and General Conditions.
|

Quality and Descrip- All cut stone of the various kinds is to be of an even and uniform color,

free from spawl holes, seams, sand holes or other defects that would materially

impair its strength, durability or appearance. (Samples in 6 cubes ot each kind

of stone, showing the cutting and polishing specified and proposed to be furnished,

must be submitted to the Architect for his approval, and the work must be per-

formed equal in every respect to the samples approved.
|

All rock faced work is to be fresh faced and free from tool marks. All beds

and builds are to be cut full to the square, all arrises sharp, and all side joints

vertical, extending so to the back of the stones. All side joints are to be [sawed

I
in limestone or sandstone H or Tfinc pointed jin granite.

J
I

All stones are to be set on their natural (piarry beds. All projecting courses

are to rest on the wall a distance at least equal to i more than their projection,

and not less than 12 in any case. All projecting stones are to be cut with a drip.

All stones are to be cut to receive the iron and wood work and are to be

provided with the necessary anchor, clamp, dowel and lewis holes. All cornice

and coping stones are to have the proper reglets cut in them for flashing, and the

Contractor is to d(j any other cutting of the stone work required.

Clamps, etc. All copings and horizontal courses and all chimney caps are to be clamped

together w'ith 4'v?/z/rt'«?r^</ wrought iron countersunk clamps. All vertical stones

are to be dowelled.
|
Every piece of stone is to be anchored to the backing with

fwo galvanized wrought iron anchors properly built in.
|

All clamps and dowels

are to be set in [moulten lead
|
or

|
Portland cement.

|

[The iron clamps and dowels are to be furnished by the Iron Contractor,

and set by the Jlfasou.^

All limestone is to be plastered on the back and sides with a thick coat of La

Farge Portland Cement.

Carving. Execute all carving in the best manner from detail drawings furnished for the

same. [The Contractor shall have full sized plaster models made of all carved work

and submit (photographs of) the same to the Architect for approval before exe-

cuting.]
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Setting.

J
If included in this

Specification.
(

{If delivered for

Mason to set. |

Protection.

Kind of Stone.

Set all work herein s|)ecifie(l in [La Fartj^e cement mortar] or [lime putt\] with

uniform bed and side joints not more than ,\
' wide. Rake out the joints (f") deep,

clean the stone off carefulh' with ['acid, ami point at completion with Portland

cement.]

All the work herein specified is to be delivered to the building and properly

piled up on boards by the Contractor, ready for setting by the Mason, [and the

Contractor shall keep a sufficient number of fitters on the premises while the stone

is being set, to do any fitting required.]

All stone sills, steps, co[)ings, jambs and other parts of the work likel\- to be

injured, must be protected by the Contractor by covering with l)oards properly

secured and maintained until the building is completed, when the coverings are to

be removed by the Contractor. All stone work must be protected while the face

brick is being oiled.

All steps are to be <>f the best ConnecticiU granite, all other work of light /ndiana

limestone.

Ashlar Work. The walls where so shown |or specify where—front, sides, tower, dormers, gables, porch,

etc., |- are to be faced with coursed a.^h\Ar in (lo ) courses and the stones are to be

[not over 30 nor less than 20 ]
in length, breaking joints in every course. The

ashler Is to be

[rock faced with ( 2 ) of rock face beyond the wall line] or

[rubbed] or

[crandelled
] or

[tooled in parallel lines six to the inch] or

[random pointed with li" rubbed drafts] or

[rough pointed on the face and to project (3") beyond the wall line with

rounded edges and 1+ pointed drafts.]

All ashler is to have not less than (4") beds.

All joints are to be [pitched] or [pointed (i")] or [tooled (i )].

The ashlar is to be bonded to the backing by six (10") horizontal courses ex-

tending entirely through the hacking and is to be [built with a slip joint, bonding into

the side walls as shown,] or [returned on the side walls with block toothings (2 and

3') deep and (10") high.]



'If limestone, clean off with a stiff steel brush, use no acid, and point with l-a Farge Portland
cement.
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Margins. AH jambs, corners and angles are to have a (i ') fine tooled margin. [Also cut

a i" margin at the top of the stone work all around the building.]

Water Table. The water table is to be (6") in height, to extend at least (4") into the wall,

and to project (i) beyond the wall line with a drip. To h^ fine tooled on the face

with a (i ') tooled wash.

Sills. 1 Special.;

{Ordinary.' Furnish [and set] sills for all windows as shown. The sills

are to be (5) thick for all openings 5' wide or less and (8 ) thick for openings

exceeding 5 . All sills are to extend at least (3) under the wood subsills, to be

(2") longer at each end than the openings, to project ( li) beyond the wall line, to

be [fine tooled] or [rubbed] on the face and top, and cut with wash, lugs and drip.

\
Door Sills. !

Lintels. I
Special.

\

{Ordinary.; Furnish [and set] lintels for all windows as shown, to be

(10") high for openings 5' or less and (12' ) for openings exceeding 5'. The lintels

are to rest on the wall (4") at each end, to extend at least (i") over the frame, to

be placed flush with the wall, to be ^ne tooled on the {a.ce, fine tooled on the under-

side [and cut to fit the iron lintel.]

1 Door Lintels.

;

Jambs. All jambs are to be in blocks, of the sizes as shown, rock ia.ced,fine tooled on

the reveals [and cut out for the window boxes.]

Mullions, etc. The mullions and transoms are to be cut with moulded, panelled faces with

tooled sides, and back jointed for the frames.

Quoins. The quoins are to be \rock faced with (i") tooled drafts.]

Chimney Caps. The chimney caps are to be (4") thick, fine tooled on the face, with holes

cut through for each flue. These caps are to project ( i") beyond the brick work

all around, and each is to be in [one piece] or \two pieces clamped].

{Chimney offsets.;
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Pier Caps and Bonds. {See under "Bluestone" page 52.!

Coping;. The copings for •] specify wliere — area walls, retaining walls, firewalls, gables, porches,.

etc,,} are to be (5") thick, in [length as shown,] or (6'
)
[lengths], fine tooled on the

face and top. and to project (2) on each side of the wall with a wash and drip on

both sides. [On the gable walls, every third coping stone is to extend into the

wall.]

-I Moulded edges.
|

] Clamps for Copings specified on page 56.}

Steps. The steps ] specify where—front, rear, porte-cochere, terrace, basement, etc.,
^ are to

have (6") rise and ( 1 1 ) tread covering in ( i ) rubbed on the rise and tread, [each,

in one piece and with nosing and cove moulding on the edges.]

Stoops. Platform: thickness, finish, pieces, joints.

Steps: size, finish, mouldings.

Buttresses: size, finish, mouldings, carvings.

Terrace Steps. Steps: size, finish, mouldings.

Checks or Buttresses : size, finish, mouldings,
J
Specified under "Bluestone," page 53,

|

Belts. Belts: size, finish, mouldings, projection, beds.

Columns and
Pilasters.

Shafts: size, finish, flutings, carvings, one piece, checked.

Base: mouldings, carved.

Caps : mouldings, carved.

Platforms. Platforms: thickness, finish, pieces, joints, j Stoop platform specified under "Stoops," above.
\

Arches.

Step Stones.

Posts.

Arches: face, reveals, carvings, margins.

Step Stones: size, mouldings, finish, carvings.

Posts: size, moulding, cap, base, finish.
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structural Iron

Work.

Principle of

Construction.

IRON WORK.

]lf the Iron Work is made a separate contract, this specification sliould be preceded by a

Heading and General Conditions.

;

[For Anchors, Chimney Rods, Guards and Gratings see in Mason's Specification,

paL^^c 44 ; for Tie anchors for hollow walls see in Mason's Specification, page 20. For

Clamps, Dowels and Anchors for stone work, see in Cut Stone Specification, page 56.

For Truss iron, Beam straps, Flitch plates, Bridle irons and Rafter straps, see in Carpenter's

Specification under "I-'raming." I-'or other miscellaneous items, see at the end of

this specification. |-

The building is to be constructed on the skeleton plan, the sui)porting system

being entirely independent of the side walls, and all the work is to be of the sizes

and weights as shown and figured on the drawings and as hereinafter specified.

The several parts of the structure are 10 be proportioned to carry safely the following loads,

exclusive of the weight of the structure :

Floors, '(100) pounds per superficial foot.

Roofs, ["(50) pounds per superficial foot] or |a wind load of '(24) pounds, vertically, and a

snow load of '(7) pounds per superficial foot] and the calculation for strength shall also be based

on the assumption that the common brickwork 'weighs 112 pounds, pressed brickwork (140)

pounds, stone (170) pounds, concrete (140) pounds, and timber (54) pounds per cubic foot
;
and

that the double flooring weighs (8) pounds, the plastering (8) pounds, the roof sheathing (3)

pounds, and the slate covering (9) pounds per square foot.

All work is to be accurately made and fitted with standard [wrought iron
|
or

|

steel] con-

nections.

The Contractor is to do all necessary drilling or cutting for the proper fastening of all other

work to the ironwork.

All material used shall be subject to inspection and test by the Architect. Said tests and in-

spection are to be made at the time of rolling, and the quality determined before it leaves the

rolling mill. All necessary facilities for this purpose shall be furnished by the manufacturer. A
variation in cross section or weight of rolled material of more than 3^ from that specified, may be

cause for rejection.

Cast Iron. All castings shall be of tough grey iron, free from injurious cold shuts or

blow holes, true to pattern and of workmanlike finish.

Sample pieces i" square from the same heat of metal in sand moulds shall be capable of sus-

taining on a clear span of 4'-6", a central load of 500 pounds when tested in the rough bar.



'The allowance in the New York Building Law for floor loads is as follows:

For dwellings, tenements and hotels, 70 lbs. per square foot.

For offices, 100 lbs per square foot.

For places of public assembly, 120 lbs. per square foot.

For stores, factories and warehouses, not less than 150 lbs. per square foot.

n'his allowance of fifty pounds per square foot is for a flat roof. For pitched roofs the loads

are usually taken as follows:

'Wind Loads.

In pounds per superficial foot.

Pitch.



Wrought Iron. All wrought iron must be ductile and fibrous, straight and smooth, free from

buckles, blisters, cracks or cinder pockets.

The tensile strength, limit of elasticity and ductility shall be determined from a standard test

piece not less than ^" thick, and cut from a full sized bar. All wrought iron shall have an elastic

limit of at least 26,000 pounds per square inch, a tensile strength of 50,000 pounds per square

inch, and an elongation of at least 15? in 8". All wrought iron when bent at a working heat, must

be capable of bending sharply to a right angle, without sign of fracture. When bent cold it

must bend 180° without sign of fracture to a curve the inner radius of which equals the thickness

of the piece tested, and when nicked and broken cold, the fracture must be mostly fibrous.

Rivet iron shall be capable of bending cold 180° to a curve the diameter of which shall not

exceed the thickness of the bar tested, without a sign of fracture

Steel. No specific process or provision of manufacture will be demanded, provided

the material fulfills the requirements of this specification.

Test pieces shall have a diameter of f" and a length of 1 2" and shall show an ultimate tensile

strength of 64,000 pounds per square inch, an elastic limit of 32,000 pounds, and an elongation of

20^ in 8" with a 40? minimum reduction of area at the point of fracture. All steel must bend cold

180" to a curve the inner diameter of which shall not exceed the thickness of the piece tested,

without sign of fracture.

Setting. The Contractor shall furnish all false work, rigging, etc., required for the

erection of all work herein specified, as the building progresses, and shall be

responsible for all accident to men and material caused by him or his employees.

He shall set all work herein specified plumb and true and fasten the same as soon

as it is in position.

Bolting and
Rivetting.

All bolt holes in cast iron are to be bored of such sizes as will fit the bolts

closely. The bolts must be provided with wrought iron washers and standard

threads and nuts, and must be of such length that the entire threads of the nuts

will be engaged. When bolts are used in place of rivets, the number shall be in-

creased by 20:^. All rivets must completely fill the holes and have full hemispheri-

cal heads concentric with the shanks of the rivet, to be countersunk where

required and machine driven where practicable.

The rivets must be so spaced that the shearing strain shall not exceed 7,500 pounds per

square inch, nor the pressure upon the bearing surface exceed 15,000 pounds per square inch of

the projected semi-intrados (/. e.: the diameter X the thickness of the piece) of the rivet. The
pitch of the rivets shall not exceed 6" nor twenty times the thickness of the thinnest plate, nor be

less than three diameters of the rivet. Wherever possible, the centre of the rivets shall be two

diameters away from the edge of the iron, and never less than i:^" except in bars less than 2^"

wide.
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Punching. The diameter of the punch shall not exceed the diameter of the rivet, nor the

diameter of the die exceed the diameter of the punch by more than -,V"-

Holes must be so carefully punched that when the several parts forming one member are

assembled, a rivet -^" less in diameter than the hole can be entered hot into any hole without

reaming or straijiing the iron by means of drift pins All joints in riveted work shall be fully

spliced, as no reliance will be placed upon abutting joints.

Bases. The bearings of beams, girders, etc., and the bases of all columns shall be

proportioned so that the load on the masonry shall not exceed 300 pounds per

square inch. All bases, etc., are to be bedded solidly in Portland Cement.

Lintels. Furnish and set lintels [as shown on the drawings] or [as follows : ]
number,

sizes, material, discription. [] Or

Furnish and set mst iron lintels over all openings in the masonry greater than (24") with

flanges the full width of the wall, the webs 4" high at the end.s, and increasing in height by i^" for

every 12" increase of span. All lintels are to have skew backs cast on where required. No lintels

are to have a breadth of over 16" without a double web. All lintels are to have a bearing oh the

wall of at least "6" at each end. No cast iron lintel shall be less than J" thick in any of its parts.

Cast Iron Columns. Furnish and set the cast iron columns [as shown and figured on the drawings]

or [as follows : -| number, sizes, thickness, etc.
J]

All cast iron columns must be true and straight and of full and uniform thickness for the

entire length. All necessary lugs, flanges, connections, etc., are to be cast on. All bearing

surfaces are to be turned or planed smooth and at right angles to the line of the strain to be

carried. All bolt holes are to be drilled. All corners, mouldings, flutings, etc., are to be smooth

and straight with sharp, clean corners. The ornamental work, where possible, is to be cast

separately and put on with screws, with joints made close by filing. Every closed cast iron

column is to have a hole f" in diameter drilled in the shaft to exhibit its thickness. Every cast

iron column is to have an average thickness of shaft of at least J". No cast iron column shall

have an unsupported length exceeding twenty times its least diameter.

Wrought Iron and

Steel Columns.

Furnish and set the wrought iron and steel columns [as shown on the draw-

ings] or [as follows : {number, sizes, discription, etc.
fj

All wrought iron and steel columns shall be in lengths of two or three stories and shall be of

[angles and plates] or [channels and plates] or [Z bars and plates] so arranged as to form a

symmetrical column. They shall be so riveted that the distance between the rivets in the line of

the strain shall not exceed twenty times the thickness of the parts joined.

Caps and bases are to be built up of [plates and angles of such sizes as will allow of sufficient

rivets to carry the loads. No plates nor angles, however, are to be less than ^' thick unless for

filling.] Where one column rests on top of another, the splice is to be made with [plates of such

thickness and size as will allow of sufficient number of rivets.] Unless the ends of the columns

are turned to a true bearing, the joint must be fully spliced. Make the connections for beams

and girders of [heavy angles and plates.] Where necessary to carry heavy concentrated loads,
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'New York Biiilcling Law requires that all lintels with a span of over lo' shall have at least

hearing on walls or at least 6" bearings on iron posts.
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the angle brackets are to be strengthened with a pair of vertical angles underneath, which must

have their upper ends milled off to secure a perfect bearing against the brackets. At the ends o^

the columns or where they receive concentrated loads, they shall have additional {specify sizej

stiffening plates, and the pitch of the rivets for a length equal to twice the diameter of the

columns shall not exceed four diameters of the rivet. The open sides of all columns shall be

stayed by Jspecify size} tie plates at the ends and diagonal '{specify sizeJ lacing bars between.

The tie plates shall have a length at least equal to the diameter of the column, and the lacing bars

shall generally be inclined 45° to the axis of the column. No column shall have a length exceeding

'60 times its least width without a corresponding reduction in the unit strain, as approved by the

Architect.

Beams and Girders. Furnish and set [rolled iron] or [steel] beams and girders [as shown and

figured on the drawings] or [as follows: ] specify number, location, size, weights, des-

cription, etc.
[]

All beams and channels shall be of standard make and have a bearing of at least '8" on the

walls. [The beams {specify which} are to have a bearing of and to set on {specify size}

bearing plates.] All floor beams shall have (J") wrought iron tie rods spaced in rows about '6'

apart. Where two or more beams are used as a single girder, provide heavy standard separators

and bolts about every 6'.

All connections between beams and girders shall be neatly coped and fastened with standard

connection angles. [In cases where beams of relatively short lengths are loaded to their full

capacity,] make provision for additional strength {specify what} in the connections.

Box and Plate

Girders.

Provide and set box or single web riveted girders [where rolled beams are not

sufficiently strong to carry the loads] or [where shown on the drawings] or ] specify

where.
\

The webs of such girders are to be {specify sizes and weights} or [proportioned so that the

maximum shearing strain shall not exceed 10,000 lbs. per square inch.] The webs must be

stiffened at the ends and at the points of application of concentrated loads by means of {specify

size} vertical angle stiffeners riveted on in pairs. These stiffeners should be spaced [at distances

less than the depth of the girders near the ends, and may be placed farther apart or omitted near

the centre] or [as shown on the drawings.]

The flanges of all girders are to be proportioned on the supposition that the bending or chord

strains are resisted by the upper and lower flanges and one-sixth of the web plate area. The

compression flanges of beams and girders shall be stayed against transverse crippling when their

length is more than fifteen times their width. In every case at least one flange plate shall extend

from end to end of the girder to give lateral stiffness. The web of plate girders where spliced,

must be spliced by means of a plate on both sides. All angle stiffeners are to have milled ends to

fit closely between the flange angles. Provide packing bars back of every set of stiffeners, the

same width as the stiffener angle and as thick as the chord angle.

Painting. *[A11 iron work is to be painted] or

[All parts of columns, girders, etc., which will be inaccessible after assembling,

and all grilles, fire escapes, etc., are to be painted] with two coats, composed of 7

lbs. Prince's metallic paint dry to one gallon pure linseed oil, + boiled and ^ raw.

[All other iron work Is to be oiled.]
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'The size of the lacing bars should be as follows:

For a distance between gauge lines of 6" or less i" x J,"

over 6" but not exceeding 8" ij'' x y*^"

8
'

lo" if X i"
lo" 12" ij" X ^"
12" 16" 2" X ^"
16" 20" 2J" X f"
20" lacing bars should be made of angles.

'New York Building Law:—No wrought iron or rolled steel column shall have an unsupported

length of more than thirty times its least lateral dimension or diameter, nor shall its metal be less

than \ in thickness.

'New Vork Building Law:—All wrought iron or rolled steel beams 8" deep and under shall

have bearings equal to their depth, if resting on a wall; 9" to 12 ' beams shall have a bearing of

10", and all beams more than 12" in depth shall have bearings of not less than 12" if resting on a

wall. Where beams rest on iron supports and are properly tied to the same, no greater bearings

shall be required than one-third of the depth of the beams.

'Where the strain on the masonry would exceed 300 pounds per square inch, the bearing

surface should be made larger to bring the strain within this limit.

'New York Building Law requires such tie rods to be spaced at intervals of not more than

eight times the depth of the beam.

'In structural ironwork sometimes the entire work is painted; sometimes only such parts as

would be inaccessible after assembly, and the rest oiled The finished ironwork, such as grilles,

fire escapes, etc., are usually painted by the Iron Contractor with a coat of mineral paint and the

finishing coats are put on by the painter.
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Roofs. Construct and set the trusses as s/town on the drawings. The form of the

Trusses. trusses shall be such that the stress in every member admits of exact calculation.

The trusses are to be spaced [as shown on the drawings] or [at such distances

apart as to allow of single pieces of shape iron being used for purlins.]

[The sizes and sections are to be as shown on the strain sheet.]

Or

{
For Riveted Woric. [All tension members shall preferably be composed of angles with the object of stiffness. All

main members shall preferably be made of two angles back to back, of two angles and one plate,

or of four angles laced. The secondary members may be formed of one angle, and long laterals

or sways may be formed of bars with a sleeve nut adjustment, to facilitate erection. All members

having such a length as to render sagging probable, shall be held up by sag ties properly spaced.

The rafters shall preferably be made of two angles, two angles and one plate, or of such other

approved form as to allow of easy connection for the web members. Sub-struts may be formed

of one angle. Sway bracing shall be introduced where necessary to insure ease of erection and

sufficient transverse strength ; such strains shall preferably be carried to the foundation direct,

but may be accounted for by bending in the columns.]

Or

5 For Pin Connected [A" tension members shall be composed of eye-bars or loop rods. All pin holes are to be

\york !
accurately bored perpendicular to the axis of the members, unless otherwise shown. In pieces not

adjustable for length, no variation of more than -^" will be allowed in the length between the

centre jf pin holes. The diameter of the pin holes shall not exceed that of the pins by more than

^" nor by more than ^' for pins under 3^^" in diameter. .\11 eye-bars must be straight before

boring and the holes must be in the centre of the heads and on the centre line of the bars. All

links belonging to the same panel when placed in a pile, must allow the pin at each end to pass

through at the same time without forcing. No welds will be allowed in the body of the bar of

eye-bars, laterals or counters, except to form the loops of the laterals, counters and sway rods.

The eyes of all laterals, stirrups, sway rods and counters must be bored. All pins and lateral

bolts must be finished perfectly round and straight. Provide pilot nuts where necessary to pre-

serve the threads while the pins are being driven. Thimbles or washers must be used where re-

quired to fill the vacant spaces on the pins and bolts.]

Expansion. The trusses are to be arranged to allow for the expansion and contraction

which would take place in a difference of temperature of 150° and the bearing

plates shall be provided with two anchor bolts not less than f ' in diameter [bolted

fast to the tops of the columns] or [extending 3 down into the masonry.]

Purlins. Single pieces of shape iron are to be used for purlins, avoiding the use of

trussed purlins. Purlins shall preferably be composed of single angles, with the

long leg vertical and the back towards the peak of the roof. All purlins are to be

attached to the rafters by clips with at least two rivets in the rafter and one bolt

hole for each end of each purlin. The purlins are to be spaced '(3) on centres.
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'For a corrugated iron rooi the purlins should

centres than the distances in tiie following table:

27 gauge
26

24

)t be spaced at a greater distance from the

2'-6

3-0
4-0'
4'-6'

5-6'
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Covering.

Corrugated Iron.

Cover the roof with (24) gauge corrugated iron with 2i' corrugations, all laid

with one corrugation side lap and not less than ;-," end lap. All valleys are to have

a Hashing of [_^ lbs. sheet lead] or [12 o/.. copper] extending at least 6" untler the

corrugated iron and all ridges are to have ^ gaiva^iized iron roll, cap fastened over

the corrugated iron. The corrugatetl iron is to be secured to the purlins by '[No.

9J annealed wire nails, having a washer under the heads next to the iron. These

nails are to be of a sufficient length to clinch around the |)urlins not less than 1 ] or

'[straps not less than % x No. 18 gauge passed completely around the purlin and

riveted at each end to the sheet.] Each sheet is to have at least two fa.stenings

to each purlin. The side laps are to be riveted with 6 lb. rivets about every 18".

At the gable ends, the corrugated iron shall be securely fastened down on the roof

to a finish angle connected to the ends of the roof jjurlin.

Fire Escapes. Furnish and iHit u|) tire escapes [specify where| made entirely of wrought

iron, with all parts strongly riveted and bolted together. Support the balconies

with brackets placed (4) apart, formed of 2" x 2" x 1 angles riveted together,

extending through the brick wall anil with a l)olt and washer on the inside. Form

the balcony floors of i .V x f bars laitl llat i apart with battens riveted together

and fastened to the brackets. Form the railing (3') high with a li" oval top and

with 'i' [round] or [square] balusters placed 6 on centres. Lead the returns into

the walls. l"'orm the ladders with 2i' x f sides, and f round rungs riveted in.

I'asten the ladders securely to the walls. [The lower leaf of the ladder is to be

hinged to raise out of reach.]

Sidewalk Doors. I'urnish and set iron side walk doors with a (2^ x 2i x i' ) angle iron frame

fastened to the vi'alk with expansion bolts. Construct the door of No. 10 iron on

a 2" X i" bar iron frame with the edges turned down over the frame. Form a

rebated joint in the centre by bending the iron to lap i". Hang the doors with

heavy wrought iron hinges and provide them with a hasp and lock and lifting

rings. Also provide a check to prevent the doors from opening too far.
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'Where the corriiijated iron is put on over wood sheathiny.

'Where the corrugated iron is fastened directly on the iron beams.
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Stairs. Construct the stairs with strings made of (2^ xf') iron placetl tloubU? with

(li" X li" X i") angle htti;c bars to sup])ort the treads. The treads are to he of

[ij" yellow pine] or [cast iron with checkered tops and nosing on the edge.] The

risers are to be of [i" surfaced pinej or [cast iron with open work.] Form the

railing ]
specify height, rails and balusters.

|

Grilles. The grilles are to be made of wrought iron in accordance to the design and

details for the same, filing down all intersections, so that the scrolls come flush.

All parts are to be [brazed j or [riveted 7i'M the rivets countersunk] or [welded

together.
I

The frame is to be of (f x li") iron and the scrolls of '(y^ x i").

The ornaments are to be [cast] or [hammered] and are to be [riveted] or [welded]

on. The frame is to have [lugs to build into the masonry] or [screw holes to

screw to the wood work.]

Shutters. Furnish and hang in position, iron shutters for ] mention [ windows. The

frame is to be constructed of 2 x f ' iron and covered with No. i8 [crimped] or

I

plain sheet] iron riveted to the frame and left projecting i". Build proper cast

iron shutter eyes into the wall and hang tiie shutters with wrought iron hinges.

Provide each shutter with a (sliiling bolt] or [2 x '^" cross bar] fastening.

Area Railings. Rails: height, size, balusters, ornaments.

Gate: size, locic, hinges.

Posts: size, fastening.

Pences. Iron and Wire : See under "Fences" in Carpenter's Specification.

Walk Lights.



'The sizes of the iron used in grilles range from light band iron for small grilles, up to
^' X i.V', and grilles are sometimes constructed of square iron as large as i" square.
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Carpenter's

SPECIFICATION of the labor and material to i)e furnished in the erection

of ^frame house to be constructed for Mr.

at

in accordance with the accompanying drawintrs antl this specification and under

the supervision of

Architect,

] address

f

Idatel

General
Conditions.

Cutting.

; For General Conditions see page i.

The Carpenter shall do all cutting of timber and wood work reciuired by the

other contractors to properly carry out their work, but he shall not do any cutting

which may weaken the work, without the consent of the Architect.

Demolition of The Contractor is to carefully remove all [sash, glass, frames, doors and othei-

Old Buildings. woodwork] from the old buildings at present on the site.

Disposition of
{ see page 8.

1

riaterials.

Ownership.
J
See page 8.

j

Bridge and
Platform.

Shoring
of Excavation.

See page 8.

I
See page 12.
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Timber. All timber, except where otherwise particularly specified, is to be as follow.-. :

Girders: '(6 x \o^ yellow pine.

Sills : (6" X 6").

The underside of the sills and the ends of the girders are to be painted two coats of Atlantic

white lead and linseed oil before being set in place.

Sleepers: "round, (6 ) in diameter, oi chestluif, set (20) on centres.

Sleepers : j See under heading " Floors."
[

Basement joist (2 x 10 ), set 16 on centres.

First lloor joist ^(2 x 12"), set 16" on centres.

I

other floor joist.}

Ceiling beams (2" x 6"), set 16 on centres.

Cellar beams (i x 10 ) placed on each pair of rafters.

Headers and trimmers (4") x the depth of the beams.

Posts [under girders, etc.,] *(8" x 8") o{ yellcnv pine.

Posts [4 X 8 in size with a 2
' x 4 spiked on the side, extending in one piece

from the sill to plate, are to be placed at all corners and angles and at

the ends of all main partitions.]

Braces : (4 x 4 ) long braces having a run of not less than 6' are to be set at all

corners of the frame in each story, and are to be framed into the timber

at each end and pinned.

Plates and Ties: (4 x 6 ).

Girts : (4" x 8").

Wall ^plates : (4 x 8 ), anchored to the wall with bolts built in by the Mason.

Ledger 'boards: (i x 6 ) notched i" into the studs and posts and well spiked.

Studs: outside, (2 x 4 ) hemlock set (16") on centres.

I

Inside and bearing partition studs.'

Door and window studs, both in outside walls and partitions, are to be formed of

(two 2" X 4"s) from the floor to the head, hemlock.

Door and window heads : ordinary (4 x 4), hemlock.

Over the Jspecify where!- '\loor heads frame a (4 x 12 ) timber.

Partition plates and sills : °(3" x 4 ).

i
Specify any special girders, trusses over wide openings, etc./
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'The usual formulne for ascertaining the transverse strength of rectangular section wooden
beams supported at both ends are as follows:

Rupture:
For a safe, uniformly distributed load

,,,,.., , , J • , Breadth in inches x square of depth in inches x constant x 2
bafe distributed load in pounds= _

Span in feet x Factor of safety.-

In which the constants are usually (and in the New York Building Law are required to be) as

follows: Hemlock, 400; White Pine, 450; Spruce, 450; Pilch or Georgia Pine, 550; American
Oak, 550 pounds.

The factor of safety is usually from 4 to 10. The New York Building Law requires 4.

EXAMPLE.
Find the safe distributtrd load of a 6" x lo" Georgia Pine girder 20' in clear span, with a factor of safety of 8.

SOLUTION (by formula)

:

6x loox S50 X a— .0x8^- =""5-

4125 pounds is therefore the safe distributed load for such a beam. From this deduct the weight of the beam to find

the safe neat load.

For a safe concentrated load

„ , . , . Safe distributed load x distance in feet from load to farther bearing.
Safe concentrated load = ; ^

Span in feet.
EXAMPLE.

Find the safe concentrat^ti load placed 5' from one end, on the same girder.

SOLUTION (by formula)

:

4125 X 15
=3093 pounds.

For a cylindrical beam use the same formula; taking the diameter for the breadth and depth,
and multiply the result by .6.

Deflection :

With a safe load a beam may bend too much. In practice a deflection of ^' per foot is usually

regarded as the allowable maximum. Thus a beam 15' in length should not bend more than 15 x -^'

or V.
Formula for deflection

„ . . . . , Equivalent of centre load in pounds x cube of span in feet x constant.
Deflection in inches= —^ =-—,,-;

—

-.
—~-^~ ^r—, r~r—-^—

;

Breadth in inches x cube of depth in inches.

In which the " Equivalent of Centre load" is

Centre load + (weight of beam x .625).
or

(Distributed load + weight of beam) x .625.

And in which the constant for white or yellow pine, spruce, oak or hemlock is usually .00032.

"For a basement or similar floor over concrete, round sleepers are often bedded in the cement
on which to lay a wood floor. These sleepers are usually of chestnut, but locust is better although
scarce and expensive. A better way probably to form such a floor is to lay 4" x 6" sleepers over
the concrete. In some cases these sleepers are placed about 20" apart and the floor is nailed

directly to them. In other cases they are placed about 8' apart and joist are laid over them for

the floor. For sleepers for fire-proof floors, see under heading " Floors."

'The New York Building Law permits no floor beams less than 3" thick.

'A formula for ascertaining the safe load for rectangular wooden posts with their ends firmly

fixed and equally loaded, is as follows:

„ , , , . , Area of section in square inches x constant
Safe load in pounds == — —-,—:—

r

_ /square of length in inches \ ^ . , ^
Fi + \— r:-, —,—:

—

-.—;— | X . 004I X factor of safety.
- ^square of least side in inches/ "

In which the constants are usually: American Oak, 6,000; Pitch or Georgia Pine, 5,000;
White Pine or Spruce, 3,500 pounds.

And in which the factor of safety is usually from 5 to S. The New York Building Law requires 5.

If posts are sufficiently supported against yielding sideways, the length is taken between
such supports. For a cylindrical column take ,6 of the result given by the formula.

'The frame is usually braced in this manner when the sheathing is not put on diagonally.

'These wall plates are for a stone or brick building.

'Ledger boards are used only for a balloon frame.
'Sometimes instead of trussing over the wide openings a heavy timber is put in as a plate. This

is perhaps better than the ordinary trussing and unless the trussing is carried by means of braces
to the floor.

"Partition sills for a 4" stud partition are often 3
' x 5 V' to provide a belter nailing for the base.
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Rafters: Hips. (2" x 9"); Valleys, (3 x 9"); Ridge, (1 x 9); Intermediates

(2
' X 8) placed (24") on centres.

Purlins : (6" x ^") yellaiu pine.

Deck plates : (3" x 9").

Trusses.

The trusses are to be constructed of yellow pine timber and framed together as

sh(nvn on the drawings. The principal rafters are to be (8" x 10"), struts (8" x 8"j and

tie beams (8" x 8"). The keys are to be of 7vhitc oak cut so that the fibres shall run

parallel with the tie beams. Furnish and put in the iron bolts and rods in size as shown
and with proper washers and nuts. The rods are to have expansion clips.

The Piazza and Porch timber is to be as follows :

Girders, (4" x id) yellow pine.

Sills and Cross sills, (4" x 8").

Floor beams (2" x 8"X cut in between, and set (20") on centres.

Ceiling 'beams, (2
" x 6), set (20) on centres.

Rafters, (2" x 6"), set (20") on centres.

Hips and Valleys, (3" x 8).

Plates, [(6" X 10')] or [size as shown on the detail drawings] hemlock.

Furnish and put in any other timber required to fully carry out the work in a

proper manner. All of the timber, except as otherwise specified, is to be o{ spruce.

All timber is to be sound, well seasoned, and free from any imperfections

materially imparing its durability or strength, and is to be set with the crowning

edge up.

Framing. The Carpenter shall exercise care in framing so that important timbers will

not require cutting for pipes, chimneys, etc. All framing must be kept 2" from

the outside of the chimneys, and in no case will the timber be allowed to rest on

the chimneys.
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'Ceiling beams are needed where a piazza ceiling is to be formed level.
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5ilU, etc.

Ties.

Floor Beam<:.

Sizing.

Firecut.

Beam Anchors.

Headers and Trimmers.

Flitch Plates.

Stirrups.

Roof.

Straps.

The sills and plates are to be halved at the corners and spliced with a scarf

joint.

The ties are to he mortised and tenoned into the posts and pinned with hard

wood pins.

Double the floor beams under all partitions running the same way. All

beams are to rest at least (4") on the walls and [girders] or [are to be framed into

the girders with a tusk and tenon] or [arc to be notched 4 on the hanging strip

at the girders.]

All girders and beams must be [sized to their bearings and not wedged up]

or [wedged up with slate chips.]

All beams and girders entering masonry walls are to have a '(4 ) firecut.

The beams running parallel to the walls are to be anchored every (6) and

every fourth beam is to be anchored to the side walls with wrought iron anchors

built in by the ^mason. The same beams where they cross the girders are to be

tied together [with (li x f x 24 ) wrought iron straps] or [by lapping 12" well

(spiked) or (boltedj]. All these anchors and straps are to be spiked to the beams.

Each tier of beams, front and rear, opposite each pier shall have [i" x 4" hardwood or

Georgia pine 'anchor strips, dovetailed into the beams diagonally. These strips shall cover at

least four beams and are not to be let in within 4' of the centre of the beams] or [wooden strips

nailed on top of the beams and kept in place until the floors are laid.]

Frame headers and trimmers with tusk and tenon for all stair, hearth and

other openings [and frame with headers and trimmers over all openings in the

cellar walls and 8" away from the inside of all flues.]

All headers over \i 5) in span are to have a (i^") wrought iron flitch plate

of the depth of the beams inserted between the two beams and bolted to them with

f" bolts, 18" apart, placed alternately 2 ' from the top and bottom with a washer at

each end.

All headers over =(8) in span arc to be hung in (f" x 3") wrought iron stirrup

irons.

The rafters are to be doubled at all roof openings and where practicable studs

are to be carried up to support the roofs.

The hips and valleys are to be strapped to the ridge and to each other with

(li" X f" X 24") wrought iron straps.
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'The New York Building Law requires a 3" firecut for beams built into a wall.

'These anchors are usually put in the Mason's Specifications, see page 44.

"These anchor strips are required by the New York building law.

'The New York Building Law requires all headers over 15' in span to be formed with flitch

plates or of wrought iron or steel beams.
'The New York Building Law requires all headers over 4' in span to be hung with stirrup irons.
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Partitions. Set the partitions as shown on the plans [with 2" x 4' liendock studs, set 16'

on centres] straight and pkunb. Partitions directly over walls or girders in the

cellar or partition plates below are to be run down to them and are not to rest on

the floors. All others are to have sills, and all partitions are to have plates in size

as before specified. Truss over all openings exceeding (4) in span and strongly

truss all partitions not supported from below to take the weight off from the centre

of the beams. Form all corners and angles solid by spiking two stutls together.

All round corners are to be furred for horizontal lathing. Line the sliding door

pockets with {'i' x 4^") tongued and grooved boards painted both sides before

being put on.

{Specify any special bracing or trussing in partitions.

J

Bridging. Bridge all floor beams with one row of (2 x 4 ) cross bridging to each span of

beams exceeding (8) and two rows to all spans exceeding (16), properly cut in

and nailed at each end with two 8d. nails. Bridge all [outside walls and "partitions

in first story] once in their height with (2 x 4) hemlock cut [diagonally] or

[horizontally] and nailed at each end with two lod. nails.

Lintels, Provide all brick or stone openings with rough wood lintels not less than (5 )

Arches, etc. thick and resting at least 3 on the wall. Make and set all forms for arches and

also any templates required. Furnish all bond timber and wood brick for insertion

in the walls as necessary.

Sheathing. Cover the entire frame [except on such roofs as are to be shingled] with

(•|" X 10 ) ^[rebatedj or [tongued and grooved] hernlock sheathing, surfaced one side

to an even thickness, put on ^[diagonally] or [horizontally] and nailed to every

bearing with two 8d. nails.

Cover over the sheathing [except roofs] with H. W. Johns 'medium tueight

Asbestos Building Felt laid with not less than 2" lap. Line with the same felt

under all corner boards, casings, etc.
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'Partitions over lo' high are usually bridged.

'Tongued and grooved hemlock sheathing put on costs about $5.00 per M. more than s(|uare

jointed. Rebated sheathing, which is probably better than tongued and grooved, costs about

$1 25 per M more than square jointed.

'If the sheathing is put on horizontally, the frame should be braced.

'This building felt is made in three thicknesses : thin, 6 lbs.; medium, 10 lbs., and heavy,

14 lbs. per 100 square feet.
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Roofs.

Shingle.

Cover the ^ro'ifs where market^ shingle, with A'.VA'A" saived pine sliingles, ( 18 )

long, laid (5^ ) to the weather, with JiarroZi.' opcji valleys and with a capping

course, [commonly known as the Boston hip] run up the hips over the other shingle.

All roof shingle are to be laid on i" ,\ 2" spruce "lath, and all shingle over 3 wide

are to have at least two nails. [All shingle are to be dipped by the Painter before

being put on.]

Slate. Cover the roof where marked s/ife on (he drawings with best A^o. / North

Bajigor roofing slate ^(8" .\ 16) in size, laid with a lap of (3") of the third over the

first, each slate drilled and trimmed and nailed with two nails. The slate at the

hips, valleys, etc., are to be cut so that their bond will be uniform with the rest.

All hips are to be mitred and put together in slaters' cement. The top ends of all

upper courses under the ridge coverings are to be bedded in slaters' cement. Cover

the roofs under the slates with A^o. 2 Carbolized tarred roofing felt, lapped 2 ' and

tacked.

Ridge Roll. Put up i' galvanized iron ridge voW?, furnished by the tinner at all ridges of the

roof.

Cresting and FiniaU. Furnish and set jspecify where| galvanized \xox\ cresting and finials 'describe|'.

Flashing.

Roof.

Aprons.

Counter Flashing.

Other Flashing,

Furnish material for and put on the following 'flashing :

I'lash as required around all scuttles, skylights, dormers, and masonry coming

in connection with the roof, with \^Taylo7- s Old Stvle IX tin, painted both sides] or

[3 lb. sheet lead] or [16 oz. copper] 5" in width, turned up 2i".

Put on aprons of the same material 10 wide at the top end of lower sections

of roof coming against walls or roofs of a different pitch.

Counter flash against all masonry coming in connection with the roof, with

[^Taylors Old Style IX tin, painted both sides] or [3 lb. sheet lead] or [16 oz.

copper] worked 2 into the joints of the masonry, cemented in with slaters' cement,

and brought down to within \" of the slate. Such flashing is to be stepped on the

rakes.

Flash over and at the sides of all window frames with Taylor's Old Style IX

painted tin, furnished by tinner. Run the flashing 2" under the clapboards.



'Roofs less than 15° in pitch or less than 12" run to 4" rise, should not be shingled, and
roofs less than 30° pitch, or less than 12" run to 8" rise should not be shingled over a plastered

ceiling.

'Roof shingle are usually laid over lath placed the proper distance apart for nailing, rather

than over boards.

'The following table gives the regular sizes of most slates with the usual exposure and the

number required to lay a square for each size.

No. I Slate.

24 X 14

24 X 1

2

2 2 X 12

22x11
20 X I 2

20 X 10

18x12
18 X 10

18x9
16 X 10

16 X 8

14 X 10

14 X 8

14 X 7

12x8
12x7
12x6

No. I Ribb.

24 X 12

22 X 12

2 2 X II

18 X 10

18 X 9
16 X 10

16 X 8

14 X 10

14 X 8

Exposed
laid 3" lap.

loi"

loi'

9f
9V
Si"

sl'

rk"

H"
H"
6V
5I"

sV
5i"

4i

4i"
4i"

No. in

square.

98
114
126

138

142

1 70

160

192

214
222

277
262

328

375
400

457
534

*In shingle roofing it is usual for the roofer to do all flashing, except counter flashing and the

material is ordinarily furnished by the tinner. In slate roofing the roofer usually furnishes mate-

rial for and does all flashing, including counter flashing. In either case, the tinner usually puts in

the valleys and gutters.



Scuttle. Construct a scuttle door where shown, (2-6 x 4 ) in size, with a rebateil joint

to render it weather tight. Cover the door witii Taylors Old S/ylc \\r\, and Hash

properly around the upper sides of the frame and on the roof. Construct a door

in the ceiling (2-6" x 4) in size, [made of (

i" x 2,v' ) beaded, tongued and grooved

yellow pine with battens screwed on] or [iianelledj.

{
Hardware : Hooks or Bolts. Hinges. See Hardware List.

\

Construct a rough boarded footway 2 wide on the attic ceiling beams from

the ceiling door to the scuttle. Construct a stepladder with t x 4" surfaced pine

treads and strings. The treads are to be housed into the strings i".

Skylights. [Construct the skylights as shown on the drawings, (3-6" x 6) in size, with

if X if rebated wood bars and lights (10) wide] or ^Specify galvanized iron skyliichts.
|

Glaze the skylight with ribbed glass iV thick. Box down to the ceiling with

(^" X 2f") beaded first quality North Carolina pine.

Place a sash in the ceiling rf thick, glazed with [stained glass furnished by

the Oiono-^ or [tinted ribbed glass, etc.] Make a door in the side of the enclosed

space above the ceiling to get at the sash for cleaning.

Side and Gable All the shingle on the sides and in gables are to be oi pine of 'uniform width,

aningle. -svwoth on the face, cut where shown, and laid ''(5^") to the weather.

These shingles are to be dipped by the Painter before being put on.

Siding. Cover the frame where so marked on the drawings with the best V/(?ar zvhite

pine clapboards, (6") wide, laid with a li" lap and well nailed to every bearing with

6d. nails set in for puttying.

[The clapboards are to be mitred on the corners.]

[Block solid with a bevelled piece back of all butt joints.]

[In panels 12" long and under, no butt joints will be allowed.]

No butt joints are to come over window openings in the first course above

such openings,
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'Cut shingle slioultl be uniform in wiiltli.

'Rough shingle are sometimes used for staining.

'Shingle on side walls are often laid as much as 6.V" to the weather.
*The ordinary grades of clapboards and novelty siding are Clear, No. i and No. 2. The dif-

ference in price is about $2.00 per M between each.
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Outside Finish.

Quality of Material.

All outside finishing work is to be as shown on the scale and detail drawings.

All mouldings and lumber of outside finishing work [except as otherwise

specified] are to be of well seasoned white pine, free from "sap, shakes and large or

black knots. The Carpenter must call on the Painter to prime all finish(;d work

before or immediately after putting it up.

Cornices.

Open Cornice.

Gutter on Roof.

Raking Cornice.

Verge Boards.

Open Timber Work.

Form the cornice with (i" x 3") crown mould, (^" x 2") facia, (i ' x 2^^") bed

mould, I^ frieze, ]
dentils, carved mouldings, brackets, frieze ornaments, etc.

[

Support the cornice with (i^) rough brackets placed (2) on centres, and

form the gutters in the cornice and line with ^" surfaced boards graded to the

points indicated for the leaders.

Place (ly X 1) iron straps (6 ) apart from the roof to the outer edge of the

gutters.

Form the open cornice on dressed rafter feet (2" x 6") in size sawed as shown and spiked to

the rafters at the plate with soffits formed by laying [J" x 2^" beaded white pine] face down on

the rafters.

Form the gutters on the roof with (iV' x 4") strips set on edge and nailed to the roof. Put

up (i^" X 3" X 5") sawed pine brackets set 3' apart.

Form the raking cornice with [1" x 3" crown mould] jfacia, bed mould, etc.|

Finish the gable ends with (T x 10 ) verge boards placed (12") from the wall with {brackets,

plancier, bed mould, carving, scroll sawing, etc. '.

{Specify any special gable finish. Panels, Carving, etc.
S

Form the open timber work with '(2" x 4") pine ribs. The horizontal ribs are

to be bevelled on the top edge. All the ribs are to be nailed on over the sheath-

ing, and are to have a moulding on the edges to cover the. plaster joint.

Lattice Work. {5ee under Piazzas, page 94.

Water Table.

Corner Boards and

Belts.

The water table is to be (i^" x 8") and is to have a (li" x 2|") cap with

tongue. Run a (i" x i^") moulding under the cap.

The corner boards are to be (li" x 3"). The belts are to be (i^' x 4") and

are to have a (iV' x 2^) cap with tongue. Run a (i" x i^) moulding under

the cap.

Other Outside Finish. {Specify any special outside finish. Pilasters, Architraves, etc.
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'In cheap work larger red knots and very small black knots might be admissible, but sappy or

shaky lumber should never be used.

'Outside furring, lathing and plastering is about i f thick. For outside plastering, see page 50.
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Wood Carving. F"urnish and put up all carved work shown on the drawiui^s. This work must

- be executed by a skilled carver in strict accordance with tht! detail drawings.

Where carved panels and ornaments arc shown, they must be carved from the

solid and not sawed out or planted on. [Before any carving is done, the Con-

tractor must submit a full sized plaster model to the Architect for approval.]

Composition Furnish and put up the ornamental composition work as shown on the draw-

"^ork. ings [including capitols, brackets, etc.
|

This work must be executed by a skilled

modeller in the best manner and in strict accordance with the details for the same.

Piazzas, etc. T\\e porches, piazzas and balconies arc to he ?i?, shown on the scale and detail

drawings and are to be well secured in position. The short posts are to be secured

to the floor with 'iron braces.

Floors. Lay the floors with (i^ x 3 ) 'tongued and grooved while \i\ne.. blind nailed to

every bearing with 8d. nails and the joints run in white lead.

Construct the steps with i^ treads and f risers. The edges of the treads

and floor are to have a nosing and cove. The nosing on the ends of the floor

must be worked on the solid.

[Run a i^' X 2*" strip around the outside edge of the floor, with a groove

worked in and graded for a 'gutter and with holes bored through to let out the

water.]

Form the ceiling level with (f x 2h' ) tongued, grooved and beaded clear

North Carolina pine.

Fill in with [diagonal] or [square] lattice work between the piers under

front piazza. The lattice strips are to be {\ x i^' ) in size with (li ) openings.

The frame is to be %' thick ; bottom rail 7 high and stiles and top rail 4" wide.

The columns are to be [turned with shafts (12) in diameter and fluted. In

fluting the columns, the flutings are to diminish, leaving the fillets the same

width throughout their length. The bases of the columns are to be moulded

and the caps carved^

alusters. The balusters are to be [i^ turned and set 3^" on centres] or [sfjuare,

^" X i^", set i" apart.]

Rails. The top rail is to be built up and moulded and the bottom rail is to be (2" x 3")

solid and bevelled.
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'In cases where the posts are made hollow, they are usually secured by means of a wood piece
extending down into the sill through the floor and up inside of the post, instead of with iron braces.

'The piazza floors are sometimes formed of i.f x 3" strips, not tongued and grooved, laid ^"

apart and painted on the edges and underside before they are put down. This makes a better
floor, but costs more and is objectionable on account of its appearance. Steps are sometimes made
in the same way, using 4" strips for a laV' tread. This prevents their warping and holding water.

'This gutter is usually necessary where a wall is carried up above the piazza floor.
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Balconies. The balcony top rail is to be hiiilt up and moulded and the bottom rail is

to be solid in the same manner as for piazza. The posts arc to be built up

with turnings oti top and are to be secured by means of [pieces runnino u|j

from the plate inside of the posts, which pieces must be i)ut ip before the tinning

is done.] The balusters are to be (t' x li ) square, set j' on centres. The floor of

the balcony will be covered with tin by the tinner. Over the tin floor construct a

slat floor of (li" x 2") white pine slats laid i" apart and made level on top and

movable in convenient sections.

{Specify any balconies constructed in a different manner.
|

Porte.Cochere.

Cellar

Hatchway.
Construct a strong frame, bolt the same to the stone coping, and ceil up the

sides with (i" x 2^") tongued and grooved beaded zvhite pine. Construct double

doors of (i" X 6") matched pine boards secured with two i" x 6" bevelled cross

battens screwed on the underside. The joints are to be battened and the hatch-

way rendered water tight. Form a drip at the top and project the doors i" at the

bottom over the frame. Hang the doors with two heavy wrought-iron strap

hinges to each and provide with suitable handles and a pivoted hardwood bar fast-

ening. The door at the foot of the steps is to be [formed of two thicknesses of

'^' X 2^' tongued and grooved white pine run diagonally, one side crossing the

other,] or [a batten door the same as the outside doors] or [a panelled door the

same as the other cellar doors.] Hang with three heavy wrought-iron strap

hinges and secure with [an iron bar and two wrought-iron holdfasts screwed to

the frame on the inside] or [a suitable lock.] Furnish and put on a handle with

a thumb latch.

steps. Construct the 'steps of 2" mill dressed plank strings and treads. The treads

are to be housed into the strings i".

Louvre
Boarding.

Construct the louvre boarding in the ventilator of (li" x 9") surfaced pine,

placed 2" apart and at an angle of 60°.
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'Stone steps for this are specified under heading "Cellar Area," page 26.
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Window and
Door Frames.

Make all window and door frames in accordance with the scale and detail

drawings.

AlllVindow frames,'^'^unless otherwise shown, are to be made for double

han_i^ing the sashes, using best hemp sash cord and t|' steel axle pulleys with

[brass] or [iron] faces. Use lead weights for all plate glass sash and iron

weights for all others. All jambs and heads are to be li thick antl all parting

strips f ' X ^ . [Both are to be of clear yellow pine primed with oil before being

brought to the building.]

The frames for frame work are to have 2" sills and t' subsills, (i^" x 2i")

moulded outside casings and (2 ) moulded caps with a tongue on top.

The frames for brickwork are to have 2
' sills, to be boxed, and to have

^" back linings.

All frames for double hung sashes are to have parting strips of [wood y\"

thick hung with wires] or [sheet iron] placed between the weights.

Casement. All casement, French and stationery sash frames are to have li" rebated

jambs. The casement sashes are to be hung at the top and the sashes are to

swinf out. •] Hardware : Arms, Hooks, etc.
[

The stationary sashes are to be screwed in.

Plank. The frames in the cellar and the basetnent, except where shown double hung,

are to be of (li x 6 ) pine, with rebated jambs and with sash hung at the top

to swing in ]Hardware[ with two iron hooks and staples and two iron buttons

to each sash, furnished by the Contractor.

Screen Frames. Construct screen frames for the cellar windows of (li" x 2* ) pine, and

cover with heavy galvanized +' mesh wire screen.

Paneled. The windows {specify where} are to have two paneled doors below the lower sash, with

a rebated joint in the centre and with a tongue on the top. The lower sash is to be grooved to

fit over the tongue and both sashes are to slide up into a box head.

Box. The frames in {specify where} are to have bo.x heads with the jambs extending up.

The sashes are to slide into the head with a follower.

Door Frames. All door frames are to be blocked solid for the hinges and locks. All

frames for masonry are to have 2" jambs with provision for anchoring the
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Entrance.

frames to the walls. All other frames are to have (i^) jambs. All door jamhs

[are to be rebated
|
or [are to have a i' x if moulded stop.

J

The entrance is to be of strictly clear, kiln-dried, quartered white oak, with

[columns, pilasters, carvings, frieze, cornice, panels, etc.,] as shown. The jambs

are to be oi [(/uartered white oak, if thick, with moulded panels.]

j
Specify any other special frames.

[

Setting. The Carpenter is lu set all frames for brick or stone walls and pluml) the

from time to time as the work progresses.

Temporary
Enclosing.

The Contractor is to temporarily enclose the building before the mason starts

plastering, furnishing and hanging temporary doors with locks, and enclosing the

windows with muslin or temporary sash, as required by the season or as directed.

Furring.

Ceiling.

Back Plaster.

Furr all chimney breasts [with 2x4 spruce %X.uds set //atu>ays, i clear of the

brick work,
I

or [with i' x 2" spruce strips] set 16" on centres.

Furr the outside brick or stone walls in Jspecify wherej with [2 x 4' jr/r//^^

studs set flatway$\ or [t x 2 spruce strips] placed vertically, 16" on centres,

straight and plumb and well nailed to the walls.

Cross furr the ceilings in
;

specify where- with i x 2" spruce furring strips

set 16 on centres and nailed to the underside of every floor beam.

Furr the walls of Ispecify wherej- for back plastering by nailing i" x 2" spruce

strips on the sides of the studs for lathing.

Furr for a plaster cove in
;
mention rooms

|
with brackets set 16' on centres,

extending (10) on the side walls and ceilings.

Furr off for arches, cornices, etc. [as shown on the drawings] or ^describe.

^

Grounds '^^^ 'grounds for (t) plastering for all window and door openings, wain-

scoting, bases, etc., before the plastering is done, all grounds to be set straight

and plumb. All the plaster work is to be finished and dried before the interior

finished wood work is brought to the building. •



'For ordinary plastering the grounds should be f for three coat work, J" for two coat work
and f for laid on work. For Adamant plastering the grounds should be J" for three coat work and
f for two coat work. For King's Windsor Cement the grounds should be f for three coat work
and J' for two coat work.



Deafening.

Mineral Wool.

Sawdust Filling.

The spaces between the joists of the lloors in -specify rooms |- are to be

filled with sound boarding ^ thick on i x 2' cleats nailed to the centre of the

sides of the joist for the mason to cover with 'pugging. No finished floors are

to be laid over such pugging until it is perfectly dry.

I

Deafening for Walls—See Furring for Back Plastering,
|

Pack with mineral wool -specify where.
[

Fill in with sawdust around all plumbing pipes which run under floors, filling up solid

between the beams. Also fill with sawdust between the beams {specify where.

|

Preparation for

Tiling.

Prepare the floors of -specify where |- for tiling by nailing ^' boards^ on cleats

nailed to the sides of the beams. The tops of the boards are to be (5 ') below

the top of the adjoining floor. Bevel the beams on both sides to a point on

top.

Prepare the side walls of 'specify where- for tiling by nailing 2" x 4" pieces'

horizontally between the studs, about 12 apart, to a height of (4.)

Floors.

Sleepers. Place in position on a// floors 3 x 4" mill-planed spruce sleepers, dove-tailed

in section. The sleepers are to bedded 2' in the cement, set i" above the top of

the I beams, and notched over the flanges.

Under Flooring. Lay an *undcr floor in |all rooms where hardwood or parquet floors are here-

inafter specified,] with [| x (3 honlock'" tongued and grooved] boards, surfaced one

side to an even thickness, [laid diagonally on the beams] and nailed thro-ugh the

top to every bearing with two 8d. nails.

Put suitable nailing pieces at the sides of the walls between the joists. The

entire rough floor is to be swept clean, repaired, leveled, and covered with one

thickness of H. W. Johns heavy weight asbestos building felt before the finished

floor is laid. The flooring must be run closely around all studs and up to the

sheathing outside. Where no rough flooring is used, this must be done with the

finished floor.

Stops for Mice. Furnish and put down a strip of "tin formed to a right angle, between the studs of all outside

walls on each floor. This tin is to be well nailed to the floor and the sheathing to prevent the

circulation of mice. All holes around the studs at partitions are to be filled up in the same

manner.



'This deafening is in the Mason's Specification, i)age 44.

"These boards are to be covered with brick set on edge 4" high between the beams, leaving i

for cement and tile. If the brick are set flat, 3" from the top of the beams to the top of boarding

is sufficient. See in Mason's Specification, page 38.

'These pieces are to form a nailing for the metal lath. See in Mason's Specification, page 38.

'Where an undertloor is used for part of the rooms in a story, and the ceilings underneath are to

be level, beams of i" less in depth should be used in such rooms. If this is not done, the double

floor will be higher than the adjoining single floor leaving the difference to be made up in the

saddles.

'It is unnecessary to use tongued and grooved underflooring if it is to be covered with paper.

Rebated boards are sometimes used for this purpose. Tongued and grooved flooring costs laid

about $2.00 and rebated about $1.00 per M more than plain.

'For another way of forming mice stops, see in Mason's Specification, page 38.
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Hardwood. La)' tlie floors -specify wherej with (i x 2A ) ijuartercd ivhitc oak flooring

[laitl diagonally on the Ix'ams, with a borde^r 2 wide, according to the th^awing

made for the same.
|

All this flooring is to be strictly clear, thoroughly seasoned and kiln dried,

tongucd and grooved, blind nailed to every bearing with 8d. nails, laid over a

rough floor, and is to be planetl off, scraped and sand paiJtn'ed at completion

and left in a first class condition for finishing.

[Select the wood so that flooring f)f the same color will be put in each

room as far as possible.]

[All hard wood flooring is to be painted on the underside by the Painter,

with a coat of white U^atl and oil before laying.]

Protection. The Contractor shall cover all of these finished floors with two thick-

nesses of sheathing paper, the under thickness water proof, properly put down.

The Contractor shall maintain this covering until the painter starts filling and

be responsible for the condition of these floors until that time.

Parquet. Lay a parquet floor in the
J

mention rooms and describe.
J

Ordinary. Lay all other first and second story floors with [|" x \^' first quality] and

third story floors with [i x 6" second quality] white pine flooring, tongued and

grooved, and [blind nailed] or [nailed through the top] to every bearing with 8d.

nails.

Cut hard wood borders around all hearths, including the kitchen, and cut

out for all registers, providing hardwood borders for them.

Sash. All sash are to be made of strictly clear, well seasoned, white pine, unless

otherwise specified, and with acorn mould sash bar and weather-lipped meeting

rails. All sash are to be rebated for the glass, and divided in lights as shown.

All large one light sash are to have i^ meeting rails.

All cellar sash are to be li" thick; all for casement and French windows, and

for leaded or plate glass if", all others li" thick.

[In the main rooms of the first story, the meeting rails are to be "(5-8) from

the floor.]
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'When tlie meeting:; rails if placed in the centre of the windows would be directly in front of

one's eyes they are sometimes placed out of centre.
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Hardwood. All sash in -specify rooms- are to be of hartlwood to match the trim in the

rooms.

Storm Sash. Provide outside sash for all exterior windows, made of clear, seasoned white pine i^ thick,

[divided in lights to correspond to the inner sash,] packed with listing around the edges and

secured to the frame [with round headed screws put on from the inside, to six small permanent

brass plates for each window. The plates are to be set in flush with the outside of the casing and

screwed on. For convenience in putting up, projecting screws are to be provided, by which the

sash can be hung from the edge of the upper plates while the screws are adjusted,] or [with three

suitable hinges to each sash and with a suitable catch at the side,
|
or [by being firmly screwed on

from the outside with round headed screws.]

All storm sash are to be glazed with double thick American glass, and are to be fitted and

marked complete by the Contractor, and stored where directed.

Priming. All sash are to be primed on both sides by the Contractor before being

brought to the building. Sash for rooms which are to have a natural wood finish

must be primed inside with oil.

Glazing.

Plate.

Stained.

Single Thick.

Double Thick.

[All sash are to be delivered by the Contractor to the glazier, and after being

glazed are to be returnetl b\' the Contractor to the building.
|

Or

All sash in -specify windows; (20) windows total, are to be glazed with the

best French plate glass. [The lights in ^specify windows|- are to be beveled r '.]

Leaded or stained glass [where shown on the drawings] or ) specify windows-

[will be furnished by the Owner, and the Contractor shall box such sash and

ship and deliver to the address directed, the Owner paying express charges] or

[shall be furnished by the Contractor, to cost ($2.50) per square foot] or [shall

be furnished by the Contractor according to the designs furnished for the

same.]

All sash hi ihe cellar and all storm sash are to be glazed with first quality

American glass.

All other sash in the building are to be glazed with first quality double

thick French sfieet glass.

All glass is to be well bedded, tacked and puttied.

] For other glazing see Skylights, Conservatory, Sash Doors, Storm Sash.
[
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Mosquito
Frames.

Windows.

Doors.

Material.

Finish.

Blinds.

Outside.

Hardware.

Painting.

I'it up all wimlows in tlie house [except cellar and such windows as will

have stationer)- sash
|
with mosquito guards. Those for double /mug \\\n(\o\\s

are to be
|
as large as the lower sash, put on the outside and grooved to slide

on a bead put in for that purpose] or [as large as the entire window (screwed

on from the outside with round headed screws) or (hung with suitable hinges

and fastened with sui/able hooks and staples. ) |
Those for casement sash are

to be as large as the window opening, hung inside to swing in with suitable

hinges and catches furnished by the Oioner. All the wire is to be rustless and

14 mesh to the inch.

Fit up all outside doors, except cellar, with t)utside wire screen tloors with

extra heavy rustless wire 12 mesh to the inch, and with a double thickness of

wire in the lower panels. All stiles are to be i^ x 2^ . The doors are to have

a rail in the centre.

The screen frame for the front door is to be of clear quartered white oak.

All inside window screen frames in rooms which are to be trimmed in hard-

wood are to be of wood to correspond with the trim. All other door and

wintlow screen frames are to be of clear white |)ine.

All pine screens which are to be placed outside are to be painted two

coats of pure white lead and pure linseed oil, in color as directed. All such

as are to be placed inside and all hard wood frames outside, are to be" filled

and have one coat of Jiard oil.

;
Hardware: Lifts for sliding screens, Hinj^e.s and Hooks for hanging screens, Hinges, Springs

and Loclcs for door screens. See Hardware List.

;

All these moscjuito frames are to be fitted and marketl by the Contractor

and left in the windows, or storetl where directed.

Provide and hang outside blinds for -mention windows^ made of first

quality white pine, 1,4 thick, with rolling slats, and cut in [four folds with

Zimmerman's adjustable fastenings for ; mention- windows, and two folds for

all others.]

All blinds are to be hung with wrought iron L hinges, and fastened with

ring fasts.

All blinds are to be painted two good coats of pure white lead and pure

linseed oil, in colors as directed. All are to be marked and a corresponding

mark is to l)e put on the frames.
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Inside Shutters.

Material.

Finish.

Hardware.

Provide and hi\n^ inside blinds for j
mention windows [• i^ in thickness,

made in iwo sections, iiiider and loiver, and in [i/.r folds for all windows exceed-

ing 3-6' wide, and m four folds for all others.] The central folds are to be

fitted with rolling slats and the side folds with panels.

J

Specify woods for shutters.}

{See under " Finish of Blinds."

J

All hardware is to be [furnished and [jut on by the Contractor
|
Hinges and

Fasteners—See Hardware Li8t[] or [furnished by the Owner and put on by the Con-

tractor.]

Venetian. Furnish and put u[) complete Wilsons X'enetian blinds for -mention windowsj-

with '(- ) slats, ^imported linen tapes, braided linen cords and bronze fi.xtures.

Material. | Specify woods.}

Pjnish. ISee under " Finish of Blinds."}

Sliding. I urnish and put up complete in a proper manner Wilson's patent inside

sliding blinds for -mention windows} with suitable pockets lined with h matchetl

boards, painted both sides before being put on.

Material. i
Specify woods.}

Finish of Blinds. All [inside shutters, Venetian and sliding ijlindsj are to be hnished by the

[Contractor to correspond with the finish of the rooms in which they are

located and in the manner specified for such finish in the Painlcr's S[)ecifica-

tion, matching to a finished sample to be obtained from the Finisher.

\

Steel Shutters. Furnish and put up |specify where} Wilsons double edge steel shutters,

with all grooves, shafts, barrels, brackets, etc., complete.

Rolling Partitions. Furnish and put up zvhere shown on the drazvins^s, Wilson's rolling ^blackboard

partitions of wood f in thickness, set up complete with the proper grooves,

shafts, barrels, etc. Put up a cornice of quartered white oak, made according

to the detail drawings, and panel the bn.xes. The rolling partitions are to be

of first (\wsX\X.y yellain pi7ie, fitiished natural in a first class manner.



'The slats are made i V , 2 aiul 2^". The narrow slats are higher priced.

'The tapes are made of bronzed metal, oxidized silver, silk stitched on linen and imported linen.

'Rolling partitions are made with blackboards for school house work, or finished in natural
hard wood, or enamelled for other work.



Doors.

Veneerinjc.

Sizes.

Hardware.

Front.

For Dutch Door.

Vestibule.

Other Outside Doors.

All doors arc to hv paneled and moulded in accordance with the scale

and detail drawings furnished for the same. All wood in the doors is to be

well kiln dried.

All veneered doors are to be on staved-up white pine centres with solid

mouldings, and V veneering of kiln-dried wood, well glued on. both sides.

Doors which are veneered on one side to correspond with the wood in the

rooms, and which open into such rooms from closets or inferior rooms, must

be veneered both sides with the same kind of wood.

[The sizes of all doors are to be taken from the plans
|
or

J

specify sizes.
[

j See Hardware List.

'

The front c^chv is to be {2 ) thick, [veneeretl with strictly clear qnarlercd

wJiite oak,\ ])anelled and moulded, |with raised panels, antl with raisetl and pearl

and bead mouldings cut in the panels.)

The front door is to have a horizontal rebated joint in the centre, the

upper half of the door to swing in first.

The front door is to be glazed with [stained glass furnished b\- the Con-

tractor to cost— ] or
I

French plate glass l)eveled
.

i
'.

|

-[ See Front Door, j-

\ Specify thickness, veneering, paneling, glass.
[

Inside Doors. |
Specify number of panels, raised panels, raised mouldings, veneering, kinds of wood.

J

SiidinR. The sliding doors are to have an astragal joint in the centre and a 'i' .\ li"

friction mould on the front edges.

Q|as5.
I

For Front, Vestibule, Sliding.
|

Glaze the iloor to the conservatory with bevelled French plate glass. .'Ml

other inside doors which are marked sash doors, are to be glazed with [ribbed]

or [obscure] glass with proper rebates, beads, etc., as required.

Transom.

Dwarf.

Over the doors marked transom on the plans provide headlights with (lA ) sash

glazed with obscure glass and arranged to open. -Hardware: Hinges, Transom Openers.

See Hardware List,
j-

Construct all the necessary dwarf doors for fitting up the pantries and
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Trap.

closets and for the casing of plumbing pipes ; also for dumb loaiter, clothes chute,

etc.

Construct the trap doors where shcnun ] describe |.

J Hardware: Hinges, Bolts, Flush Ring Lifts. See Hardware List
'

Saddles. All outside doors are to have 2" beveled and rebated ash saddles. All

other doors throughout are to have %' moulded ash saddles finished by the

Painter before being put down.

Screen. Form the screen doors ; specify where | with (li' x 2A") frame, cross and

diagonal pieces, and cover both sides and edges yN\\.\\ best quality Morocco leatlier.

\ Hardware : Double Acting Spring Hinges, Handles- '

Water Closet Doors.
! See under " Water Closet.

Trim and Base.

Material.

All windows and doors and rooms throughout the buildings [e.xcept cellar

and where marked unfinished on the plans,] are to be provided with trim and

base made of kiln-dried wood in strict accordance with the scale and detail

drawings for the same. All hard wood and wood for natural finish is to be

strictly clear. No door or window trim is to be spliced. Xo base mouldings

are to be returned down to the floor, but in cases where there is nothing for

such mouldings to strike against, they shall be turned back against the wall.

All interior woodwork is to be finished up perfectly clean, is to be hand-

-smoothed, scraped and sandpapered, and at completion such work as is to have

a natural finish, is to be properly cleaned, and have all stains and finger marks

removed.

-j Specify material and quality of Trim, Base, etc.

'

Description. All trim and base in [mention rooms] is to be [made in accordance with the special scale

Special. drawings made for the same] or [describe.;

Closet. All trim in closets is to be [^' x 4' plain, and the base is to be |' x 7" plain beveled.]

Ordinary. All other trim in the building is to be \^' x 5", with a mould worked on the face and with a

i" X f" wall mould (mitred) or (with turned corner blocks) at the top. All door casings are to

have i^" plinth blocks.]

All base not otherwise specified \s to be [^" thick and 8" high in the first story and 7" high in
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Boxing,

the second and third stories, all with a mould worked on the lace and with a (i ' x J) wall mould

at the top.]

All base except is to have a ^" quarter round nailed to the floor and not to the base.

[In rooms where wainscoting is specified, no base will be required.]

[The windows in {mention rooms} are to have the casings run to the floor with moulded

panels under the windows.]

All other windows are to be finished with a rebated and moulded stool with a (f" x |') mould

under it, and with a (§") moulded apron (4") wide. All door jambs are to have moulded edges

and are to be of the same material as the trim.

The {mention windows! are to be boxed for inside shutters with boxes of the same material

as the trim, of ample size to allow the shutters to swing freely, and with rubber stops for the

shutters to strike against.

All windows are to have ^" inside stops of the same material as the trim, with a bead on the

inner edge. Where the stops are of a hardwood, they are to be put on with [nickel plated] or

[blued] round headed screws.

[In all rooms trimmed with hardwood, the back edges of the window frames are to be

veneered with the same wood.]

I
Specify any paneled jambs required,

{-

Wood Cornices. Wwl -mention rooms
I

are to have a moulded wood cornice [as shown on the

detail drawings] or
-J

describe [ of wood to correspond with the trim in such rooms.

Picture riould. The {mention rooms- are to have a (i x i^') picture mould [of wood to

correspond with the wood in the rooms] or ] describe— gilt, enamel, pearl and bead, etc,
[

finished by the Painter, except the last coat, before being put up. [The pic-

ture mould is to be coped over the wall mould of the trim.]

Chair Rail. Furnish and put a (t x 4^") moulded ash chair rail in -[specify rooms

[

top to be (3') from the floor.

the

Wainscoting.

Ceiled,

Paneled.

W ainscot the [specify where—bath room, water closets, kitchen, pantries, store rooms,

linen closets, etc.
^

(4') high with (i" x 2i") tongued and grooved and beaded

clear kiln-dried quartered ivhite oak, with a [beveled] or [moulded] cap at the

top.

Wainscot the [specify where j- (4-6") high, with clear, kiln-dried quartered

white oak with moulded and raised panels about (12 square). The rails and
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stiles are to be li" thick; panels J'. All are to be made as shown on the scale

and detail drawings for the same.

[The wainscoting in the hall is to be run up the stairs, rail high to the second

story, and also around the landings.]

A// wainscoting is to painted on the back by the Fainter, with a coat of

pure linseed oil paint before being put up.

Angle Beads. Protect all plaster corners in the building with neatly turned angle beads

(4-6" X i| ) with turned ornaments at the ends. Those in rooms where hard-

wood trim is used are to be of wood to correspond. All others are to be of ash.

Wood Ceilings. Form wood ceilings in | specify where| with [J' x 2^' tongued and grooved

beaded strips nailed to the underside of the beams. Run the false beams as

shoTiin and form the panels between themj.

Material.
J

Specify woods. [

Beam Casing. |
specify casing of girders, with mouldings, etc., and kinds of wood. '

Finish of Trim, '\\\q. Contractor is to finish all trim, base, wainscoting, doors, wood cornices,

etc. picture mouldings, wood ceilings, etc., before putting up as follows : j See Painter's

Specification. [-

Store Front Construct the store front as shown on the scale and detail drawings. Provide the necessary

timber, and support the work in a proper manner.

Sash. The sash are to be (zV) thick, moulded and rebated for the glass, and glazed with the best

French plate glass, secured in place with a stop bead, screwed on with nickel plated round headed

screws. The sash are to be properly screwed in position and the transom sash are to be arranged

to open with suitable hinges and transom adjusters.

Doors. The doors are to be (2^ ) thick with moulded panels in the lower part and the upper part

glazed with best French plate glass. The doors are to be veneered on staved up white pine cores.

Hardware.
J
Hardware: Store Door Handles, Locks, Hinges, Bolts, Transom Hinges and Adjusters. See

Hardware List.
[

The muUions and transom bars are to be moulded on both sides and a moulded cornice is to

be cut around at the top of the sash both outside and inside. Form a (2") beveled sill under the

sash with a moulding under it. Form the moulded panels below the sill and finish with a (i|")

;«(?«/(/(?(/ base scribed at the bottom. Form the ceiling of the entrance with (^ ' x 2^') beaded

tongued and grooved boards.

I
Columns, Pilasters, etc.(

All the front work is to be oi clear quartered 7vhite oak.

Form the platform inside (of ^' x 2^") tongued and grooved quartered white oak blind nailed

to (2' X 6") timber, set (16) on centres. Form a moulded stool and apron on the inside and

form mouldedpanels from the apron to the floor.
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stairs.

Main. Construct the main stairs as shown on the scale and detail drawings.

Support properly and secure in position. All risers are to be ^" and treads

iV, tongued and grooved together, and both housed into the 7vall strings with

wedges glued in. The treads are to have a nosing on the edge, with a cove

under. The wall strings are to be li thick, moulded on the top edge to cor-

respond with the adjoining base. The front strings are to be li" thick [with a

mould on the face and a moulded cap as shown] or [open] and with a mould-

ing on the lower edge to cover the joint with the plaster. The front string

is to be carried around all well holes.

The rail is to be (aV' x 3^^") double moulded, bolted together and to all posts.

The balusters are to be (iV' x i^") turned and set [3" apart] or \three to each tread and

dovetailed at the bottom.]

[The main newel post is to be (6" x 6") in size, boxed, carved, paneled, etc., and is to extend

to the ceiling as shown.] All oiJier newels are to be (4" x 4") in size, turned a.s shown. .\11 drop

newels are to have [turned] or [carved] drops.

[Panel up under the rake 0/ the first flight and on a/l soffits mx.\\ moulded panels about (12" wide)

as shown. The panels are to be ^" thick, rails and stiles i J"] or [Set studding up under the rake

and furr off the underside of the stairs for plastering.]

{For Wainscoting on Stairs, see under •• Wainscoting," page 118.
[

Form the landings with (2' x 8") beams set (16") on centres and lay the floors with (5"x 2.V')

tongued and grooved flooring.

The front strings, posts, rails, balusters, paneling, wainscoting, etc., are to be

of clear, kiln-dried quartered white oak. The treads, risers ami landings are to

be of quartered white oak.

{Specify any arclies, seats, etc., coming in connection with the stairs,'

Rear Stairs. The kitchen and attic stairs are to have treads and risers, tongued and

grooved together and housed into the strings in the same manner as main stairs.

The treads are to have a nosing on the edge with a cove under. The wall strings

are to be if thick, moulded on the top to correspond with the adjoining base.

The treads, risers, and platforms are to be of clear yellow pine for a natural

Unish. The stairs are to be furred off on the underside for plastering.

The box stairs are to have a 2" round ash hand rail on one side, secured

with iron brackets.

The open stairs are to have (4" x 4") turned posts, (2" x 3") double





Protection.

moulded hand rail bolted together and to the posts, (i^" x li") turned balus-

ters set [3" apart] or [three to each tread] and dovclailcd at the Iiottom, and

\^' front strings [moulded on the face with a moulded cap] or [open] with a

moulding on the lower edge to cover the joint with the plaster. y\ll work of

open stairs except the treads and risers is to be of good -clear ask. The front

string is to be carried around all well holes.

All treads, risers and platforms of all stairs must be protected [as specified

for hardwood floors, and the Contractor is to be responsible for tlunr condition

at completion in the same manner.] All newels, rails, etc., must be properly

protected.

Cellar Stairs. Construct the cellar stairs with iV mill dressed pitie treads and strings,

and f risers. [Provide a slat rail on one side] or [I'ox in with (2.1" x ^')

tongued and grooved white pine.^

Winter Steps. Construct winter steps for the steps of front stoop, with (|" x i") iron strings screwed on

top of the treads. Form the treads of (4" x \\") piiif strips Provide a handrail strongly secured

at the side. These steps are to be made removable and in convenient sections for takmg down
and stowing away.
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riantels, etc. I'urnish and set the six wood mantels An^X x.\^^^ side board, />ook cases axuX hat-

rack, as shown on tlie scale and detail drawings. All are to he made in thc' best

manner, tjlued, screwed, dovetailed and mortised together. All parts not over i6

wide are to be in one piece. No staving up of i)ieces is to be done. The meas-

urements are to be taken b\- the C\)ntractor from the linished plaster work, and the

work e.xeculcd in accortlance tlu:revvlth. .Ml wood is to I)e strictU' clear, well

seasoned ami kiln tlried, and all mirrors are to be best FreiicJi plate glass

I

beveled i |.

J

Carving, see page 94.
J

Mantels. All mantels are to be secured to the breasts with concealed inm holdfasts,

hooks and screws.

I

Specify kinds of wood for each, and description of any special carving, composition worl<, etc.
'

Sideboard. The sideboard is to be of quarUrea wliite oat: [paneled back of the shelves and at the ends,

with mouldings cut in the panels. The shelves are to be made adjustable. Put in two shelves

in each lower closet back of the doors.] The drawers are to be dovetailed together and are to

have a groove in the bottom run on hardwood strips. [The doors in the upper section are to

be i^" thick, glazed with leadtJ glass in design as shown.
|

\ nirror. \

5 Hardware : Drawer Pulls, Locks, Hinges and Catches. See Hardware List.!

Hatrack. Kind of Wood. Seat, Mirror, Hardware: Hooks, Seat Hinges.
|

Book Cases. The book cases are to be of quartered wliile oak. Form the back with surfaced pine. Panel

the ends with mouldings cut in the panels. The shelves are to be made adjustable. [The

doors in the upper section are to be 1^ thick, glazed with Frenctt plate glass] or [Supply with a brass

rod and curtain rings.]

j
Drawers.

J

)
Hardware : Drawer Pulls and Locks, and Hinges and Locks or Catches for Doors.

'

Arches, Seats, etc. Construct and properly secure in position the seats, arches, etc. [as shown on the scale and

detail drawings.] The seats are to be hinged to raise, with bronze butts. The risers are to be

paneled. {Specify woods.}

Mirrors. Furnish and put up the two mirrors wtiere slioivn of best Freticli plate glass [beveled i".]

Form the frames of quartered wliite oalt as shown on the drawings.

Finish.
I

For Finish of Hantels, etc., see Painter's Specification.
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Closets.

Butler's Pantry. Pit up the butler's pantr) with a counter shelf (2-4) wide; and 2-8 high.

Putin f shelves above the counter shelf, 14 wide in the clear, extending to the

ceiling. Enclose the shelves with 1}' sash doors, glazed with first quality double

thick American glass, divided \\\ four lights each, and [arranged to slide on brass

tracks! or [hung with suitable locks and secured with suitable catches.] Provide

below the counter shelf, six drawers with beveled fronts, with one drawer divided

for knives, etc. Also put in the required number of shelves enclosed with

I J" moulded paneled doors,. The cases are to have a neat moulded cornice at the

top. P"it up the sink with doors under and with a i^ grooved drip board and

frame of ash, with an apron under the frame. All this work, except the sink top,

is to be of clear white pine for a natural Jin ish.

I Hardware : Drawer Pulls, Hinges, Brass Tracks, Catches and Locks. See Hardware List.
\

China Closet.
I
See Butler's Pantry.

[

Kitchen Pantry. Fit up the kitchen pantry in clear white pine for a fiatiiral finish. I-'rovide

a counter shelf (2) wide and 2-8 from the floor. Put upyfz/f i shelves, run on

the sides on neat cleats, with a standard in the centre from bottom to top, neatly

let in and chamfered. Provide two drawers, and two closets with i^' patieled doors

under the counter shelf, one for barrel of flour with a lid to take out the flour.

Furnish and put up twelve pot hooks where directed.

] Hardware : Drawer Pulls, Hinges, Hooks, Catches and Locks. See Hardware List.
[

Bed Room Closets. [The closets for | mention bedrooms are to have //^/t^ drawers (14") deep,

with paneled fronts, and two suitable pulls for each. Provide one shelf (2 ) wide

with a moulded edge above the drawers, and above this put up shelves (14 ) wide

and (16 ) apart, on neat cleats to the ceiling. Enclose the shelves with \^'-pan-

eled doors with hinges and locks, and put up a moulded cornice at the top.]

All other bed room closets are to have 07ie shelf put up on neat cleats.

All bedroom closets are to have ttvelve large double bronze clothes hooks put

up on neatly beaded strips cut around three sides. All the work in bed room

closets is to be of first qualit)- white pine for painting.
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Tin Closet.

Kitchen Dresser. Construct and set up the dresser in the kitchen (5' wide and 8' high) made according to the

drawings, of cUar yellow pinefor a natural JinisIt. Provide hvo closets in the lower section with a

shelf in each, enclosed with \}(' moulded paneled doors, and two drawers with paneled fronts.

Provide four shelves in the upper section, enclosed with i\" sasli doors, glazed with first quality

double thick American glass divided m four lights each, and [arranged to slide on brass tracks]

or [hung with suitable hinges and secured with suitable catches.]

I

Hardware : [)rawer Pull.*, Hinges, Brass Tracks, Catches and Locks. See Hardware List.
\

Wardrobes. Construct and set up the /w/r wardrobes in the bed rooms, of clear quartered white oak. The

wardrobes are to be [the width shown on the drawings and 8' high], with a moulded cornice at the

top. Provide with paneled ends and with l-wo moulded paneled sicinging doors. Put in a shelf

across the top, back of the doors. Provide /r.w drawers below with moulded paneled fronts.

] Hardware : Drawer Pulls, Hinges, Catches, Locks and Clothes Hooks. See Hardware List.
[

Cedar Closet. Furr the cedar closet with i" x 2' furring strips and after the plastering is done line the

entire closet, floors, walls and ceiling and the inside of the door with (i' x 2^ ) tongued and

grooved red cedar. Put up |
describe

I shelves, doors and drawers, all of red cedar.

I

Hardware : Drawer Pulls, Brass Tracks, Hinges, Catches, Locks and Hooks. See Hardware List.
[

Linen Closet. Fit up the linen closet in clear 'white pine for a natural /inish. Provide six drawers (14 ) deep

with beveled fronts, the lower one set (3") above the floor, with a beveled base below.

Put in shelves over the drawers (16" wide and lO' apart) to extend to the ceiling, with a

standard in the centre neatly let in and chamfered. Enclose the shelves with |iy' moulded

paneled doors, arranged to slide on brass tracks] and put up a neatly moulded cornice at the

top.

'Hardware: Drawer Pulls, Brass Tracks, Hinges, Catches and Locks. See Hardware List.'

Store Rooms. -jSee Kitchen, Pantry or Linen Closet.
|

Medicine Closet. Fit up the medicine closet in clear white pine for a natural finish.

enclosed with t^tlo i|' mouldedpaneled doors.

\ Hardware : Hinges, Catches and Locks. !-

Provide four shelves

Coat Closet. Fit up the coat closet in clear white pine for a natural finish. Provide four drawers and t'wo

rows of hooks around the sides. Also provide a shoe rack with eight compartments, each 8" square.

Other Closets. Fit up all other closets, not particularly specified, with shelves and drawers as

shown or marked on the plans.
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Drawers. All drawers are to be dovetailed and arc to be groovcxl on the bottom and run

on a hard wood strip from the front to the back. The -j mention! drawers arc to

roll on lisfnum vitse trunk rollers.

Ventilation of

Closets.

The
J
mention

I'

closets are to be ventilated by means of a (4 .\ 10 ) tin tube

from each, placed in the partition and run to the air space above the third story

and there covered with a wire netting. These closets are to have (S ,\ S' ) [black

japanned] or [white enameled] registers in the wall.

Bath Room
and

Work for Plumbing.

-) Wainscoting, see page u6. Preparation for Tiling, see page 102.'

[The fixtures in the bath room are to be left ojxmi with no fitting by the

Carpenter] or

[Fit up around tlie tub and bowl with the satne material as the 'wainscoting,

making the front of the tub removable and forming a door below the bowl with

suitable hinges and catch.]

Furnish and put a cherry cap on the tub. Furnish and put up six large

double bronze clothes hooks in the bath room, on a neatly moulded oak strip.

Water Closet.
]
Wainscoting. Preparation for Tiling.

|-

Run (t X 2*^ ) oak strips from the closet to the cistern on which to run the

pipes. Case in the cistern with [a li" paneled quartered oak CTusAn^ or [f x 2^"

quartered oak with a mould on the top.]

[Hang the closet seat and lid furnished by the Plumber] or [Form the seat,

lid and riser of ash. The seat and lid are to be li' thick, hung with brass hinges

and hollowed out at the front edges. The riser is to be of (f " x 2^") ash with

cleats screwed on the back, made removable and secured with two iron buttons.]

Form the partitions around and between the closets (7 ) high of ash, paneled with

i^" X 2^' stiles, 1^" rails and f" moulded panels. Form the screen doors to the closets with

i^" X 1^' stiles, i^" rails and fixed slat panels.

-i Hardware: Spring Hinges, Indicating Bolts, Clothes Hooks. |^
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Lavatory. Wainscoting. Preparation for Tiling. For fitting up of wash bowl and closet, see under Bath

Room and Water Closet. ^

Other Wash Bowls. put, u]) proper cleats to support llic slabs for all other wash bowls
|
and leave

the space underneath open] or [aiul close in the space underneath as specified tor

the bowl in the bath room.]

Kitchen Sink. pit \\y tile sink in the kitchen with a grooved drip top it thick ami with a

frame and 4 apron, all of asJi. Form a splash Ijack of the same material as wain-

scoting, (iS ) high o\t:r the sink, and [)ut on a moulded cap. [Leave the space

under the sink open, put up proper cleats to rest the sink on, and provide two

turnc-d 'legs to support the sink and dri]) board] or [Ceil up under the sink with

the same material as the wainscoting. Form a closet with a (paneled) or (bat-

tened) door hung with brass hinges and furnished with a suitable catch.]

Wash Trays. Proidde and set \\ ash frame and covers for the wash trays. Hang the

covers with brass hinges. Construct a raised platform for the tubs of

[i ^ oV tongued and grooved pine flooring.]

Pipe Casing. Case in all plumbing pipes above the cellar with [f x 2i" tongued, grooved

and beaded strips of the same material as the wood in the room.s.] Also form

pockets in the walls and partitions around all pipes, and provide with removable

fronts, let flush into rebated strips each side and secured with iron buttons.

Tack Boards. Where lead pipes run under floors they are to be run on suitable tack boards

put up and graded by the Contractor. The Contractor shall also provide and

put up suitable tack boards on the walls and ceilings on which to run all exposed

pipes. These tack boards are to be of the same kind of wood as the wood in the

rooms, and are to have moulded edges.
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Tank. Construct a tank in the attic where shown (2' wide, 4' long and 3' deep.)

Form the bottom of two thicknesses of li' surfaced pine plank, the top course

crossing the course below. Construct the sides of i.V" surfaced /zw^ plank, lapping

at the corners. The tank is to be strongly spiked together. Construct a cover

of matched and beaded pine boards, with 1" x 6' battens screwed on the underside.

Provide a hasp and padlock for the cover.

Conservatory. Construct tin; conservator}- as shown on the drawings.

Form the roof [with a galvanized iron ventilating skylight of the full size of the conserva-

tory, with all cords and attachments complete] or [with (2" x 2") white |)ine bars rebated for

the glass] glazed with ribbed glass y'^" thick.

The sash in the sides are to be 1^" thick divided in lights as shown. The transoms are to

be hung at the top and are to swing out with mitable hinges and transom adjusters. The sash

below the transoms are to be [stationary] or [double hung with weights, etc., the same as for

other windows.]

The windows are 10 be trimmed inside with surfaced white pine and the side walls ceiled up to

the sill and wherever required with first quality (^' x 2^") longued, grooved and beaded white pine.

[Form a slat floor over the cement floor of ij-" x 2" white pine slats placed J" apart, made in

convenient sections and readily removable] or
J
specify a wood floor,

[ Provide five white pine

shelves on the sides with standards neatly let in and chamfered.

Clothes Chute. Construct a clothes chute to run from the bath room to the laundry, as shown on the drawings.

Ceil up vertically with ^' x 2i" matched North Carolina pine ceiling. Hang proper panel doors

at each floor, with suitable catches. The doors are to be of wood to correspond with the wood in

the rooms.

Dumb Waiter. Line the dumb waiter "shaft with (J" x 3 '_) tongued and grooved good <|uality

Narth Carolina pine. Arrange a pocket for the weight with pocket pieces secured

with screws.

Provide and put up a stiitable dumb waiter with all guides, ropes and

appliances complete.

The lift is to be strongly braced and is to have a comb grained yellow

pine platform.

Elevator. ! Shaft, Lining, Doors, Annunciators, Indicators, Safety Appliances, Elevator and Motor.!
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In New York and most cities, the shaft is required to be fireproof.
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Refrigerator. Construct the refrigerator in size [as shown on the drawings and 4-6" high.] Set the

bottom 6" from the floor. Form the outside casing of as/t J-" thick with ///(?«/(/(•</ panels as shown.

Form the inside case of ^" surfaced narrow matched pine boards, leaving a 2" space filled with

[powdered charcoal] or [mineral wool] or [saw dust.] Line the inside case with zinc and form

/7<'^ shelves of the same material. Form the ice box in the top with a [wood bottom] or [zinc

bottom covered with slats] and with zinc sides, and provide a i" tin waste through to the bottom

of the refrigerator.

Construct the door in the side formed and lined in the same manner as the sides, and furnish

with .f////rtM- wV^c/ /A?/^;/ refrigerator hinges and handle. Form the door for putting in the ice

[on the top] or [in the side] and panel and line in the same manner as the sides, and furnish with

[suilaMc nickelplaleJ Wingts and handle] or [lifts to raise.]

Cellar Work.

Partitions. I'uL up the partitions wlicre shown of
| J" x 6' tongucd and grooved good

([uahty white pine run from the floor to the ceiling vertically, set in a shoe at the

bottom and properly secured at the top.]

Coal Bins. Construct the coal bins, with 3 x 4' studs set inside, 3' apart. Form the

sides with
J-

toncrucd and (grooved surfaced hemlock, extending lo the ceitinq'. The

fronts of the bins are to have slides maile removable and doors hung and locked

complete.

Laundry Tubs. ]See page 132.

Water Closet. Enclose the cellar water closet with ///(//^/zVz/.jd////' rt.f ///^/»ar///w//i-. Construct a raised plat-

form of \y X 3V' tongned and grooved good quality white pine flooring]
,

For fitting around the

closet, see under Water Closet, page 130.'

Other Closets. Construct and fit up a closet (16' deep and 3' wide) for the electric batteries. Provide with

Iwo shelves and furnish and hang a dwarf panel door complete.

jrieter Closet: door, etc.
J

'Laundry Closet: shelves, door, etc.
j

Store Rooms. Fit up the store room in the cellar and enclose with the same material as the partitions.

Provide yw/r shelves on /K'c> sides, supported on cleats and with a standard in the centre, all of

good quality virhite pine.

Drying Room. Provide and put up six large galvanized iron line hooks in' the walls of the drying room.
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Swing Shelves. Construct and put up tico swing shelves where shown (2-6" x 6 ) in size, hung from the

ceiling with
[

|" x li" iron straps with a wood cross piece.] Konn the bottom of surfaced pine

boards.

Bins. Construct /7w bins in the vegetable cellar, one above the other, in size as shown, made of

3" slats I" apart with a 4 ' piece at the front edge, all to be of good quality white pine properly

put up and supported.

Wine Cellar. Fit up the wine cellar with shelves 10' deep and 9" apart, extending from the floor to the

ceiling. Place a ^" piece 4" high at the front edges of the shelves, sawed out for the bottles with

half round cuts i-J-" wide and 4 ' on centres.

Laundry. Enclose the laundry with the same material as the cellar partitions. Construct a raised

platform for the tubs of [J" x j.f tongued and grooved white pine tlooriiii;
|

I'm on ilv frame

and covers furnished by the Plumber.

Cold Air Box. Construct and place in the wall opcnini:,^ ^ frame of i.l' pine plank, and pro-

vide with a strong wire screen. Construct to the furnace from this opening a bo.x

of the 'size required, made of t' x 10 matched pine boards. Provide the ho.x with

a slide damper and a door opening into the cellar, hung with proper hinges and

secured with two iron buttons.

Storm House. Construct the storm house of |" x 2^" tongued and grooved clear pine run vertically, screwed

together in sections with beveled cleats and made easily removable. [Form the door of the

same material with beveled cleats screwed on] or [Furnish a paneled door] with suitable spring

hinges, handles and lock. Provide a four light sash arranged to slide.

Clothes Posts. Furnish and set four 4" turned cliestiiut clothes posts in the yard where directed. The posts

are to stand 8' out of the ground and have neatly turned tops.

Yard House. Construct a yard house (4x4) in size. Ceil up with (f" x lo") matched ////^ boards planed on

both sides. Construct a seat with iwo large holes and a low seat with one small hole. Form the

risers f" thick and the seats i^". Provide lids over the holes hollowed out at the front and hung

with brass hinges. Lay the floor with f" x 6" matched pine flooring. Form the ceiling level 7' highed

with '^' X 3+" beaded pine ceiling boards. Provide a four light sash in the side arranged io slide

and provide and hang a batten door with a thumb latch, handle and lock complete. Run a vent

flue from the seat to the roof with a box at the top. All this work is to be of good quality white

pine. Form the roof [with 18" XXX sawed pine shingle laid with a 5" lap on i" x 2" spruce lath]

or [of boards the same as the sides with i" x 2" strips nailed over the joints.]

Temporary Privy. Construct a temporary privy for the workmen. At completion, remove this privy, clean out

and fill up with earth.
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Wood Cistern.

Cistern Cover. (Construct a cistern cover for the brick cistern. The cover is to be 2 -6 ' square of 6' ,x i j"

matched spruce boards, with two cleats beveled and scre\ved on.

Terrace Steps. Construct the terrace steps of surfaced white pine with 2" treads and strings, and |" risers.

Board Walks. !,ay a board walk |specify where and widthj. [Put down 2 '

.\ 4" cheslnul siring pieces laid

on edge, and over them lay 2 .\ 10" surfaced hemlock boards well spiked] or [Put down three

2" X 4" (//«///«/' string pieces laid on edge and over them lay i" x 10' surfaced hemlock boards

well nailed].

Fences. Construct a board fence (6) high -specify where}. Set up {'~^') squared chestnut posts (6)

Board apart. Put up J" matched spruce boards, surfaced both sides, [run vertically and nailed to three

2" X 4" p.laned spruce string pieces] or [run horizontally]. Place a beveled cap at the top. Form

the gate in the same manner as the fence, with i" x 6' beveled cleats screwed on. Provide with

large wrought iron T hinges, handle, thumb latch and lock complete.

Picket. Construct a picket fence (4) high {specify where}. Set up 5" squared and tapered chestnut

posts (6) apart. Put up two 2" x 4" surfaced A'orivay pine rails. Put on the pickets [i|^" square,

pointed at the top] or [f" x 2^" sawed at the top] and set 2^" apart. Construct the gates in the

same manner with 2" x 4" stiles and rails, framed together and properly braced. Provide with

gate hinges and latches complete.

jpp„ Furnish and put in ; specify where; a [wire fence 3-6" high with Anchor Post Company's No. 2

ivrought iron Anchor posts set 6 apart with three heavy ^No. p posts at the ends, corners and all

gates. The fence is to have a top rail of wrought iron pipe, if" outside diameter, and four

strands of galvanized ribbon wire,] or [pipe fence 3' high with Anchor Post Company's No. 5
Anchor posts set 6' apart with heavy No. g posts at ends, corners and all gates. The fence is to

consist of three rows of wrought iron pipe, i|" outside diameter, set 12" on centres.]

Furnish and put in where directed one Anchor Post Company' s single [gate No. i] or [pipe gate

to match] and also where directed a double drive [gate No. i] or [pipe gate to match
]
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Hardware.

All ihe following hardware is to be '/nr^i/s/iec/ nnd put on by

the Contractor. Jhe goods are to be Russell & Envin Afanu-

Jacticring Company's make, unless otherwise specified, and the

numbers here given refer to their ^catalogue. All hardware is to

be properly put on with screws in finish to match.

Sash Hardware.
Double Hun^. Locks.

Lifts.

All double hung sash in | mention rounis| are to \va\k: bronze

sash locks No. (3:!o) and two bronze (lush lifts No. (054) to each

sash. All other dfTublc hung sash

—

Single. Locks.

Lifts.

All single sliding sash arc to have lifts ami locks combined

No. {p\o6) in finish to match the other hardware in the rooms.

Cellar. Hinjces.

Buttons.

Hooks.

All single cellar sash are to have two iron hinges {'2.1" x 3),

two iron buttons and two iron hooks and staples.

Casement. Hinges.

Adjusters.

All casement windows are to have two bro7ize hinges (34" x 3.} )

No. (60) and casement adjusters No. 20, 15 .

French. Hinges.

Locks.

Handles.

Bolts.

All French casement windows are to have bronze hinges (4"

X 4") No. (60), lock No. (057) and bronze lever handles and

escutcheons No. (^708). The standing door is to have bronze

mortise bolts No. (20) 12" long [one at top and one at bottom].

Doors under



'When the linisliing hardware is not inchuleil in the Carpenter's Specification, the specifica-

tion might read as follows :

"The Contractor is to furnish all rough hardware, including all sash cords, weights an<l

pulleys : also all door stops and all finishing cellar hardware. ' All other finishing hardware is to

be furnished by the Owner and put in by the Contractor. The Contractor is to furnish a list of

such hardware for the convenience of the Owner in ordering."

'Hardware can, perhaps, be more definitely specified by numbers than in any other way.

Tables might be prepared of the hardware most usetl, which would be convenient for reference and
from which the numbers could be obtained for ordinary work, without the trouble of referring to

the catalogues. ."Vs an e.xample of how such tables niiglu be arranged the following has been
inserted

:

RUSSF.1,1. & KkWIN M.XNUKACTURINti CoMFA-NV.

Kront Door Locks
Vestibule Door Locks
Knobs, Front Door
Escutcheons, Front Door
Escutcheons, Vestibule Door. .

Push Buttons
Locks, Mortise, inside

Knobs, inside

Escutcheons, inside

Locks, .Sliding Door, Single . . .

Locks, Sliding Door. Double .

.

Locks, .Sliding Doors, .^str.igal.

Escutcheons, Sliding Door . . .

.

Butts

Sash Fasts

Sash Lifts, Flush
Sash I^ifts. Hook
Cupboard Turns
Drawer Pulls

Shutter Butts

Shutter Bars
Shutter Knobs
Flush Bolts

Mortise Door Bolts

Dark Bronze.

Nickel Plated.

Dark Copper.
Old Copper.

yi Mottled Old Copper.

CRECI.VN.



Door Hardware.

Front and Vestibule. The front and vestibule doors are to have mortise locks with

bronze faces Nos. (c 1230 and C1232) with nit^lit latches and keys

Locks.

Knobs.

Hinges.

Pushbuttons. complete ; knobs, bronze No. i'i,-;'^) ; hinges, bronze No. (60) s x ^'

Bell pulls.

Bells. three to each door; [push buttons, bronze No. (65^)] or [bell pull,

Combination letter ^,.^„,^ jsj^ (^.^---^ ^^^\ (^gH j^^ ^,5)-]
bovesand bell pulls.

The x'cslibiile door is to have a safety chain door fastener of

bronze No. f i ^).

For double doors. The front standing door is to have bronze mortise l)olts No.

(28), (18") long at top and (12") at bottom.

B'or single door. The front door is to have a (3 ) bronze mortise bolt No. (o6i).

For Dutch door. The vestibule door is to have two ('3") bronze mortise Ijolts, one

on each section of the door into the jamb; also, one Dutch door

bolt No. (055J between the sections.

Check. Tlu; front door is to have a Bardsley Litjnid door sjjring and

check, size C.

Storm. Spring hinges. The Storm doors are to have Bommer's (6') spring hinges

with one bronze handle No. (0765) on each door.

5liding. Sheaves.

Track.

Locks.

Pulls.

Escutcheons.

All sliding doors are to have Climax sheaves and tracks

mortise locks No. (0034!); bronze escutcheons No. (0346).

Double Acting. Hinges.

Push plates.

All double acting doors are to have Bardsley double acting

checking spring hinges No. (li)and bronze push plates No. (052).
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Ordinary. Locks.

Knobs.

Escutcheons.

Roses.

Hinges.

All doors in
]
mention rooms |' are to have mortise locks No.

(01764); 'Bardsley ball hardwood knobs No. (iii); bronze

escutcheons and roses No. (0147^); and bronze hinges No. (60)

4 X 4 in size.

.All other doors

—

Bolts.
.All ; mention

I
doors are to have (3 ) mortise bolts No. (6A).

Springs. All
J

mention' doors are to have Bardsley single check spring

hinges No. (iV).

All doors opening into a main room from closets or inferior

rooms must have hardware on both sides to correspond with the

hardware in the main rooms. All doors over 7 high are to have

three hinges to each door.

s*°P*- All doors throughout arc to have Bardsley hardwootl turned

stops with rubber tips No. ( 131 ) for walls and No. 134 for floors.

Where rooms are trimmed with hardwood they are to match the

trim. In other ra^c'; thi-y are to be <>f flak.

Transoms.



'Bardslev's Wood Door Knobs.

Patterns.

Bo.t. Round. Ball. Eee. Oval. Fluted. Box. Round. Ball.

Bronze Rose lOO
Wood Rose with Plate lOi

Wood Rose ii6 104 112 116B 104 B 112B

;ound.

102
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Electrical

Sl'l'.Cl I-'ICATIOX of the labor and niaUiial to be furnished in the

instalhition of the electric work in the frame house to be constructed for

Mr.

at

in accordance witli the accompanying drawings and this specification and under

the supervision of

Architect,

General

Conditions.

•address!

vdatCf

\ For General Conditions see page 2.

Inspection. All the work herein included is to be done according to the rules and

reoulations of the National Board of Fire Underwriters and also is to be subject

to the inspection and approval of the local Board of Fire Underwriters, and is to

be inspected by their Inspectors. The Contractor is to pay all charges for such

inspection and is to obtain satisfactory certificates from the Inspectors and deliver

them to the Architect. The system must test free from all grounds.

Cutting. The Contractor is to do all necessary cutting and boring of beams.
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standard Rules

Adopted l>y

The National Electric Light Association

At Washington, 1S94.

-Central Stations and Isolated Plants electric light or power wires, and should not
for Light or Power. lOmitted.

Class B.

—

Arc (Series) Systems.

Outside Conductors.

All outside overhead conductors (including

services):

1. Must be covered with some insulating

material, not easily abraded.

2. Must be firmly secured to properly insu-

lated and substantially built supports, all the

wires having an insulation equal to that of the

conductors they confine.

3. Must be so placed that moisture cannot
form a cross-connection between them, not

less than a foot apart, and not in contact with

any substance other than proper insulating

supports.

4. Must be at least seven feet above the

highest point of flat roofs and at least one foot

above the ridge of pitched roofs over which

they pass or to which they are attached.

5. Must be protected, whenever necessary, in

view of possible accidents to conductors or

supports, from possibility of contact with

other conducting wires or substances to which
current may leak, by dead insulated guard
irons or wires. Special precautions of this

kind must be taken where sharp angles occur,

or where any wires might possibly come in

contact with electric light or power wires.

6. Must be provided with petticoat insula-

tors of glass or porcelain. Porcelain knobs,

cleats and rubber hooks are prohibited.

7. Must be so spliced or joined as to be both

mechanically and electrically secure without

solder. They must then be soldered to insure

preservation and covered with an insulation

equal to that on the conductors.

8. The following formula for soldering fluid

is approved:
Saturated Solution of Zinc. . 5 parts.

Alcohol 4 parts.

Glycerine i part.

9. Conductors should not be run over, or

attached to, buildings other than those in

which light or power is being, or is to be,

used, but on separate poles or structures

always easily inspected.

Service Blocks.

1. Must be covered over their entire surface

with at least two coats of waterproof paint and

so maintained.

2. Telegraph, telephone and similar wires

must not be placed on the same arm with

be placed on the same structure or pole.

Interior Conductors.

AH Interior Conductors.

1. Must be, where they enter buildings from
outside terminal insulators to and through the

walls, covered with e.xtra waterproof insula-

tion, and must have drip loops outside, prefer-

ably slanting upward toward the inside, and

bushed with waterproof and non-combustible

insulating tube.

2. Must be arranged to enter and leave the

building through a double contact service

switch, which will effectually close the main
circuit and disconnect the interior wires when
it is turned "off." The switch must be so

constructed that it shall be automatic in its

action, not stopping between points when
started, and prevent an arc between the points

under all circumstances ; it must indicate on

inspection whether the current be "on" or

"off," and be mounted on a non-combustible

base in a position where it can be kept free

from moisture and easy of access to police or

firemen.

3. Must be always in plain sight, never

covered, except in special cases, where an

armored tube may be necessary.

4. Must be covered in all cases with a water-

proof non combustible material that will adhere

to the wire, not fray by friction, and bear a

temperature of 150'' F. without softening.

5. Must be in dry places kept rigidly apart

at least ten inches, except when covered (in

addition to insulation) by waterproof non-con-

ducting and non-inflammable tubing, which

must be strong enough to protect the insulating

covering from injury. Conductors thus placed

may be run not less than three inches apart,

and be fastened with staples, under which are

placed mechanically rigid insulating strips or

saddles of greater width than the metal of the

staple, by which possibility of injury to the

tube may be prevented.

6. Must be in damp places attached to glass

or porcelain insulators, and separated ten

inches or more.

7. Must be, when passing through walls,

floors, timbers or partitions, treated as in cen-

tral stations under like conditions.

Lamps and Other Devices.

.\rc Lamps.

I. Must be carefully isolated from inflam-

mable material.
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Electric Light=
ing.

Tubing.
I he Ijuilclino; is to he equipped for contiiuious wlrino- from tlic source of

supply to each outlet to be wired, with 'ap/>ra:rd tubins^ providing a continuous and

perfectly tight channel from end to end for the wires. All tubes are to be of

sufficient size to allow the wires to be readily drawn in, withdrawn or re-instated

at will. All tubes must be secured in position with metal or wire clips.

Wiring. All wires for electric lighting are to be rubber covered, insulated, xvhite core

approved \s\x<z, qS- pure copper. The wires are to be run complete ready for the

attachment of the fi.xtures and service wires. The sizes of wires are to be deter-

mined on the basis of each lamp requiring '(50) volts and "(i) ampere. No wire,

however, is to be smaller than Xo. 14 H. and S. gauge, increasing the 'size as the

number of lights and length of circuits require. In all cases the size of wires is

to be (5'') in excess of their possible load. The wires are not to be drawn in the

tubes until after the building is ilry. [Xo two wires of opposite polarity are to

be run in 'one tube.
]

Arrangement. There is to be one group of risers throughout the building. Ihe wiring

on each floor must radiate from one central point of distribution, taking in all

the outlets. All wiring is to be 'continuous from the sectional switch to the

last outlet on such circuit. A loop is to be left for the metre just inside of

the main line switch.

Distribution

of Outlets, Lights and
Switches.

The building is to contain the following number of outlets, lights and

switches, distributed as follows :

BRACKETS.

Floor. Room. Number. Lights each. Number.

First. Parlor 4 2

First. Dining Room ... . 2 3

Second. Front Chamber.. 2 2

[Etc.!

CHANDELIERS.



'Iron or brass armored conduit tubing is required in New York.
'The voltage and ampere capacity should be governed by the public supply. Thus in New

York IIS volts and about i ampere would be all that would be required. The lower the voltage
the larger the wires required.

'The area of wires should be governed by the amount of current which will be required in the
building.

'The rules in most localities now require this double tubing. If iron armored conduits are
used, two wires are allowed to be run in one tube up to 5 amperes.

'Electric light wiring should always be "continuous," that is, both wires of a circuit should be
run so as to take in all outlets on the circuit instead of branching off to some of the outlets. This
continuous wiring leaves but one end to each circuit instead of several ends.

2. Must be provided at all times with a glass

globe surrounding the arc, securely fastened

upon a closed base. No broken or cracked
globes may be used.

3. Must be provided with a hand switch,

also an automatic switch, that will shunt the

current around the carbons should they fail to

feed properly.

4. Must be provided with reliable stops to

prevent carbons frorri falling out in case the

clamps become loose.

5. Must be carefully insulated from the cir-

cuit in all their exposed parts.

6. Must be, where inflammable material is

near or under the lamps, provided with a wire

netting around the globe and a spark-arrester

above, to prevent escape of sparks, melted
copper or carbon.

7. Incandescent lamps in series circuits, hav-

ing a maximum potential of 350 volts or over,

must be governed by the same rules as for arc

lights, and each series lamp provided with a

hand switch and automatic cut-out switch

;

when lights are in multiple series, such switches

and cut-outs must not control less than a single

group of lights. Electro-magnetic devices for

switches are not approved.

8. Under no circumstances will incandescent

lamps on series circuits be allowed to be at-

tached to gas fixtures.

Class C—Overhead Conductors, Incandescent

(Low Pressure) Systems.

300 Volts or Less.

Outside Overhead Conductors.

1. Must be erected in accordance with

general rules for Arc (Series) Circuit Conduc-
tors.

2. Must be separated not less than six inches

where they enter buildings as service conduc-

tors, and be provided with a double pole fusi-

ble cut-out, as near as possible to the point of

entrance to the building, and outside the walls

when practicable.

Underground Conductors.

I. Must be provided with suitable protect-

ing devices at the ends of tube or conduit
services inside the walls of buildings, as a
guard against moisture and injury.

2. Must be terminated at a properly placed
double pole house cut-out.

3. Must be of specially insulated conductors
after leaving the tube or conduit, and separated
by at least ten inches, until the double pole cut-

out is reached.

Inside Wiring.

1. Where practicable wire should be so
placed that in the event of the failure or dete-

rioration of their insulating covering the con-
ductors under this condition will still remain
insulated.

2. At the entrance of every building there
shall be a double pole switch placed in the
service conductors, whereby the current may
be entirely cut off.

Conductors.

1. Must not be of sizes smaller than No. 16

B. & S., No. 18 B. W. G., or No. 3 E. S. G.

2. Must not be paraffin covered.

3 Must not be covered with soft rubber
tube.

4. Must not be laid in mouldings of any
kind in damp places.

5. Must not be laid in mouldings with open
grooves against the wall or ceiling.

6. Must not be laid in moulding^ where less

than half an inch of solid insulation is between
parallel wire, and between wires and walls or

ceilings.

7. Must not be laid in plaster, cement or

similar finish, without an exterior metallic pro-

tection.

8. Mouldings, where admissible, must have
at least two coatings of waterproof paint, to

be impregnated with a moisture repellent.

Cleatwork.

1. Cleatwork is not desirable, and cleats

must not be used unless in a very dry place.

2. Must not be used unless in a place per-

fectly open for inspection at any time.

3. Must not be used unless they are of por-

celain, or well-seasoned wood, filled, to prevent

absorption of moisture.
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Switches.

The Contractor is to provide and put in a double pole covered main line cut

out block at the point of entrance, fused for the entire number of lights in the

building. He is also to put in on each floor the necessary number of [double pole

branch cut out blocks] or [fuse tablets] fused to the proper number of lights and

placed in the cut out boxes.

The Contractor is to provide a double pole main line "knife" switch of

apprvoed 'i^2X\.^xx\ and 'place it just inside of the main line cut out. Each circuit is

to be provided with a double pole snap switch of approved make, located as

specified in the schedule and connected with the circuits.

Fixtures. All fixtures are to be put up and connected complete with mica insulating

joints ixnd pone!ain covered double pole porcelain cut outs.

Burglar Alarm. The Contractor is to provide and place in the second story where directed, one

six drop automatic burglar alarm indicator of wood to match the trim. A (6)

nickle plated bell is to be placed where directed. The indicator is to have bell and

battery test, silent test, continuous ring, and night set switches and six sectional

switches controlling the following sections:

[Section No. t. Hall. 2 Windows, i Door.
J

! Etc. \

Springs. All these windows and doors are to be provided with suitable springs cut in

and connected, protecting both sashes on all windows and allowing a (6") opening

of the top sashes in second story only. Al! springs on doors are to have broad

faces.

Wiring. All wiring for the burglar alarm is to be done with No. iS B. and S.

gauge damp proof office wires, running them through and between the beams

and partitions and using no tacks nor staples. This wiring is to be protected

by tubing against all brick walls and iron work. All joints and splices are to

be covered with rubber tape.

Batteries. Provide and place in position ap>proved carbon cylinder batteries of sufficient

power to insure the satisfactory working of the burglar alarm system.
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'For city work this switch should be placed close to the building line where it can easily be
operated by firemen in case of fire.

4. Must not be used unless they are so
arranged that wires of opposite polarity, with

a difference of potential of 150 volts or less,

will be kept at least two and one-half inches

apart, and that where a higher voltage is used
this distance be increased proportionately.

5. Must not be used unless there is a back-
ing provided, of wood at least half an inch

thick, well seasoned and filled, to prevent
absorption of moisture.

Metal Staples.

1. Metal staples must never be used to

fasten conductors unless provided with an in-

sulating sleeve or saddle rigidly attached to

the metal of the staple, and having such

strength and surface as to prevent mechanical
injury to the insulation of the conductor.

2. Must never be used to fasten conductors
unless under conditions in which cleatwork

would be acceptable, or where driven into a

moulding specially adapted for open work.

Special Wiring.

1. Wherever conductors cross gas, water, or

other metallic pipes, or any other conductors

or conducting material (e.xcept arc light wires),

they should be separated therefrom by some
continuous non conductor at least one inch.

In crossing arc light wires the low tension con-

ductors must be placed at a distance of at

least six inches. In wet places an air space

must be left between conductors and pipes in

crossing, and the former must be run in such a

way that they cannot come in contact with the

pipe accidentally. Wires should be run over

all pipes upon which condensed moisture is

likely to gather, or which by leakage might

cause trouble on a circuit.

2. In rooms where inflammable gases may
exist, or where the atmosphere is damp, the

incandescent lamp and socket should be en-

closed in a vapor-tight globe. This is not to

be understood to include rooms where illumin-

ating gases are used in the ordinary manner.

3. In breweries, stables, dye-houses, paper

and pulp mills or other buildings specially

liable to moisture, all conductors, except where
used for pendants:

4. Must be separated at least six inches.

5. Must be provided with a durable, mois-

ture-proof covering.

6. Must be carefully put up.

7. Must be supported by porcelain or glass

insulators.

8. Moisture-proof and non-inflammable tub-

ing may be accepted in lieu of such construc-

tion.

9. No switches or fusible cut-outs will be
allowed in such places.

Interior Conduits.

1. Must not be combustible.
2. Must not be of such material or construc-

tion that will be injured by plaster, cement,
or other surrounding material, or that the in-

sulation of the conductor will ultimately be
injured or destroyed by the elements of its

composition.

3. Must not be so constructed or placed
that difficulty will be experienced in removing
or replacing the conductors.

4. Must be continuous from one junction

box to another or to fixtures, and of non-in-

flammable material, and of a . substantial

character as in the case of the existing gas
and water pipes, in order to afford mechanical
protection from injury by saws, chisels ornails.

5. Whenever practicable, pipes for all pur-

poses must be kept from the conduits or wire-

ways and under no circumstances must steam
pipes be placed therein.

6. Architects and builders should provide

suitable wire-ways or openings in all buildings

at the time of their construction, in which
could be placed electric wires and conduits

according to the requirements of the building.

7. Prior to the insulation of the wires,

powdered soapstone should be blown through
the conduit tubes to facilitate the drawing in

of the same.

8. Must not be depended upon for insula-

tion. The conductors should be covered with

moisture-proof material.

9. The object of a tube or conduit is to

facilitate the insertion or extraction of the

conductors, to protect them from mechanical

injury and, as far as possible, from moisture.

10. Conductors passing through walls or

ceilings must be encased in a suitable tubing,

which must extend at least one inch beyond
the finished surface until the mortar, or other

similar material, be entirely dry, when the pro-

jection may be reduced to half an inch.

Double Pole Safety Cut Outs.

1. Must be placed where the overhead or

underground conductors enter a building and

join the inside wires.

2. Must be placed at every point where a

change is made in the size of the wire (unless

the cut-out in the larger wire will protect the

smaller). This includes all flexible conductors.

All such junctions must be in plain sight.

3. Must be constructed with bases of non-

combustible and moisture-proof material.
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Electric Gas Provide and place in position tlie following automatic and pendent burners

Lighting. -whh all the necessary wiring to the various outlets, the fixtures to be wired

inside the shell of the chandelier wherever possible :

PENDANTS. AUTOMATIC.

3 I

FLOOR.



'An automatic sectional cut out works automatically, cutting off any faulty section and indi-
cating it without interfering with any other section. This is more expensive than a main line cut
out, which cuts off the whole system at once.

4. Must be so constructed and placed that
an arc cannot be maintained between the ter-

minals by the fusing of the metal.

5. Must be so placed that on any combina-
tion fixture no group of lamps requiring a cur
rent of six amperes or more shall be ultimate-
ly dependent upon one cut-out.

6. Must be, wherever used for more than
six amperes, or (where the plug or equivalent
device is not used) equipped with fusible strips

or wires, provided with contact surfaces or tip>

of harder metal, soldered or otherwise, having
perfect electrical connection with the fusible

part of the strip.

Safety Fuses.

1. Safety fuses must be so proportioned to

the conductors they are intended to protect

that they will melt before the maximum safe

carrying capacity of the wire is exceeded.
2. All fuses, where possible, must be stamped,

or otherwise marked, with the number of

amperes equal to the safe carrying capacity of

the wire they protect

3. All cut-out blocks when installed must be
similarly marked.

4. The safe carrying capacity of a wire

changes under different circumstances, being
about forty per cent, less when the wire is

closed in a tube or piece of moulding than
when bare and exposed to the air, when the

heat is rapidly radiated. It must be clearly

understood that the size of the fuse depends
upon the size of the smallest conductor it pro-

tects, and not upon the amount of current to

be used on the circuit. Below is a table show-
ing the safe carrying capacity of conductors of

different sizes in Birmingham, Brown & Sharpe
and Edison gauges, which must be followed in

the placing of interior conductors:

Brown & Sharpe. Birmi.n'GHAm. Edison Standard.
Gauge Gauge Gauge
No. Amperes. No. Amperes. No. Amperes.
0000



Electric Bells. Provide and install in complete working order, electric bells as follows

I'ush at front door to ring in kitchen.

Push in dining room to ring in kitchen.

Push in main bed room to ring in servant's room.

One /?</<7drop annunciator placed in,the kitchen with a 3" bell on top.

One 3" bell in servant's room.

Push Plates. All push plates are to match other hardtvare and are to have pearl buttons.

Annunciators. All annunciators are to have oak cases and are to be lettered to indicate the

stations.

Wiring. 'See "Wiring" under " Burglar Alarms."
,

Batteries. 'See " Batteries " under " Burglar Alarms.

Door Openers, I'rovide one approved electric door opener to open the fro7d door with a

Etc. push button in each kitchen.

Provide three combination letter boxes, mouth pieces and push Inittons

combined, of approved pattern and finish and place tiear the front door.

Run I speaking tubes with round elbows from the mouthpieces to each

kitchen and \>xo\\diC .di porcelain mouthpiece and 3 bell in each kitchen.

Wiring. 'See "Wiring" under "Burglar Alarms."!

Batteries. 'See " Batteries " under " Burglar Alarms."
j
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'Where there are gas lighting, bell and door opener systems in the same biiikling, it is better
to keep the systems separate with their separate wiring and batteries rather than to connect them.

4. AH burrs or fins must be removed before
the conductors are drawn into a fixture.

5. The tendency to condensation within the
pipes must be guarded against by sealing the

upper end of the fixture.

6. No combination fi.xlure in which the con-
ductors are concealed in a space less than one-
fourth inch between the inside pipe and the

outside casing will be approved.

7. Each fixture must be tested for possible

"contacts'" between conductors and fixture,

and for "short circuits," before the fixture is

connected to its supply conductors.

8. The ceiling blocks of fixtures should be
made of insulating material.

Electric Gas Lighting.

Where electric gas lighting is to be used on
the same fixture with the electric light:

1. No part of the gas piping or fixture shall

be in electrical connection with the gas light-

ing circuit.

2. The wires used with the fixture must
have a non-inflammable insulation, or, where
concealed between the pipe and shell of the

fixture, the insulation must be such as is

required for fixture wiring for the electric

light.

3. The whole installation must test free

from " grounds."

4. The two installations must test perfectly

free of connection with each other.

Pendants and Sockets.

I. No portion of tlie lamp socket exposed
to contact with outside objects must be allowed

to come into electrical contact with either of

the conductors.

Cord Pendants.

1. Must be made of conductors, each of

which is composed of several strands insulated

from the other conductor by a mechanical

separator of carbonizable material, and both

surrounded in damp places with a moisture-

proof and a non-inflammable layer.

2. Must be protected by insulating bushings

where the cord enters the socket.

3. Must be so suspended that the entire

weight of the socket and lamp will be borne

by knots above the point where the cord comes
through the ceiling block or rosette, in order

that the strain may be taken from the joints

and binding screws. All sockets used for wire

or cord pendants should have openings at

least equal to one-quarter inch gas pipe size..

4. Must be allowed to sustain nothing

heavier than a four-light cluster, and in such

a case special provision should be made by an

extra heavy cord or wire, as a mechanical re-

inforcement.

5. Must be equipped with keyless sockets,

as far as practicable, controlled by wall

switches. In no case may a lamp giving more
than fifty candle-power be placed in a key
socket on a flexible pendant.

Electric Heating and Cooking.

1. In general the same precautions should

be taken in the installation and operation of

electric heating and cooking appliances as are

applicable to circuits for electric light and
power.

2. The practice of attaching heating and
cooking appliances to lamp sockets must not

be permitted where said appliances require

over three amperes. Proper circuits must be

provided, fully protected by double pole safety

fuses and switches, and the appliances them-
selves should be kept from contact with in-

flammable materials.

3. Flexible cords should be used with strands

separately covered with non-inflammable insu-

lation, and both wires or strands covered with

a water-proofing, and that by a braiding, and
especial care should be taken to make proper

connections on all appliances, and each should

be plainly marked with the maximum volts

and amperes they will safely carry.

Class D.—Alternating Systems.

Converters or Transformers.

Converters.

1. Must not be placed inside of any building,

except the Central Station, unless as herein-

after provided.

2. Must not be placed in any but metallic

or non-combustible cases, which cases should

be connected to earih when wires are under-

ground.

3. Must not be attached to the outside walls

of buildings unless separated therefrom by
substantial insulating supports.

4. Must not be placed in any other than a

dry and convenient location (which can be

secured from opening into the interior of the

building, such as a vault), when an under-

ground service is used.

5. Must not be placed without safety fuses

at the junction between main and service con-

ductors, and safety fuses in the secondary

circuits where they will not be affected by the

heat of the converter.

Primary Conductors.

In those cases where it may not be possible

to exclude the transformers and primary wires
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Painter's

SPECIFICATION of the labor and material to be furnishetl in the erec-

tion of 3. frame house to be constructed for Mr.

at

in accordance with the accompanying drawings and this specification and under

the supervision of

Architect,

I
address

[

] date
[

General
Conditions.

The Contractor shall furnish all materials, labor, transportation, scaffolding,

utensils, and so forth, of every description required for the full performance

of the work herein specified, except as otherwise particularly mentioned. He

shall keep a competent foreman on the premises ; shall not sublet any part of

his work without the written consent of the Owner ; shall be responsible for all

damage to property or the work of other contractors caused by him or his

employees, and must take all necessary precaution to properly protect his work

during progress.

All the materials are to be of the best of their several kinds in quality as

herein specified ; all labor is to be performed in the best manner by skilled

workmen, and both are to be subject to the approval of the Architect.

When special makes or grades of prepared paints, varnish or wood finish

are called for, such material must be delivered at the building in the original
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(EIectric«l rules, continued from p. 159.)

entirely from the building, the following pre-

cautions must be strictly observed:

1. The transformer must be located at a

point as near as possible to that at which the

primary wires enter the building.

2. The primary lead of a transformer should

be heavily insulated with the highest-class

insulation, such as vulcanized pure india-rubber

of the best quality, preferably covered with a

high c'ass outer covering, and such leads

should have a minimum length of eighteen

inches.

3. Between these points the conductors

must be heavily insulated with a coating of

moisture-proof material, and in addition must
be so covered and protected that mechanical

injury to them or contact with them shall be

practically impossible.

4. The primary conductors, if within a

building, must be furnished with a double pole

switch, and also with a double pole cut-out

where the wires enter the building, or where
they leave the main line on the pole or in the

conduit. These switches, should, if possible,

be enclosed in secure and fire-proof boxes out-

side the building.

5. The primary conductors, when inside a

building, must be kept apart at least ten inches,

and at the same distance from all other con-

ducting bodies.

Secondary Conductors.

1. The conductors from the secondary coil

of the transformer to the lamps, or other trans-

lating devices, must be installed according to

the rules for "inside wiring" for "Low
Potential Systems."

2. Section i under primary conductors and
referring to primary leads, applies with equal

force to the secondary leads.

Class E,—Electric Railways. (Omitted.)

Class F.—Batteries.

Primary or Secondary Batteries.

1. Secondary batteries or accumulators
should be placed in a light and well ventilated

place, preferably upon racks, and thoroughly
well insulated.

2. Frequent examinations should be made of

the connections and the specific gravity of the

solution.

3. When current for light and power is taken
from primary or secondary batteries, the same
general regulations must be observed as apply

to such wires fed from dynamo generators de-

veloping the same difference of potential.

Class G.—Miscellaneous.

I. The wiring in any building must test free

from "grounds" before the current is turned
on. This test may be made with a magneto-
bell that will ring through a resistance of 20,000
ohms where currents of less than 250 volts are

used.

2. No ground wires for any purpose may be
attached to gas pipes within the building.

3. All conductors connecting with telephone,

district messenger, burglar alarm, watch clock,

electric time and other similar instruments,

must, if in any portion of their length they are

liable to become crossed with circuits carrying

currents for light or power, be provided near
the point of entrance to the building' with
some protective device which will operate

to shunt the instruments in case of a danger-
ous rise of potential, and will open the circuit

and arrest an abnormal current flow. Any
conductor normally forming an innocuous cir-

cuit may become a source of fire hazard if

crossed with another conductor through which
it may become charged with a relatively high
pressure.

Glossary of Electrical Terms.

A Volt is the unit of electro-motive force, or

pressure. It is the electro-motive force which
maintains a current of one ampere in a conduc-
tor whose resistance is one ohm. It represents
^O-O-O. of the electro-motive force of a Clark

standard cell.

Electro-motive Force or E. M. F. is equiva-

lent to the difference of potential between two
points, analogous to the head of water in hy-

draulics. It may be termed a tendency to flow.

An Ampere is the unit of electric current.

It is the amount of electricity which would
pass through a circuit having a resistance of

one ohm under an electro-motive force of one
volt. One ampere will deposit o. 001 18 of a

gramme of silver per second.

A Coulomb is the unit of electrical quantity.

It is the amount of electricity which would pass

in one second in a circuit having a resistance

of one ohm under an electro-motive force of

one volt.

An Ohm is the unit of electrical resistance.

The legal or Paris ohm is the resistance of a

column of pure mercury one square millimeter

in section, 106.3 centimeters long, at the tem-
perature of melting ice (0° C. or 32° F.). A
wire with one ohm resistance will limit the

current passing at an electro-motive force of

one volt to one ampere.
Megohm: A million ohms.
Ohm's Law: The electrical current in any

circuit is equal to the voltage of that circuit

E
divided by its resistance in ohms. (C==—

)

R
A Henry is a unit of induction. It is the

induction in a circuit when the electro-motive
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cans with the seals unbroken and labels attached, and such cans are not to be

opened until inspected by the Architect.

Anything not shown on the drawings but which is mentioned in the

specification or vice versa, or anything not expressly set forth in either, but

which is reasonably implied, shall be furnished and performed the same as though

specially shown and mentioned in both, and should anything be omitted from

the drawings or specifications which is necessary to a clear understanding of the

work, or should any error appear, it shall be the duty of the Contractor to notify

the Architect before proceeding with his work. In the event of the Contractor

failing to give such notice, he shall make good any damage to or defect in his

work caused thereby.

The drawings and specifications furnished for this work are to be considered

instruments of service, are to be used for this building only, are the property of

the Architect and must be returned to him immediately on completion of the work

set forth therein.

At any time directed, the Contractor shall clear out any of his rubbish or

material which may be in the way of other mechanics, and at completion shall

clear out all rubbish and surplus material left by him, shall clean off all paint

and varnish spots from floors, glass, walls, and so forth ; shall repair any damage

to his work, no matter by whom caused, [loss or damage by fire excepted,] and

leave the premises broom clean and in perfect repair and order so far as his work

Is concerned.

The Painter is referred to the Carpenter's specification for the amount of

woodwork to be finished.

The Owner reserves the'right to accept any or reject any or all proposals

presented.

Painted Work- Cover all sap, knots and defects in wood work which is to be painted, with a

good coat of strong shellac before priming. Putty up all nail holes, cracks or

defects after priming.

Exterior.
Paint all exterior wood work, unless otherwise particularly specified, including

fenceSt clothes posts, yard house, and the floors, steps and ceilings of the piazza with
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(Electrical rules, continued from p. i6t.)

force induced in that circuit is one volt, while

the inducing current varies at the rate of one
ampere per second.
A Watt is the unit of power.
One watt = one volt X by one ampere.

746 watts = I electrical horsepower.
A Wattmeter: An instrument for measuring

the electrical energy in a circuit.

Horse-power = 33,000 foot pounds per min-
ute, or 550 per second.

^ ,
_EC C'R E" ,

One horse-power — or —; or —where
746 746 746

E = volts C = amperes and R = ohms.
Mechanical power and eiectridal power may

both be expressed in horsepower, watts or

kilowatts; an electrical horse-power is about

90 per cent, of the mechanical horse-power ap-

plied to the shaft of the dynamo.
Candle-power: A standard candle burns 120

grains of spermacetti wax per hour.

A sixteen candle power incandescent lamp
gives a light equal to sixteen standard candles.

A Farad is the unit of electrical capacity; a

conductor or condenser holding one coulomb
under a potential of one volt has a capacity of

one farad'.

Insulators: Substances possessing high re-

sistance or poor conductivity where electric

currents are concerned, such as dry air, ebon-
ite, paraffine, glass, etc.

Conductors: Substances which readily con-
vey electric currents, such as silver, copper, etc.

(Copyright, 1894. Printed by permission N. E. L. A.)
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three coats of [^Billings, King & C^wyJrtwj'V prepared paints] or
'|
pure linseed oil

paint] in three colors as directed.

Metal. Paint all tin work of roofs, gutters, valleys, etc., and all iron work with tivo

coats of Billings, King & Company s elastic roof paint.

Interior Painting-. Paint all wood work in ] specify where' three coats of
\
Billings, King &

Company s prepared paint] or [pure linseed oil paint
|
in four colors as directed.

Shingles. All shingles of sides, gables, etc. [and all roof shingles] are to be 'dij^ped

three-fourths of their length in // W. Johns shingle stain before being put

on. The colors are to be as directed.

Natural Wood
Finish.

In natural wood finish, care must be taken to have the putty match the finish

in color. All such work must be properly cleaned from dirt, finger marks, etc.,

and all rough spots must be sandpapered. It shall be the duty of the Painter to

inspect all wood work and floors which are to have a natural finish, and if

such work is not in a proper condition for finishing, he shall notify the

Architect.

Hard Wood. All hard wood of \tritn, stairs, doors and wainscoting, where hard wood is

called for in the Carpenter's specification,] is to be finished as follows :

(First). One coat of Billings, King &" Company's paste wood filler, properly and evenly

filling the grain of the wood by rubbing in and cleaning off while wet. When dry give

(Second). One thin coat of pure spirit [white] or [orange] shellac rubbed down smooth

with No. oo sand paper.

(Third and Fourth). Two coats of Murphy Varnish Company's Transparent Wood Finish,

*Interior. Rub between these two last coats with hair cloth and 'rub the last coat with pumice

stone and water to a dead, even surface. Then finish with rotten stone and oil.
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'Often yellow ochre (French yellow ochre for the best work) ground in pure linseed oil is used
for the priming coat and this followed by one or two coats of paint. In two-coat work for a'white

finish the yellow ochre should not be used for priming, as one coat of white will not cover. Often
a mixture of white lead and zinc white is used— French zinc white for the best work.

Paint is composed of a pigment—white lead, zinc white, ochre, and so forth—and a fatty

matter or oil, usually linseed oil. The important part of the mi.\ture is the oil. Pure linseed oil

has the inherent quality, when o.xidized, of resisting the elements. Hence the important factor in

preserving the surface of a building e.xists in the large proportion of pure linseed oil that is dried

with the pigment. The pigment, however, should always be neutral.

The analysis of a loo lb. keg of pure white lead shows it to contain about 94 lbs. of carbonate

of lead and about 6 lbs. of oil; and of a 100 lb. keg of ochre, 70 to 75 lbs. of ochre, and 25 to 30
lbs. of oil. Hence the larger proportion of the preserving quality is in the ochre.

It will be noticed that in this specification, the term "pure linseed oil paint" is used rather

than white lead and linseed oil. It has been more common to specify some brand of white lead

and linseed oil and that the colors shall be as selected by the owner. White lead and oil will

make white paint only, and when a color is selected requiring some other pigment, perhaps one-

half of the mi.Kture will be ochre, while nc' mention of ochre is made in the specification. In

event of the paint wearing well, the credit is perhaps given to the lead, when probably it had little

to do with the lasting quality.

Ready mi.xed paints, both white and colored, have the advantage of being uniform in their

several qualities. The method of compounding them by powerful machinery allows of the maxi-
mum quantity of pure linseed oil being used, and such paints when made by a reputable manu-
facturer, are more scientifically mixed, contain more oil, and therefore perform their duty as a

preservative better than a paint made by the ordinary methods of compounding lead and oil

cold. The cost per gallon of a first-class ready mixed paint is higher than that of the ordinary

mixtures, but as its spreading quality is greater, the real cost is no more and under many con-

ditions less.

'Side shingles are often painted or stained after being put on. Roof shingles, if treated at all,

should be dipped before being put on. Roof shingles are dipped in hot paint, stain, linseed oil or

crude petroleum, the first being the highest priced and the last the cheapest.

'"Exterior" varnish is used for outside work.
'This provides for a dead finish. When a gloss finish is desired, the rubbing of the last coat is

omitted.
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Floors and Stair Treads. Finish the floors of ] specify where [ and treads of stairs as follows :

(First). One coat of Billings, King &> Company's paste wood filler, properly and evenly filling

the grain of the wood by rubbing in and cleaning off while wet. When dry give

(Second and Third). Two coats of Murphy Varnish Company's Transparent Floor Varnish

rubbed with pumice stone and water, then oiled and thoroughly wiped off.

Pine. Finish the ^pine work in {specify wlierel as follows:

Or any soft wood.

(First). One thin coat of pure spirit white shellac, sand papered lightly with No. oo sand

paper.

(Second and Third). Two coats of Murphy Varnish Company's Transparent Wood Finish,

Interior, rubbed between the two finishing coats with hair cloth and after the last coat with

pumice stone and oil.

Enamel Finish. Finish the woodwork in {specify where; with a white enamel finish as

follows :

Qold.

(First and Second). Paint with tivo coats of pure white lead and linseed oil, carefully

applied so that the brush marks will show as little as possible, and sandpaper lightly between

each coat and after the last coat.

'(Third). Apply one coat of French white zinc and turpentine.

(Fourth). Apply one [or two] coats of French white zinc mixed with Murphy Varnish

Company's finest white enamel varnish. Rub this coat well with hair cloth.

(Fifth.) Apply one coat of the same varnish, rubbed with pumice stone and water to a dead,

even finish, and polish with rotten stone and oil.

Or

(First). One thin coat of pure spirit white shellac, sandpapered smooth.

(Second, Third and Fourth). Three coats of pure white lead and linseed oil, carefully applied

so that the brush marks will show as little as possible, sandpapered lightly between each coat

and after the last coat.

'(Fifth and Sixth). Two [or three] coats composed of one part of French white zinc with a

little flake white mixed in and one part of pure white lead mixed with Murphy Varnish Company's

finest white enamel varnish. Rub the last coat with pumice stone and water and polish with

rotten stone and oil to a dead even finish.

Put on a gold size and when in proper condition apply pure leaf gold to the

mouldings where directed.
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'The ordinary ways of finishing soft woods are:

One coat of pure spirit sliellac and two coats varnish.

Three coats of varnish.

One coat of filler and two coats of varnish.

Three coats of shellac.

Three coats of shellac, rubbing each coat, is a very durable finish and looks well. It can be
done very quickly but is more expensive than a varnish finish.

'If a colored finish is desired, mix the color in these coats.
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Staining. The wood work

follows :

{specify where
J

is to be staineil to imitate cherry as

(First). Mix up and apply a first coat, consisting of three parts of stain to one part of

filler, properly applied and wiped off while wet.

(Second and Third). Two coats of Murphy Varnish Company's Transparent Wood Finish,

Interior. Rub between the two coats with hair cloth and after the last coat with pumice stone

and oil to a dead, even finish.

Graining. Grain the ] specify where [ as follows :

(First and Second). Two coats of pure linseed oil paint.

(Third). One coat of graining color, grained and shaded in a first-class manner to imitate

quartered oak,

(Fourth and Fifth). Tioo coats of Murphy Varnish Company's Transparent Wood Finish,

Interior [or Exterior].

Kalsomining. Kalsomine in the best manner the plaster work of side walls and ceilings in

1
specify rooms [ (wo colors to each room. The kalsomine is to be composed of

pure Paris white, glue and alum, and tinted with water color to such tints as

directed. All walls which are to be kalsomined are to be first given a coat of

good varnish.

Painted
Plaster Work.

Paint the plaster work of walls and ceilings in ] specify rooms
J
four coats of

pure linseed oil paint in tzvo colors to each room. The two last coats are to

be stippled.

Mantles, etc. The finishing of mantels, bookcases, sideboard, hat rack, church pezus, school

desks and seats, Venetian blinds and inside shutters [is not included in this

specification] or [is included and they are to be finished in the same manner

as before specified for the other woodwork in the same rooms.]
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'The ordinary ways of staining are as follows:

One coat composed of three parts of stain to one part of filler and two coats of varnish.

One coat of slain, one coat of pure spirit shellac and one or two coats of varnish.

One coat of stain, one coat of filler and one or two coats of varnish.

One coat of stain and one or two coats of varnish.
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Plumber's

SPECII'^ICATIOX of the labor and material to be furnished in the

erection of a frame house to be constructed for Mr.

at

in accordance with the accompanying drawings and this specification and under

the supervision of

Architect,

General
Conditions.

I

address
(

' date !-

1
For General Conditions see page 2.

Excavation. Do all necessary excavating and filling to properly perform the work herein

specified. All filling is to be well rammed or puddled every foot in height.

Cutting:. The Plumber is not to do any cutting of timbers. The Carpenter will do

all cutting for pipes, etc., and no fioor beams are to be cut at a greater distance

than 2 from bearings.
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Pipes. The diameters of all pipes, as herein specified, are inside diameters The

arrangement of tlie waste system is to be as direct as possible, avoiding all un-

necessary offsets. The house drain and all horizontal waste pipes must have a

fall of at least "(i") to the foot. All vent pipes are to be graded to discharge the

water of condensation.

Earthenware. All earthenware pipes are to be smooth, salt-glazed and cylindrical, not less

than -'{f) in thickness, free from defects, and each length perfectly straight. The

ends of the pipes are to be wet before applying the cement, and the space between

each hull and tin- small end of the next section is to be completely filled with

Porthuul cement with the joints clean inside.

Cast Iron.

Hangers.

Coating.

Joints.

Wrought Iron.

Wastes, etc.

Supplies.

All cast iron pipes and fittings must be sound, smooth and cylindrical, free

from cracks and defects, of a uniform thickness and of the grades i7s hereinafter

calledfor. All cast iron pipes must be of at least the following average ^weights

per lineal foot :

Diameter, 2"
3

4" 5" 6"

Standard, 3^ 4I 6 8i 10 pounds per fo(jt.

Extra Heavy, 5^ 9^ 13 17 20

All vertical runs of cast iron pipes are to be firmly secured in position with

strong iron pipe hooks placed under each hub and all horizontal runs by strong

iron hangers not more than 5 apart.

No tar coated pipes are to be used, but after the pipes have been tested and

accepted by the [Architect] or [Inspector] they will be coated outside with coal-lar

pitch, applied hot.

All joints of cast iron pipes are to be made with picked oakum and pure soft

moulten pig lead bedded with hammer and caulking iron, using for each joint (12)

ounces of lead to each inch of diameter of the pipe on which the joint is made.

Xo putty or cement joints are to be used.

All waste, soil and vent pipes, where wrought iron is hereinafter called for,

are to have wrought iron screw couplings, smooth inside with a shoulder, and put

together in red lead.

All supply pipes, where galvanized iron is hereinafter called for, are to be

extra galvanized wrought iron, with fittings and screw couplings of the same
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'It is claimed thai a fail in drain pipes of from ^" to i" is better than a greater one, the con-

tention being that if the fail is too great it allows the liquid to run away faster than the solid

matter, leaving the latter to clog up the pipes

'Thickness of Earthenware Pipes.

Inside Diameter, 3" 4"
5 (> S' lo' 12" 15" i8'

Average thickness, |' ^' |' -^y f J-'
i" i^^' t^'

'Weights of Cast Iron Pipes.



Heating.

Qas Pipes.

Weights.

Lead Pipes.

Wastes.

Supplies.

Weights.

Supports.

material, put together in red lead and firmly secured in position with galvanized

iron hooks, bands and hangers, put up on suitable blocks where required.

All steam or hot water heating pipes are to be of wrought iron, with fittings

and screw couplings of the same material, put together in- [steam pipe cement] or

[red leadj and firmly secured in position with strong iron hooks and hangers.

All gas pipes are to be of wrought iron, with fittings and screw couplings of

galvanized m'sW^OoX^ iron, put together in red lead, avoiding the use of cement,

firmly secured' in position with iron hooks and bands to the timber, cutting in

blocks where necessary.

All wrought iron pipes are to be of the following 'weights:

Inside diameter, f i' |' i i|" li" 2" 4" 5"

Pounds per lineal foot, 0.56 0.S4 1 12 1.67 2.24 2.68 3.61 10.66 14.5

All branch lead soil, waste and vent pipes including bends, which are herein-

after specified, are to be of the grade known as (D) lead.

All lead supplies as hereinafter specified are to be in grade as called for.

[The main and the cold supplies to
|
mention fixtures [ are to be tin lined.

J

All lead pipes are to be of the following 'weights per lineal foot :

Diameter, i" X f" i" li" 2" 3' 4"

D pipe, 3lbs. 80Z. 4 lbs. 6 lbs. 8 lbs.

AA pipe, 2 lbs. 2 lbs. 12 oz. 3 lbs. 8oz. 4 lbs. 12 oz.

All vertical lead pipes are to be firmly secured in position with hard metal

tacks and screws. All horizontal risers are to be secured with brass bands and

screws to boards put up by the Carpenter. These supports are to be 3 apart.

All joints between lead pipes are to be wiped. All connections of lead with

iron pipes are to be made with heavy [brass ferrules set in the hub of the iron

pipe and caulked in] or [copper ferrules the inside diameter of which is larger than

the outside diameter of the lead pipe. The lead pipe is to be drawn through the

ferrule and lapped over the flange. The copper ferrule is then to be caulked into

the hub of the iron pipe] and the lead pipe attached to the ferrule by a soldered

wiped joint.

Brass. All ivater pipes where brass is hereinafter called for are to be of seamless

drawn 'brass tubing with brass fittings and screw unions put together in red lead

and firmly secured in position with brass hooks, bands and hangers, put up on
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'Sizes and Weights of Wrought Iron Pipe

IN I'OUNDS I'KR I.lNl-.AI. K)UT.

Inside

Diameter
in Indies,

Standard,
X Strong,

XX Strong,

i k i li a
.24 0.42 0.56 0.84 1.12 1.67 2.24 2.68 3.6 5- '4

3

7-94
0.29 0.54 o 74 1.09

I. 70

3^ 4 S
<")

9.80 10.66 14.50 18. ;6

'•39 2>7 300 3('3 S-°2 7-6' lO-^S i2-47 '4-97 20.54 28.58

2-44 365 5.20 6.40 9.02 13.68 18.56 22.75 27-48 38.12 53.11

'Weights of Lead Pipe,

POUNDS AND OUNCES PER LINEAL

Calibre in Inches, .\.-\.A.

f 1-8

i 3-0

i 3-8

i 4-8

t 6-0

li 6-12

il 9-0

2 10-12

2i

1-5

3-8

4-12

8-0

9 o

A
1-2

I - 1 2

4-0

4
6-4

7-0

12

B
i-o

I 4

2-0

2-4

3-4

3

S-o
6-0

12

C
0-13

I-o

1-12

2-0

2-8

3-0

4-4

5-4
6-0

4- •

4*.

0-13
1-8

i-i 2

2-0

2-8

38
4-0

6-0

8-0

FOOT.

1) light

1-12

2-4

40
5-0

60
. 80
10 o

E
0-8

4-8

5-0

6-1:

E light

'Weights of Seamless Drawn Brass Pipe.

IN POUNDS PER LINEAL FOOT.
Inside diameter

in inches, i 2* 3i 4 4* 5 6

Weight, 0.25 0.43 0.62 0.90 1.25 1.70 2.50 3.00 4.00 5.75 8.30 10.90 12.70 13.90 15.75 20.60

Brass pipes are made either plain or tin lined inside, and plain, polished or nickel plated out-
side. If plain outside they should have a coat of white shellac, which may be specified either here
or in the Painter's specification.
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suitable blocks where rcquirexl. I'l'lir main supply and all ])ipes for cold water

supplies to 'mention fixtures! are to be tin lined.] All brass |)ipes wh<;re they are

exposed to view are to be polished. Give all other brass pi]:)es a coat of white

shellac.

Pipe Casings. Encase all supply pipes and traps above the first floor with tubes made of

I 1 oz. zinc. The horizontal joints are to be well soldered and the upright joints

lapped. These casings are to be graded to certain points and conm^cted to | D

lead drip pipes run to the laundry tubs.

Exposed Pipes. All pipes /// kitchen oni inferior rooms where practicable are to be left exposed.

All exposed iron pipes are to be bronzed i\ni\ all lead pipes cleaned off with oakum

and gasolene and [bronzed] or [shellaced].

Testing.

Wastes.

aas.

Supplies.

Before the plastering is done the house trap is to be filled with 'plaster-of-

Paris or plugged, all openings in waste, soil and drain pipes plugged, and the

entire system of waste, soil, vent and drain pipes filled to the top with 'water in

the presence of the Architect and Inspector.

Before the plastering is done all gas outlets are to be capped and the gas

pipes tested under an air pressure of eight pounds. The caps are to be left on.

At completion the water is to be turned on in the presence of the Architect

and left for his inspection, after which the water shall be turned off in the street

and all traps emptied.

If any defects are found in the work in testing they must be repaired and the

tests repeated until the work is found to be perfectly tight.

Cesspools. [See page 40.
\
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'Usually a mixture of plaster-of-Paris and Portland cement in equal proportions is used for

filling up the house drain for these tests.

"This water test is undoubtedly the best. In case of the building being so high or the drain

pipes so light, however, that this test would burst them, or where there is danger of freezing, a

peppermint test is sometimes specified, as follows :

" Fill all traps with water, close all outlets and pour five ounces of oil of peppermint into the

top of the soil pipe. Follow with two or three gallons of hot water and immediately close the top

of the soil pipe. If any odor of peppermint is detected in any part of the building the Plumber
shall, at his own expense, find and repair the defects. This test shall be repeated until the system

is proven tight."

An air pressure test of about eight pounds is sometimes used for the waste system, the same
as is here given for gas.
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House Sewer. [Lay a (5') vitrified 'tile house sewer from a point (6 ) outside of the front

wall of the buildinj^] or [Lay a (5 ') extra heavy cast iron house sewer from the

house drain in the building] to the [cesspool which will be located (50) from the

building] or [sewer in the street. Tap, and pay for tapping the sewer and connect

therewith. The building is to be located (50 ) from the street line.]

House Drain.

House Trap.

Cleaning Screws.

Run a (5 ) extra heavy cast iron house drain [where shown on the plans, from

the foot of the soil pipe to a point (6 ) outside of the front wall of the building],

and connect to the house sewer with a tightly cemented joint. Make all necessary

changes in direction with curved pipes. The house drain is to be run [below

the cellar bottom in a 'trench prepared by the Mason.
\

Trap the house drain with a (5 ) extra heavy cast iron running or half S trap

placed just inside the cellar wall, with a hand hole for cleaning covered with a

brass screw cap.

Place two cleaning screws between the house trap and the foot of the soil

pipe, with Y branch connections to the drain and with brass screw covers.

Fresh Air Inlet. Provide and put in a (5 ) extra heavy cast iron pipe connected to the house

drain inside of the house trap, and run [to a point (25) outside of the building

where shown, and (i ) above the finished grade, with a perforated iron cover] or

[flush with the sidewalk near the street curb, and covered properly with a.

galvanized iron grating leaded into the flagstone.]

Yard Drains. [The 'Mason will construct the area, light court and yard catch basins shown

on the drawings. Provide and set a {id) galvanized iron strainer for each] or

[Furnish and set in each area, light court and jj/ar^f where shown on the plans,

a heavy •'cast iron r^z^«^ cesspool or catch basin (13 ) in diameter with 2l galvanized

iron grating.]

Run from each a 4" extra heavy cast iron drain and connect to the house drain.

Trap each with a (4) extra heavy cast iron running trap placed [inside the cellar

wall] or [deep enough in the ground to prevent freezing.]

Leader Drains. {For cast iron connections for leaders, see page 182, and tile drain leader connections and irri-

gation drains, see page 42.
\
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'A vitrified tile house sewer is also specified in tlie Mason's Specification, page 42.

'For trench for drain pipe, see in Mason's specification, page 30.

'Brick catch basins are specified in Mason's specification, page 42.

'Cast iron cesspools or catch basins are made round or square, with grating or plate and with

or without a bell trap. If one with a bell trap is used, omit the trap on the waste. If set out

of doors the bell trap is likely to freeze.

The ordinary sizes of iron cesspools are 6, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 16, 18, 20 and 24 inches, either

square or round. The usual sizes of outlets are for 6" cesspools, 2" outlets; for 8" and 9", 3" out-

lets, and for all the others 4
" outlets.
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Standing Soils

and Wastes.
Provide and set one line of {\) extra heavy cast iron soil pipe and hvo lines of

(2") extra heavy cast iron standing waste pipe, as shown on the drawings. Connect

mf/i /^«^ at the foot of the house drain and continue eaeh line independently (3')

above [the highest part of] the roof, leaving the end^ open.

All waste connections into soib and standing waste.? and the soil and waste

connections into the house drain are to be made with Y branches and one-eighth

or one-sixteenth bends. All vent connections are to be made with T branches.

Vent Pipes. Provide and run for each line <?/' water closets a (2") extra heavy cast iron vent

pipe connected to each water closet 'trap with a short length of (2 D) lead pipe

and [connect into the soil pipe above the highest fixture] or [run above the roof

independently.]

Ventilate all other traps in the building by running (2 ') extra heavy cast iron

pipes connected to the traps by short lengths of (D) lead pipes of the full size of

the wastes on which such traps are located. Run the.se vent pipes either into the

soil or waste lines above the highest fixtures on such lines, or extend them inde-

pendent!) (3) above [the highest part of] the roof.

Pipes Enlarged. Every standing waste and vent pipe extending through the roof is to be

enlarged at the roof line to a (4") extra heavy cast iron pipe.

Roof Joints. All joints between the roof and such pipes as extend through the roof, are to

be made water tight by heavy [sheet lead) or [tin| or [copper] flashings 18" square,

with a funnel around the pipe. The flashing is to be securely fastened to the roof

and the funnel is to be turned over and caulked into the hub of the iron pipe.

Baskets. Protect the open ends of all soil, waste and vent pipes above the roof with

strong wire baskets properly secured.
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'Syphon closets do not require trap ventilation.



Leaders.
Inside.

Outside.

Traps.

Provide and run tzvo (4") extra heavy cast iron leaders inside the buildinj^^.

The joint between the leader and the roof is to be made by means of a brass

ferrule and copper tube properly connected. Connect the leaders to the house

drain.

Run from each outside leader a (4") extra //^-rtw 'cast iron pipe. Connect to

the house drain and run up (4) above the finished grade. ]
For leaders, see under

Metal Work.[

Trap all leader connections into the house drain with a (4") extra heavy cast

iron running trap placed [inside the cellar wall] or [deep enough in the ground to

prevent freezing.]

Traps. Trap all fixtures in the building unless otherwise specified \\'\X.\\ half S or running

traps of the same size and material as the wastes from such fixtures. All traps

are to be ventilated as specified, and are to have brass trap screws,

j For Qrease Trap, see note No. a, oppos .

!

Bell Traps. Furnish and set four (6') bell traps with (2) outlets ior heater, refrigerator

waste, gas machine, conservatory waste, ^i'i, %\\o\v\\ on the [)lans. \^\\\\ -.xw extra heavy

cast iron pipe from each bell trap, in size to correspond with the outlet, and

connect to the drain.

Safes.
Marble.

Lead.

Wastes.

Furnish and set di) countersunk Italian marble safe slabs under
|
mention

fixtures
J-

each in one piece the full size of the fixture under which it is placed, and

with a waste hole drilled through.

Underline all t>/'/;^r fixtures above the basement with ^(4 lb.) sheet lead turned

up 2" all around.

All safes are to have (li) convex brass strainers and (f" D) lead wastes to

the ^cellar floor.



'For tile leader connections, see Mason's specification, page 42.

'Where a grease trap is desired, the usual way is to place brass grease traps under the sinks

or other fixtures desired, in which case the ordinary traps under such fixtures are omitted—see

Grease Traps under heading " Sinks." Sometimes, however, a brick grease trap is constructed
on the house drain in the cellar or outside of the building—see Mason's specification, page 40

—

in which case it should be ventilated with a special iron pipe about 2" in size, carried to the soil

or above the roof.

'Sheet lead is usually made in rolls S' wide and 2A, 3, 3^, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 10 pounds to the

square foot.

'Or these safe wastes might be run to some fixture in the basement or kitchen.
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Tank. A tank {2 x 4') in size and (3') deep will be constructed in the a/f/c by the

'Carpenter. Line this tank with ^(8 lb. sheet lead), with wiped seams. Dot the

sides with 2^^' dots, placed 2' on centres, and leave the leail smooth all around.

Use tinned copper nails.

Overflow. Connect a (2") D /ead oversow pipe 3' from the top of the tank, and run to

[a 'roof gutter or leader, with a brass flap valve on the end to keep out the cold.]

Emptying Pipe. Run a ( i^") D /ead p\pc from the bottom of the tank to /ke overflow pipe with

a (li") open way valve placed close to the tank.

City Supply. Supply the tank with city water through a separate {^'^ galvanized iron rising

main. No cold water branches to fixtures are to be taken from this riser. Place

a ball cock on this supply to prevent overflow.

Roof Supply.

Cistern or Well

Supply.

Cistern and Well

Supply.

Tell-tale Pipe.

Run j specify number} (4") galvanized iron leader pipes from the gutters in the roof to the

tank and run down to within 6" of the bottom of the tank.

Supply the tank from the cisUrn through a (2") AA lead pipe, run to within one foot of the

bottom of the cistern, and provide and set, on the kitchen sink, a (4") Douglass double acting lift

and force pump with all proper connections.

Supply the tank from the cistern and well through (2") AA lead pipes, run to within one foot

of the bottom of each and place a shut off on each line so that the water can be pumped from

either by closing the shut-off on the line not required. Provide and set on the kitchen sink a (4")

Douglass double acting lift and force pump with all proper connections. Run a (J") AA lead p\ptt

from a point just below the retaining valve of the pump, to the cold water cock over kitchen

sink.

Run a (f") /) /^<Z(/ 'tell-tale pipe from a point 4" below the top of the tank to the kitchen sink

and leave the end open.

Supplies from Tank. Provide and place at the bottom of the tank a tank-valve with an air tube

carried above the water level in the tank, and from it run a (J") galvanized iron

pipe to supply the boiler and fixtures. [The -mention fixtures- will be supplied

with cold water 'direct through separate branches taken from the house main, and

not from the riser to the tank.] AH other fixtures are to be supplied with cold

water through branches taken from the down pipe from the tank.
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'For wood tank, see Carpenter's specification, page 134.
"Weigiits of siieet lead are 2^, 3, 3^. 4, 4J, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 pounds per square foot. Often

tinned copper, about i6 oz., is used for tank lining. Copper is made In weights of lo, 12, 14, 16,
18 and 20 oz. per square foot.

Tanks are sometimes made in cast or wrought iron, either rectangular or cylindrical; the cast
iron in plates iS by lis" and 18" x 9" in size, bolted together and cemented. The wrought iron
tanks are riveted together.
Capacity of Tanks.

Rectangular:

Cubical Contems^Length .\ breadth x height

Cylindrical

:

Cubical Contents^3. 14159 x the square of the radius x height.

. . ,, Cubical contents in inches
Capacity in gallons^

Or
Capacity in gallons=Cubical Contents in feet x 7.48.

Weight of Contents.
To find the weight of water in a tank:

Weight of contents in pounds==Capacity in gallons x 8.

Or
Weight of contents in pounds=Cubical Contents in feet x 59. 84.

'If no roof gutter or leader is accessible, this overflow might be run to the kitchen sink or
laundry tubs and discharged over them.

'This tell-tale pipe is used only where the tank is supplied with a pump.
'This direct supply is for drinking water.
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Water Supplies. Tap and pay for tapping the water main in the street. Connect and run to

the ijuilding a {^) galvanized iron supply pipe. Continue in the building with a

(f ")
galvanized iron house main and run the necessary branches as required and

specified. [The building is to be set (50') from the street line.] Place a lever

handled shut-off on the main supply just inside the cellar wall. Before any mason

work is begun, place a temporary cock in the cellar on the supply, to give water

during the progress of the work. All supplies are to be graded so that they will

drain dry. All hot and cold water lines are to be placed at least i" apart.

No cock is to be placed at the end of a line pipe, but the pipe must extend

beyond vertically, a sufficient length to form a proper air chamber.

'Arrange all lines so that the hot and cold water can be shut off from each

group of fixtures independently, by means of Peck's lever handled ground key 'stop

and waste cocks placed on the kitchen ceiling, and all such lines are to have the

name lettered on the pipe. The drips are to be connected by small lead wastes to

some convenientfixture.

Hose Connection, etc. Run a (\ ) galvanized iron pi|)e to the point marked on the drawings, with a

hose bibb placed at the end and a lever handled stop and a waste shut-off inside

the cellar wall.

Run (f") galvanized iron supplies for heater ax\<\ gas machine with ends plugged

up ready for future connections.

Hydrant. Provide and set where .shown on the drawings, a '(3'-6") Douglass hydrant with hose

connections complete. Run for this a (J") galvanized iron pipe and place a lever handled stop and

waste shut-off on the supply inside the cellar wall. Furnish and set a (12" x 12") cast iron

hydrant cesspool with galvanized iron strainer on top and (3' ) outlet. Run a (3") extra heavy cast

iron waste to the house drain with a (3") extra heavy cast iron trap placed below frost.
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'The "Arrangement of Lines " might be specified more definitely to suit the building by

specifying the number of lines required and grouping the fixtures. For instance, in a simple

ordinary arrangement with a bath room and adjoining lavatory in the second story, with two
sinks and laundry trays below second story, with boiler located in the first story kitchen and

with cold water supply coming in at the basement, the arrangement might be specified as follows

(Lines i and 2). Run a line of hot and cold, each (J) galvanized iron pipes, to supply the

fixtures in the second story bath room and the lavatory adjoining.

(Lines 3 and 4). Run a line of hot and cold, each (J") galvanized iron pipes, to supply kitchen

sink, butler's pantry sink, and laundry tubs.

Run the two hot water lines across the ceiling of the kitchen, and the two cold water lines

across the ceiling of the laundry in the basement.

(Stops.) Place four combined stop and waste cocks on these lines, two on the kitchen ceil-

ing and two on the laundry ceiling.

(Drips.) Connect the drip cock on each end with a small lead waste, the waste from hot

water lines to run to kitchen sink and the waste from cold water lines to run over laundry tubs.

All lines are to have the names lettered on the pipes.

Or the cold water lines might be run across the kitchen ceiling by the side of the hot water

lines. This would make the cold runs somewhat longer, but would have the advantage of bring-

ing all the shut-offs together in one place on Jie kitchen ceiling, but the hot water pipes should

not be run down and across the baeement ceiling to accomplish the same purpose, as it would

trap the pipes running from the boiler, dowri below the boiler and up again to the second story

fixtures. Hot water pipes should be kept rising from the boiler to the fixtures above.

In the arrangement here given as an example, the hot and cold water "grouping " of fixtures

has been made the same, which might not be the most desirable way in many cases.

Additional fixtures might be disposed of in like manner, either by extending these lines and

placing shut-offs on them after passing the first two or three fixtures, or by carrying branches from

these lines to such additional fixtures with shut offs on such branches, or by making more
"groups" and corresponding lines as the arrangement might require or the limit of cost allow.

It is not advisable to specify an arrangement requiring long runs back of the plastering above

the first story, as the water of condensation may damage the ceiling, especially if galvanized iron

pipes are used and without pipe casings.

If a tank is used, as specified on page 184, it should be supplied from a separate riser run

independently, and it would be necessary under the heading " .Arrangement of Lines," to specify

only the hot water lines and the cold supply to such fixtures as are to be supplied direct for

drinking water, as everything else necessary is called for under its appropriate heading; for

instance, supply to tank and fixtures from tank under heading "Tank," tin lined pipes under

heading "Pipes," etc.

"Sometimes combined stop'and waste cocks are used and sometimes ordinary stop cocks are

used and separate waste or drip cocks placed on the lines.

'Hydrants are 3I, 4, 4^ and 5 feet high.
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Boiler. Furnish and set where shown on the drawings a Hepc, Koven & Company s

'(40) gallon extra heavy galvanized iron range boiler, double row riveted [set on

a Y.oqSs\\ooA galvanized iron standard] or [Miorizontal pattern, to be hung from the

ceiling by means of (f x li) iron hangers run through the beams and with nuts

and washers on top let in tKish with the top of the beams, all furnished and put up

complete by the Plumber.]

Supply the boiler through a (|") galvanized iron pipe with a lever-haiidled

shut-off placed near the boiler. Connect the boiler to the water-back of the range

with ( f) /'/-rt.w pipes and /'/77.W couplings. The boiler is to have a (f") sediment

pipe and cock. [*The sediment pipe is to be connected to the kilchensink waste

on the house side of the trap.]

Circulation Pipe* Run a {^'^ galvanized iron pipe from the highest point on the hot water pipes,

down to below the boiler and there connect to the sediment pipe inside of the

sediment cock.

All the hot water pipes must be kept rising from tiic head of the boiler to

fixtures above, and to fixtures on the same floor they must be run up from the

boiler and down to the fixtures rather than down on the ceiling below and up to

such fixtures.

Steam Escape. ^ww a (4") [A.\ lead] or fT galvanized iron] pi|)e from tiic top of the hot

water su])ply at its highest point, up to and over the top of the tank, leaving the

end open for a 'steam escape.

Range. Furnish and set in the kitchen where shown on the plan, a [*Bay State

Hamilton No. i Portable double oven range with water back, warming closet,

shelf and hood complete.]

Register. Furnish a (12" x i /(') japanned iron vent register to be set by the Mason.

Brickset. The Mason is to furnish the brick and mortar to brick set the range.

Connect the range to the flue in the chimney with a '(7") No. 24 imported

Russia iron stove pipe, with a slide damper and a proper tin collar over the joint

where the pipe enters the chimney flue.
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Kitchen Sink.
Iron.

City Supply.

Cistern Supply.

Well and Cistern

Supply.

Waste.

Porcelain

with Harble Fittings.

Pantry Sink.
Copper.

I'urnish and s(:t in the kitchen where shown, a (20 x 2,^ )
ga/va)iizcd 'cast iron

sink with a strainer and \\'\\.\\ galvanized iron legs and ^. galvanized iron hack.

Supply the sink witli liot and cold water through {i") galvanized iron \)\[>c?,

and Peck's brass compression cocks. The cold water cock is to have a hose end.

Supply from the cistern in the (dlar through a (i^") galvanized iron pipe run to within a foot

of the bottom of the cistern. Furnish and set a No. 2 Douglass revolving stand pump with all the

necessary connections.

Supply from the well and the cistern through {i^") galvanized iron pipes run to within one

foot of the bottom of each and place a shut-off on each line, so that the water can be pumped from

either by closing the shut-off on the line not required. Furnish and set a AV. 2 Douglass rei'olving

stand pump with all the necessary connections.

Waste through a (2 I)) lead branch waste connected to the soil.

j Grease Trap.

!

Furnish and set a first quality Peri's white Vr(V^<r/-)' kitchen sink (22" x 37") in size with brass

coupling and nickel-plated strainer ; set on nickel-plated legs and standards, as shown in Fig. 418

Peck' s catalogue.

Supply with hot and cold water through (|") niekelplated bra.s,& pipes above the floor and (J")

galvanized iron pipes below and Fech's polished brass improved faucets. The cold water faucet is to

have a hose end.

Waste through a (2 ') branch (0) lead waste connected to the standing rvaste. Provide a

Peck's jYo. j, 2" sink trap with vent. The trap, waste to floor, and vent are to be nickel-plated brAss

where exposed to view.

Provide with Italian marble back, end, drip slab, frame and apron. The back and end are to

be I" thick and (18") high. The drip slab and frame are to be cut from a (i^" x 27" x 75") slab

with grooves in the drip to drain the water back to the sink and with a hole cut through the size

of the sink. The aprons are to be (^" x 5".) All free edges of the marble are to be ogee

moulded.

) For marble floor slab, see under "Safes."'

Furnish and set in X.h.fi panlry where shown an [oval] or [flat bottom] tinned

planished 'copper overflow pantry sink, (16" x 24") in size, with a nickel-plated plug

strainer, chain and rubber stopper. [Set the sink in a wood box and bed it in

plaster-of-Paris.]

Supply with hot and cold water through (^') galvatiized iroft pipes and Peck's

nickel-plated brass compression pantry cocks.

Waste through a (i^ D) lead branch waste trapped and run to the standing

waste. The overflow is to be connected to the waste. The sink is to be set in a

wood fraitie put up by the Carpenter.
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Sinks:

'Cast iron sinks are made either plain, galvanized or white enameled. The relative list

prices are, (or instance, 20" x 36", $3.70 plain; $7.75 galvanized and §10 50 enameled. They
are furnished without legs to be set in a wood frame made by the Carpenter, or with galvanized
iron or bronze legs to be set open. The usual sizes of iron sinks are as follows:

12 X 18 inches; 14 x 20; 15 x 27; 16 x 24, 28, 30; 18 x 24, 30, 32, 36; 20 x 24, 30, 36, 38, 40,

42, 48; 31", X 32^, 36; 22 X 42, 48, 50, 62 and 76 inches.

Wrought steel sinks are made plain, galvanized and grey or white enameled. The prices

are about the same as for the cast iron sinks. The usual sizes are 16 x 24; 18 x 30, 36; 20 x 30,

36 and 40 inches.

Kitchen sinks sometimes, but not usually, have an overflow connected to the waste.

'White porcelain or crockery sinks are usually of the following sizes: 22 ' x 30 ;
22" x 37 ;

22" X 42 . They are set up with marble fittings or with wood rims and drip same as for iron

sinks.

'Copper pantry sinks are made in three shapes: oval, flat bottomed and recessed, and with or

without overflows. The recessed sinks are (^at bottomed and are used for a standing overflow.

The usual sizes for all shapes are as follows: 12x18; i2X2o;i4xi6;i4X2o;i4X24; 16x24;
16 X 30, and 18 X 30 inches. The oval shapes cost more than the flat bottomed. Cocks are made
polished brass, nickel plated and silver plated. The trap, waste and vent, where exposed to view,

are often of polished or nickel plated brass, with the waste run to the floor or back through the

wall. Pantry sinks usually have an overflow and plug and chain.
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Porcelain. Furnish and set in the pa/i/ry a ^rsi quaVily Fed's white \rockcry butler's pantry sink (i8" x

'with narble Fittings. 24" .\ 8") in size as shown in figure 42- Peck's catah^ue, with a nickel plated plug, strainer, chain

and rubber stopper. Set the sink and slab on nickel plated brackets and legs.

Supply with hot and cold water through (V) i^alvanized iron pipes and J'eck's improved niikel-

plated pantry cocks.

Waste through a (1^") branch (D) lead waste connected to the main waste. [Provide with a

nickel-plated brass waste run to the floor with a neckel-plated brass trap, vent and overflow connec-

tion.] The overflow is to be connected to the waste.

Provide with Italian marble back, end, drip slab, frame and apron. The back and end s^xe to

be 1^" thick and (18 ") high. The drip slab and frame are to be cut from a (i|" x 23 ' x 49
") slab

with grooves in the drip and with a hole cut through the size of the sink. The aprons are to be

(i -"^ 5 )• '^'l f""^^ edges of the marble are to be moulded.

I
For floor slab .-iee under "Safes."!

Grease Traps. !• urnish and set luutcr the kitchen and pantry sinks on tlie h'ne of each sink

waste an (S ') nickel plated hr^ss ''grease trap with a brass screw cover. Vent this

trap through a (2") branch (D) lead xcnx. pipe. The waste and vent pipes where

exposed to view, are to be nickel-plated drass.

Bath Tubs.
Copper. Furnish and set in the third story bath room where shown, a (14 oz.) 'copper,

tinned planished bath tub (6) long with nickel-plated plug and chain and rubber

stopper.

Supply with hot and cold water through {^'^ galvanized iron pipes and Peck's

nickel-plated No. 4\ combination bath cocks.

Waste through a (li' D) lead branch waste trapped and connected to the

soil. Connect the overflow to the waste. Provide a nickel-plated sprinkler and

six feet of rubber hose.

[Specify rim here or in Carpenter's.'

Porcelain

or porcelain lined.

Furnish and set in the second story bath room where shown, a first quality (5^) 'porcelain lined,

roll rim, French shape, bath tub as shown in plate (245 A) Feck's catalogue, with full nickel-plated

brass fittings, including supply pipes to the floor [and with a white Colophite enamel finish and gold

bands outside.]

Supply with hot and cold water through (J") galvanized iron pipes and waste, through a

(i^" D) lead branch waste, trapped and connected to the soil.

jFor marble floor slab, see under "Safes."

J
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'White porcelain or crockery pantry sinks are usually about i8" x 24" x 8" or 18" x 30" x 11" in

size. They are set up with marble fittings or with wood rim and drip.

''When this grease trap is used, the ordinary trap under such fixtures is omitted. These traps

are made in polished or nickel-plated brass. A kind of grease trap is also made which screws on
the underside of iron sinks. For a brick grease trap, see page 40.

'Copper tubs are made in two shapes, ordinary and French, the French shape costing the

more and both shapes 4-6", 5', 5-6" and 6' long, all in 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20 oz. tinned planished
copper. Copper tubs are also made for standing or recessed waste.

Zinc tubs are about one-half the cost of the ordinary copper and are made 5', S'-6" and
6' long, all one weight.

Steel Clad bath tubs are made by the Steel Clad Bath Company, 447 West 26th St., N. Y.

These tubs are enameled outside, lined with tinned planished copper inside, set out open on four

ornamental bronzed legs, weigh about 100 pounds, and have nickel-plated overflow. These tubs

present a very neat appearance and cost about half way between copper and porcelain lined.

They are 26" wide outside of rim and 26" high from floor to top. They are furnished with either

polished cherry or oak rim, decorated in any color, and are made in three shapes, Roman, French
and American, and numbered as follows :

Roman. French. American.
12-14-16 ounces. 12—14-16 ounces. 12 ounces.
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Shower Bath. Purnisli and set where shown, a No. /y A Peck s catalogue show(>r bath, with

nickel-phitcil hvA'iS sufiply ^'x^&s from floor , iniiiroved temperature cock and fittings

as there shown. The shower is to be 8^ and the curtain ring 25 in diameter.

Furnish and put up a white rubber curtain and nickel-plated shampoo complete.

Supply with hot and cold water through {^'^ galvanized iron pipes where not

exposed to view. If not set over a bath tub, provide a (2 ) Italian marble floor

slab (30 ) square, countersunk i ' deep, with a (3^ ) nickel-plated strainer and (li )

branch (D) lead waste trapped and connected to the tnain waste.

Seat Bath.
Copper.

Furnish and set where shown on the plans, a (14 oz.) copper tinned planished

"seat bath (24 x 22
') in size.

Supply with hot and cold water through {^'^ galvanized iron pipes and Peck's

nickel-plated bell supply and independent hot and cold cocks with handles above

the rim of the tub.

Waste through a (i-i ) branch (D) lead waste trapped ami connected to the

main xvaste. Provide a [nickel-plated plug and chain with a rubber stopper and

overflow connected to the waste) or |a nick('l-plated standing combination waste

and overflow.]

Porcelain. Furnish and set where shown on the plans, a first quality porcelain lined seat bath (28" x 27^"

X 15" and 20") in size, [roll rim No. 440] or [wood rim No. 400] Peck's catalogue with a white

Colophite enamel finish and gold lines outside, white legs, nickel-plated Bi- Transit waste and over-

flow, combination compression cocks and bell supply and all fittings as shown.

Supply with hot and cold water through (J") galvanized iron pipes below the floor and nickel-

plated brass pipes above the floor.

Waste through a {i\") branch (D) lead waste trapped and connected to the main luaste.

JFor marble floor slab, see under "Safes."!
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Copper seat baths are made in ,o. ,2, .4, ,6, .8 and 20 oz. copper, and are usually about
24 X 22 in size. Foot baths are made in the same weights, and about i6' x 20" x-io" in sizeA foot bath should be connected in the same manner as a seat bath. A seat bath may be used
tor a foot bath also. '
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Wash Bowls.
Ordinary. I'urnish and set in ] mention roomsj where shown, three best (15) white

earthenware overflow ;-<77/wrtf wash basins.

Supply each with hot and cold water through (V
) galvanized iron pipes and

Pedes imprcroed nickel-plaled brass No. / basin cocks.

Waste through a (i^ D) lead branch waste, trapped and connected to the

soil. Provide a nickel-plated plug with a rubber stopper fastened to the marble

with a nickel-plated chain.

Set for each basin a (li x 18 x 20") Italian marble countersunk top and -J"

wall plates (12") high. All free edges of the marble are to be ogee moulded.

Secure each basin to the marble with three brass basin clamps with bolts and

make the joints tight with plaster-of- Paris.

The slabs are to be set on nickel-plated [brackets No. g\ or [legs No. /] Peck's

catalogue.

Lavatory Apparatus. Furnish and set | mention where} a lavatory apparatus with a (15" x 19") oval Erie basin

decorated \v\t\\ gold bands, with a Niagara waste.

Supply with hot and cold water through {^^") galvanized iron pipes and a Jiival-¥.v\t base

outlet fixture. The pipes are to be No. 2 Peck's, nickelplated where exposed to view.

Waste through a (i-^") nickel-plated \iX2A% pipe to floor with a (No. 13) nickel-plated trap and

vent connection. Continue through a (i^" D) lead pipe connected to the soil.

Set a (i^" X 23" X 36") countersunk top, (|-" x 16") back and ends, and {^" x 5") front and

side aprons, all of Sienna marble with all free edges moulded. Support the marble on a pair of

Peck's No. 16 B legs and 5" apron wall sockets.

JFor floor slab, see under •' Safes."!

Water Closet. Furnish and set | mention where} a Peck's Triple jet No. (^45) embossed ^syphon

water closet [with gold and color decoration], with a (li ) nickel-plated hr?iss flush

pipe and chain, celluloid pull and brass floor flange.

Provide with a round shaped Unique polished light oak seat and lid with

nickel-plated hinges.

Provide a (18" x 11" x loi") copper-lined polished light oak tank with a ball

cock and a copper ball on the supply, and with nickel-plated brass brackets

complete.

Supply the cistern through a (i") galvanized iron pipe and (i") nickel-plated

brass pipe from floor to tank. Place a suitable shut-off valve on the supply.

Connect the closet to the soil with a 4" branch lead waste.

I
For floor slab, see under "Safes."!
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'Syphon closets are used where the highest sanitary fixture is desired. Washdown or washout

closets are used more often in public or office buildings, etc., and in dwellings where a cheaper

closet is desired. Syphon closets are not " back vented," that is, vented from the trap, but both

syphon and other closets have often a local vent. A local vent should never be used unless it

can be connected with a hot flue. A closet made in one piece of porcelain is preferable to one

with a joint. If a closet is used which does not contain a trap in the earthenware, a lead trap

must be provided under the floor on the waste line and directly connected with the closet.
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Urinal. I-uniish and set wlicrc shown on the plan one hrst cjualily white earthenware

lipped \<:.oxViftx\ or [tlat backed] urinal with a iiickel-plated ^t.ra.\\\GY antl an overllow.

Supply.

Direct.

Supply through a {k)
,

galvanized iron pipe below floor and nickelplated brass

pipe and coupling where exposed to view. Provide a nickel-plated self-closing

urinal cock on the supply near the urinal.

Tank with Pull. Furnish and set a (14" x 7" x 6^") copper-lined polished //;,'/// oak tank, set on nkkel-plated

brackets, with a ball cock and a copper ball on the supply, and with nickel-plated chain and cellu-

loid pull.

Tanl<, Automatic. Furnish and set one Peck's copper-lined automatic syphon flushing polished light oak urinal

tank, set on nickel-plated brackets and with a ball cock and a copper ball on the supply.

Tanit Connections. Supply the cistern through a (^' )
galvanized iron pipe and a (^") nickel-plated brass pipe and

coupling where exposed to view. Place a suitable shut-off on this supply.

Connect the cistern to the urinal with a (i") nickel-plated brass flush pipe.

Waste. Waste from the urinal through a (if D) lead branch waste with a (li") trap

connected to the tnain waste. The trap and the waste and vent pipes where

exposed to view, are to be nickel-plated brass.

Form the back, ends and partitions (5'-6 ) high of J" Italian marble put together with nickel-

plated corner clamps. The stalls are to be (24) wide on centres and (19 ') deep. Provide a 2"

countersunk floor slab of the full size of the stalls with i^" nickel-plated strainers and (i^" D)

lead waste, trapped and connected to the drain.

SIOD HoDDCr Furnish and set wliere shoivn on the plan a Peck's cast-iron porcelain lined ^s\o^

'ron- hopper. Fig. Jjji (20 x 22 ) in size set on a cast iron trap, with a brass flushing

Direct Supply. Supply with hot and cold water through (^) galvanized iron pipes and Peck's

No. J nickel-plated compression double slop sink cock with air chambers and flush,

ing rim connection and nickel-plated pipes to the floor.

Porcelain.

Supply.

Furnish and set u^llere sltoiun on the plan, 2. first quality earthenware flushing rim slop hopper

(20" X 20") in size with ai. porcelain trap; Peck's combination No. i.

Supply with hot and cold water through (f") galvanized iron ^\^&s s.nA s. nickel-plated hrd^s^



'Slop hoppers are made in galvanized iron, cast iron porcelain lined and solid earthenware or
porcelain. They are supplied sometimes with ordinary cocks set about 12" above the sink and
sometimes with hot and cold combination cocks. They are usually thished through a flushing rim
provided either with a direct supply or connected to a tank similar to a water closet. A trap
should be placed on the waste below the floor, connected directly with the fixture, unless one is
provided for in the hopper.
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Peck's No. 2 compression double slop sink cock with nickel-plated air chambers and nickel-plated

pipes to the floor.

Cistern. Furnish a copper lined polished light oak cistern, with a nickel-plated chain and celluloid pull

and set on (No. 3) nickel-plated brackets. Furnish with a syphon valve and a ball cock and a

copper ball on the supply. Supply the cistern through a (J") galvanized iron pipe and a J" nickel-

plated brass pipe from the floor to the cistern, with a nickel plated shut-off on the supply. Connects

the cistern to the flushing rim with a (i-J^") nickel-plated hr&s,s flush pipe. .

Waste. Waste through a (3" D) lead branch waste connected to the soil.

Furnish and set a
(

i"
.X 27" x 54) Italian inarl)le back with all free edges

ogee moulded.

{For marble floor slab, see "safes."}

Wash Trays.
Cement.

Furnish and set where shown a three part Peck's improved Weehauken cement

wash 'tray, (80 x 24) in size. Set the trays on a galvanized iron standard and

provide with f)olished brass chains and plugs and rubber stopper. Provide an ash

frame and ash covers put on with brass screws.

Supply each part with hot and cold water through (f ) galvanized iron pipes

and Pecks brass compression cocks. One cold water faucet is to have a hose end.

Waste through a (li) branch arid (2) main (D) lead wastes, trapped and

connected to the soil.

Porcelain. Furnish and set where shown three roll rim solidporcelain wash trays, each (30' x 24" .x 15") in

size with nickel-plated plugs and chains and rubber stoppers. Provide a bronzed wow standard for

each tub.

Furnish and set a (i}" x 5") Italian marble slab and (\' x 15") back with all free edges ogee

moulded.

I
For floor slab, see "Safes."!

Supply each tray v;ith hot and cold water through f
" galvanized iron pipes, and Peck^s

nickel-plated f
" compression cocks. One cold water faucet is to have a hose end.

Waste through a (i^ ) branch waste, (2") trap and (2") main waste, all of nickel-plated brass

where exposed to view. Continue with a (2" D) lead waste to the soil.



'Wash trays are made of cement, slate, soapstone, white or brown crockery ware, iron porce-
lain lined, and solid porcelain. The crockery ware, porcelain and porcelain lined are made either
with or without roll rims. Roll rim wash trays are set without frames and covers and often with
polished or nickel-plated brass wastes and trap.



GAS FITTING.

!lf the gas fitting be made a separate contract, this specification should be preceded by a

Heading and General Conditions and should also include the following: Cutting, page 170; Pipes and

Hangers, under Wrought Iron Pipes, page 174; Testing of Pipes, page 176. [

Furnish and put in the gas pipes in accordance with the rules of the Gas

Light Company, with outlets where marked on the drawings, (70) outlets in all.

All branch outlets are to be taken from the top or side of running lines. The

whole system is to be free from traps or low places and is to decline with a fall

towards the meter, which will be located -specify where}.

All side lights in the first story rooms and in all hails are to be (5-6 ) above the finished floor.

All mirror lights are to be (8) and all other side lights (4-9 ') above the finished floor.

All nipples are to project (if ) from the face of the timber. All drops arc to

be made perfectly plumb by screwing a 12" piece of pipe on the nipi)U- and trying

with a square or level. All side lights arc to be perpendicular to th(t walls.

[The 'sizes of pipes arc to be as follows :

.J

Gas Log Connections. Run the pipes for gas log connections in
)

mention' fireplaces. The pipes are

to be run below the tile of the hearths and are to extend (li ) above the level of

the finished floor. The outlets are to be in the centre of the fireplace and (8) in

front of the brick back. Place a valve .shut-off with a wooden wheel on each ^in

thefloor at the side of the chimney breast.

Street Connections. [The Owner will tap the main in the street and bring the service pipe to the

building.] Or [Tap the gas main in the street, obtaining the necessary permit,

excavating for the same, and paying the required charges. Carry the main pipe

to the meter and leave ready for the meter connection.]



Sizes of Gas Pipe.

For Ordinary Piping.

Sizes in use Washington, D. C, Feb., 1893

Diameter of pipe, f ' i" J"
Longest run in feet, 6 20 40
Greatest number of burners, 1 6 20

I" .r



Tin.

Make.

Painting.

Solder.

HETAL WORK.

•J

If the netal work be made a separate contract this specification should be preceded by a

Heading and General Conditions,
j

All tin throughout is to be the N. and G. Taylor Compatiy's make, each sheet

stamped with the brand and thickness.

Paint all tin work of roofs on the underside, all tin of gutters on the under-

side and on the top where it will be covered with slate or shingle, and all tin

flashing and valleys both sides, with a coat composed of seven pounds of Prince s

metallic paint, dry, to one gallon half-boiled, half raw, pure linseed oil.

All tin work of roofs, gutters, etc., is to be well locked and soldered in half-

tin, half-lead solder, using resin as a flux, to be wiped off at completion.

Roofs.

Tin. Cover the roofs where shaivn tin on the drawings with IC Old Style tin in sheets

'(lo' X 14") in size with three wire nails to each sheet. No nail heads are to be

left exposed. Where the tin work of roofs comes against the frame building, the

tin is to be run up (6) behind the clapboards. Where the tin work of roofs comes

against brick or stone work of walls or chimneys, the tin is to be turned up against

the brik work (6") and counter flashed with [the same tin] or [4 lb. lead] or [14 oz.

copper]. The counter flashing is to be

[stepped up and turned into the horizontal joints of the brick work] or

[turned into the reglet cut by the Mason]

and cemented in with rubber roofing cement, soldering the vertical joints, and

extending down to within (2") of the roof.

Copper. Cover the roof of ] specify} with soft (14) oz. sheet copper in sheets (12" x

14") in size. Tin the edges and seams with not less than i edge. Solder with

half-tin, half-lead solder and resin, using not less than 6 lbs. of solder to the square.

Each sheet is to be nailed with three tinned wire nails, and no nail heads are to be

left exposed.

Corugated Iron.

JFor Flashing, etc., see under Tin Roof.

|For Corrugated Iron roof, sec page 7^.!
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The usual sizes of tin sheets for roofing are lo" x 14", 14" x 20" and 20" x 28"

?os



Gutters.

Lined.

Hung.

Line the gutters with '\/X Old Style tin] or [(14) oz. copper] and extend the

metal up under the slate -aX. least (10), bringing the metal over the face of the

cornice and tacking it smoothly.

Form the hung gutters of /y oz. copper, with i" roll edge, and braces of the

same material, every 30 well soldered.

Valleys.

strip.

Pieced

.

Line the valleys (20) wide with 14 oz. copper.

Furnish for lining the valleys, pieces of 14 oz. copper '{j ) long, 10 wide at

the bottom and 15Wide at the top. These pieces arc to be woven in with the

slate by the Roofer.

Hips.

strip.

Pieced.

Cover the ridge rolls on the hips with a strip of No. 24 galvanized iron. Run

the metal (4) each side over the slate.

Furnish pieces of 14 oz. copper of the proper size to cover the hips. These

pieces are to be woven in with the slate by the Roofer.

Flashing.

Skylights.

Scuttles.

{See Carpenter's Specification, page 88.'

{See in Carpenter's Specification, page 90.!

{See in Carpenter's Specification, page 90.!

Leaders. Furnish and put up seven corrugated galvanized iron leaders luhere sfwwn. The

leaders are to be '(3!" x 4^") in size on the main roofs and (2^" x 2I") on the

piazzas. Furnish and put up three ornamental leader heads made according to the

drawings. Cover the leader openings in the gutters with galvanized wire baskets.

-Secure the leaders to the building with galvanized iron hooks, allowing the leaders

to stand clear of all mouldings.

{For leader connections see in Hason's Specification, page 42, and in Plumber's Specification,

page 1 82. J

SpeakingTubes. Furnish and put up with porcelain mouth pieces and whistles complete, \"

tin speaking tubes from to .

Furnace Work. {For furnace metal work, see Heating Specification.
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Ihe materials usually used for gutters, valleys, hips, etc., are IX and IC tin
i6 oz. zinc, 4 lb. sheet lead and No. 24 galvanized iron.

'These metal strips for valleys should be 2" longer

14 oz. copper,

lley5

"The usual sizes for rectangular leaders are

longer than the slate is laid to the weather.

If

3i'

3f'

X 2^" equal to 2" round.
X 2j"

3
X 3t" 4"

X 4i" 5"

X sf

'

6"

io7



Heating

SPECIFICATION of the labor and material to be furnished in the instal-

lation of the 'Hot Air Heating plant for \\\^ frame house to be constructed for

Mr.

at

in accordance with the accompanying drawings and this specification and under

the supervision of

Architect,

I
address

}

\ date [

General The Contractor shall furnish all material, labor, transportation, utensils and

Conditions. so forth of every description required for the full performance of the work herein

specified, except as otherwise particularly mentioned. He shall lay out his work

and "be responsible for its correctness ; shall keep a competent foreman on the

premises, and shall properly protect his work during progress.

All the materials are to be of the best of their several kinds in quality as

herein specified, all labor is to be performed in the best manner by skilled work-

men and both are to be subject to the approval of the Architect. [Ail work and

material must conform to the laws, rules and regulations in force in the locality in

which the building is to stand, anything hereinafter specified to the contrary not-

withstanding.]

Anything not expressly set forth in this specification, but which is reasonably

implied, is to be furnished and performed without extra charge. Should any error

appear, either in this specification or in the work done by other contractors

effecting the work included herein, it shall be the duty of the Contractor to notify
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Mot Air Heating.

'The New York Building Law requires tliat portable furnaces be kept 2' from wood work,
unless the woodwork is protected by a metal shield, when the least distance allowed is i'. A
portable furnace when set over a wood floor, must rest on a stone or brick hearth, extending at

least 2 in front of the ash pan. It also requires that brickset furnaces be built at least 4" from
woodwork; that the sides be made hollow with 3" air space, and that the tops be made double;
the inner top of brick and the outside top of brick or metal, both on iron bars.
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the Architect, and in tlie event of the Contractor failing to give such notice, he

shall make good any damage to or defect in his work caused thereby.

At any time directed by the Architect, the Contractor shall clear out any of

his rubbish or material which may constitute an obstruction to the progress of the

works, and at completion shall clear out all rubbish and surplus material left by

him : shall repair any damage to his work, no matter by whom caused, loss or

damage by fire excepted, and leave his work in perfect repair and working order.

The Contractor is not to do any cutting of timber. All such work will be

done by the Carpenter, and he shall not cut any timber so as to weaken them,

without the consent of the Architect.

The Owner reserves the right to accept any or reject any or all proposals

presented.

The necessary fuel to test the plant will be furnished by the Owner.

HOT AIR.

Furnace.
"

Furnish and set in the cellar where shown on the plan, a 'No. 46 Bay State

Portable furnace made by the Barstmu Stove Company, with hoe, poker, shovel and

evaporating pan complete.

Casing. The furnace is to be enclosed in a No. 24 galvanized iron casing "lined inside

with asbestos and corrugated tin.

Brick Setting. {For brick setting and furnace pit see in flason's Specification, page 30. |

Foundation. A 'foundation on which to set the heater will be provided by the Owner.

Smoke Pipe. Connect the heater to the smoke flue built in the chimney, with a No. 20

(9 ) galvanized iron smoke 'pipe with a close fitting lever damper, and with a T

joint and a cold air check damper.

'The furnace casing is often lined in this way in order to better retain the heat.

'The concrete cellar bottom is a sufficient foundation.

'New York Building Law: Where laundry stoves, hot water, steam, hot air or other furnaces
are used in any building, the smoke pipe leading thfrefrom must be kept at least 18" from the

floor beams or ceiling, unless the same is properly protected by a metal shield, when the distance

shall be not less than 9". In all cases where such pipe passes through a wood or stud partition,

it shall be protected by a thimble with 8" of brickwork around it, or a double collar of metal with

at least 6" air space and holes for ventilation.



'In specifying furnaces and ranges the requisite information may be more conveniently ob-
tained from properly prepared tables than by repeated references to catalogues. These tables
might be elaborated to advantage by the addition of prices and so forth, omitted in the examples
here given.

Barstow Stove Company.

Furnaces.



Pipes and Run the required number of cellar 'pipes and vertical stacks to the various

Registers. registers, as shown on the drawings, of the sizes as hereinafter specified, made of

IX bright tin, with a damper in each pipe close to the furnace. The horizontal

pipes in the cellar are to be round and are to connect with the stacks by means of

shoes and elbows rather than by collars in the side of the stack. All pipes are to

be lettered in the cellar with the name of the room which they supply. Where

pipes pass through partitions, they are to be provided with tin collars f larger

than the pipe. Where stacks or pipes pass within 3" of any wood work, such wood

work is to be flashed with IC bright tin. Lath over all stacks in partitions with

Vor/c metal lath.

[Cover all stacks and all pipes where they pass between floors, with two

thicknesses of -asbestos weighing not less than 10 lbs. to 100 square feet.]

All floor registers are to be black japanned, and all side wall registers ^white

[porcelain enameled] or [japanned]. All registers are to have IX tin register boxes

and suitable valves and 'frames complete.

Richardson & Morgan Co. Hkaikrs.



'The New York Building Law requires horizoiUal and hot air pipes in stud partitions, to be
constructed double with ^' air space between; also that pipes in partitions shall not come within
3 of studs, that horizontal pipes shall not come within 6" of an unprotected ceiling or 3 of a
protected ceiling, and that where hot air pipes pass through a wood or stud partition, they shall
be protected by either a double collar of metal with 2" air space and holes for ventilation, or by
brickwork 4

' in thickness.

^This asbestos covering on furnace pipes assists greatly in retaining the heat. It is often
applied by being wired on, but a better and cheaper method of affixing it is by means of Jaijui's
patent application (The Union Asbestos Wrapping Co., Newark, N. J.) by which the asbestos is

closely applied to the pipes without wire or paste. This method is also used for low pressure
steam or hot water pipes.

"White japanned registers cost about one-half as much as white porcelain enameled.
'The New York Building Law requires that registers in wood floors have stone borders set in

plaster-of- Paris, and that registers set directly over a brickset furnace be supported on a brick
shaft, built up from the cover of the hot air chamber, and lined with a metal pipe.

Thatcher Furnace Company.

Furnaces.



The 'sizes of pipes, stacks and registers are to be as follows

FLOOR.



Registers.

Rectangular.

Openings in inches and capacities in square inches.



Principle of

Construction.

STEAM.

I
For Heading and General Conditions, see page 208.

!

This apparatus is to be constructed on the 'low pressure system and on the

I

two pipe system with separate feed and return pipes and mains] or [one pipe

system with single pipes to the radiators serving both for feed and returns, and

with proper relief pipes from the ends of the return mains, returned to the boiler

and connected below the water line. I

Heater. The Contractor is to furnish and set in complete working order a .Vo. 2J-12

Boynton Furnace Company's Portable Sectional Return Flue steam Boiler with a gross

capacity of (1850) square feet of radiation. The boiler is to be tested under a

hydrostatic pressure of i<X) lbs. to the square inch, before leaving the factory.

Fittings. Furnish and place on the heater complete a Crosby steam gauge with syphon

and cock, a water gauge with column and gauge cocks, glass and rods complete
;

a safety valve with [lever and weights] or [ball] ; an automatic draft regulating

apparatus with lever weights and cock complete ; one blow-oft cock not less than

f' in size ; one [lever handled] or [square head with detachable wrench] feed cock

not less than |" in size ; one Jenkins Brothers' [globe] or [angle] valve for main

steam ; one fenkins Brothers' [globe] or [angle] valve and one swinging disk check

valve for main return.

Fire Tools. Furnish a full set of fire tools with slicing bar, poker, shaker bar, shovel and

cleaning brush complete.

Smoke Pipe. Connect the heater to the smoke flue built in the chimney by the Mason, with

a No. 20 (14") galvanized iron smoke "pipe with a close fitting lever damper and

with a T joint and a cold air check damper.

Foundation. A foundation on which to set the heater will be provided by the Owner.

Bricking. JFor brick-setting the Boiler, see in Mason's Specification, page 30.

!
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Steam Heating.

'Steam heating plants are either high or low pressure. Low pressure plants are those carrying

up to lo lbs. of steam, 2 to 5 lbs. being the usual pressure. High pressure plants are sometimes
used for large buildings. A low pressure gravity circulation apparatus is the one usually employed
for dwellings and may be used for the largest buildings. It consists of the boiler, the main steam
pipes and risers and corresponding return risers and mains for the return of condensation to the

boiler, relief pipes for relieving the mains, and radiators, coils or other heating surfaces for the

various rooms to be warmed.
'For the New York Building Law in regard to smoke pipe see note 4, page 210.

New York Building Law: No steam pipe shall be placed within 2" of any timber or wood
work unless the timber or wood work is protected by a metal shield, then the distance shall not

be less than 1". All steam pipes [)assing through floors and ceilings shall be protected by a metal

tube 1" larger in diameter than the pipe and the space shall be filled with mineral wool, asbestos

or other incombustible material. All wooden boxes or casings enclosing steam pipes, and all

covers to recesses shall be lined with iron or tin plate.

(Cuntinued on p. 219.)

The Boynton Steam Heaters.

Name.



Radiation. The rooms are to ha\c the full minil)er of feet of direct, indirect, and direct-

-indirecl 'radiation, as called for in the following schedule :



(Steam Heating, Continued.)

Radiation.

The three usual systems of steam or hot water for communicating the heat to the various
rooms, are: First, Direct radiation, consisting of radiators or coils placed directly in the rooms to

be warmed, warming and maintaining the temperature of the air in the rooms; Second, Direct-Indi-
rect radiation consisting of radiating surfaces placed in the rooms as in the direct system, but with a
compartment in the radiator into which outside air is admitted, thus warming directly the air in the
room and also that which is admitted for ventilation; Third, Indirect radiation consisting of
radiating surfaces placed outside of the room to be warmed, commonly divided into several parts

and placed at the lower end of vertical Hues leading to the different rooms. These radiators are
supplied with outside air through special ducts and warm only the air passing into the room.
Where the Indirect or Direct-Indirect systems are used the building should be provided with some
definite system of ventilation for the removal of foul air.

'Aside from the size of a room the amount of steam or hot water radiation required to heat
it depends on a number of conditions, among which might be mentioned: the material, construc-
tion and location of the building; the amount of glass and outside wall surface in the room; the
direction of the room exposure; the amount of steam carried by the boiler; the number of

degrees of heat it is required to raise the temperature and the amount of ventilation furnished
to the room. It is apparent that any rule of universal application must take all these conditions
into consideration.

The following is an original formula and while not verified to any great extent by experience
it seems to nearly meet the requirements:

Formula A.

For direct low pressure steam.

1 Area of exposed wall surface in sq. ft. . , , . , 1 n.«»r-« nf ^-

*ad^nT„l'1t''= a ^ Area of glass u. sq. ft.
Cubical contents of ««n. in ft. X °irfd"^i"sl t

^"
I iS j:^ J

temperature.

(Note : To divide by 500 or 5,000 double tbe dividend and point off three figures from the right for 500 and four for 5000.)

In which the value of a is as follows:

2o for brick or stone walls, furred, lathed and plastered.

15 for brick or stone walls, lathed and plastered.

10 for frame walls, sheathed, lathed and plastered.

5 for frame walls sheathed both sides.

5 for brick or stone walls bare.

For direct hot water heating take about double the amount of radiation as given by the

formula.

For furnace heating, see Formula A' page 215.

The usual method of computing the amount of radiation required is that of allowing one

square foot of heating surface to a certain number (depending on the above conditions) of cubic

feet of air in the room. If this method is used the following figures for a low pressure steam sys-

tem may be useful;

Direct. Indirect. Direct-Indireet.

For living rooms in dwellings, Zero to 70°.

Exposed, I sq. ft. of radiation to 50 ^3 42 cu. ft. air.

Ordinary 60 40 50
"

Warm 75 50 63

For Bed Rooms, etc.. Zero to 65".

Exposed 55 37 -45 "

Ordinary 66 45 55
"

Warm 82 55 68

Stores, Churches, Public Halls, etc 75 to 125 50 to 80 60 to 100 ".

Factories 100 to 150 65 to 100 80 to 120 "

Warehouses 150 to 200 100 to 130 120 to 160 "

Conservatories, etc., principally of glass. .. . 20 13 16 "

'' " entirely of glass, i square foot of radiation to 5 or 6 of glass.

For hot water heating allow 2 square feet of radiation instead of 1 square foot to the amount

of air given in the table.

(Continued on p. 221.)
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Piping. Furnish and put up all the necessary yf(C>?£/ and return mains and connections,

properly proportioned, of the best quality wrought iron with tight joints. All

horizontaly?^^/ and return mains are to have a rise from the heater of not less than

i" in lo. All rising pipes are to be plumb and all pipes are to run in such a

manner as to insure a perfectly noiseless free circulation. The ends of all pipes

are to be reamed out and all burrs and obstructions removed before being placed

in position.

[All pipes, except in the cellar, are to be concealed
J or [All pipes are lo be left

exposed and run parallel and free from unsightly bends or exposed couplings

above the cellar.]

The sizes of all pipes are to be as follows:

For Double Pipe. Radiators 30 square feet and under are to have J" supply and J" return valve and connections.

(Steam.) Radiators above 30 square feet and not exceeding 60 are to have i" supply and f" return

valve and connections.

Radiators above 60 square feet and not exceeding 100 are to have 1^" supply and i" reiurn

valve and connections.

Radiators above 100 square feet and not exceeding 150 are to have i^" supply and if return

valve and connections.

For One Pipe. Radiators 25 square feet and under are to have i" single valve and connections.

(Steam.) Radiators above 25 square feet and not exceeding 60 are to have i^" single valve and

connections.

Radiators above 60 square feet and not e.\ceeding ido are to have i^" single valve and

connections.

Radiators above 100 square feet and not exceeding 200 ^are to have 2" single valve and

connections.

(Hot Water.) Radiators 40 square feet and under are to have i'' flow and return.

Radiators above 40 square feet and not exceeding 72 are to have i^" flow and return.

Radiators above 72 square feet and not exceeding 125 are to have i^" flow and return.

Radiators above 125 square feet and not exceeding 200 are to have 2" flow and return.



(Steam Heating, Continued.)

The following table gives the capacity and dimensions of a number of Direct and Direct-Indi-
rect radiators:



For Two Pipe System.

(Steam.)

For One Pipe (Steam)

or For Hot Water.

All mains and returns are to be in size as follows

To supply loo square feet of radiation and under,

Steam. Return.

lOO



(Stc;un Heating, Concluded.)

The following table gives the proportion of the cold air supplies, hot air flues and registers
.re(iuired for indirect heating. As most indirect sections are made in either 8, lo, 12, 15 or 20
stjuare foot capacities, the table is given in mukiliples of those numbers. The sizes of the hot air

flues and registers are for fust story. For second story about three quarters and for third story
about one half of the sizes given are usually used.

Heating



Asbestos

Covering.
Cover the heater completely, also the smoke pipe, with H. W. John's sheet fire felt (i") in

thickness, finished with H. IV. yohn's Asbestos cement (;J") thick

Cover all steam pipes-—mains, returns and risers and all connections and fittings—with H.

VV. John's asbestos fire felt sectional pipe covering with canvas cover fastened with metal bands

or straps placed i8" apart.

Temporary
Heat

If temporary heat be required, the Contractor shall, at any time directed

by the Architect, set a sutficient number of radiators to furnish the same. The

Owner shall supply coal for such temporary heat and care for the apparatus during

such time. If such heating requires radiators to be set out of their final position,

an allowance of ($3.00) for each radiator so connected shall be made by the Owner.

Guarantee. The Contractor hereby guarantees

(First) That the apparatus will heat the rooms mentioned in the schedule, to

the temperatures mentioned in the same, in the coldest winter weatlier, antl with

not more than (5) lbs. pressure to the square inch
;

(.Second) That the apparatus will maintain heat in every radiator at the same

time

;

Provided that the apparatus is given proper care and attention, and coat

suitable to the requirements of the heater is used.

Should any part of this system fail to fulfill the guarantee herein contained, or

should any defect appear, the Contractor hereby agrees to remedy such defects at

his own cost, within a reasonable time after receiving a written notice of the same.
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HOT WATER,

I
For Heading and Qeneral Conditions, see page 208.

;

Principle of This apparatus Is to be constructed on the o-ravi/j' or laiv pressure system, open

Construction. (o the atmosphere throtigh an expansion tank and in such a manner as to insure a free

and continuous circulation throughout the entire apparatus and so that radiators

on any floor may be shut off without interfering with the circulation in others.

Heater. The Contractor is to furnish and set in complete working order a No. yg

Boynton Furnace Company s Portable Return Flue Sectional hot water heater with a

capacity of (1850) square feet of radiation. The boiler is to be tested under a

hydrostatic pressure of 100 lbs. to the square inch before leaving the factory.

Special Fittings. Furnish and put on the heater a nickel-plated Scully hot water thermometer

and an Ashcroft altitude gauge.

Fire^tools.
I
See Steam Heating.

Supply and Draw

Cocks.

Furnish a i" or f" square head brass feed cock connected to the boiler with a

detachable wrench, also a J" brass blow-off cock.

Smoke Pipe. jsee Steam Heating. I

Foundation. |See Steam Heating.'

Bricking. JFor Bricksetting the Heater see in Mason's Specifications, page 30.!

Expansion

Tank.

Furnish and set where directed above the highest point in the system, a heavy

galvanized steel 'expansion tank of a capacity of one gallon to every (18) gallons of

water in the entire system, with proper gauge glass, brass fixtures and guard rods.

The tank is to have an overflow pipe taken to the roof or sink as may be most

convenient, and an exhaust pipe to be taken from the tank to the open air. Con-

nect the tank to the feed and return riser. Construct a neat shelf on which to

rest the tank.
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Hot Water Heating.

There are two forms of hot water heating apparatuses, depending on the temperature of the
water:

First, The open tank system in which the water is rarely above 200° and never above 212°.

(In this method the heating surface must be about double that for steam and the cost is propor-
tionately greater.);

Second, The closed system, sometimes called the high pressure system, although the pressure
need not exceed 10 lbs. (With this system the surface need not be much greater than for steam.)

'If it is necessary to use water from a house tank an expansion tank with a float valve should
be used.

Radiation.

The same systems of radiation are used for hot water heating as for steam. See pages 219,
221, 223, for radiation, etc. The radiators require but one valve for each, which may be placed
either on the flow or return pipe. These valves should have full openings. Air cocks are placed
at the highest points on all radiators or coils to permit of the escape of air in filling and the
admission of air in emptying.

Pipes.

A hot water system always has separate flow and return pipes. The flows are taken out of

the top of the boiler and the returns are connected near the bottom. Larger pipes are required
for hot water than for the two pipe system, steam. The sizes of mains are about the same as for

one pipe steam, or they may be somewhat smaller. Horizontal mains less than i-^" in size

should not be used except for single radiator connections. In the Mills or overhead system
of hot water piping, sometimes erroneously called the one pipe system, the feed pipe is run from
the top of the boiler as directly as practicable, to the top of the building. Branches are there
taken off and run to points over the radiators in the stories below. These pipes then descend
and have two connections to the radiators, one at top and one at bottom. After passing all the

radiators, on the vertical line, these down pipes return to the bottom of the boiler either

separately or connected in the cellar. With this method, air keys are not required on the

radiators.
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Radiation.

Indirect Radiators.

Coils.

Direct-Indirect.

Valves.

j 5ee Steam Heating.
|

I
See Steam Heating.

}

SSee Steam Heating.
|

j See Steam Heating.

}

Each radiator is to have a nickel-plated wood wheel Detroit quick opening

radiator valve of full opening with union elbow, also a Beltknap nickel-plated air

valve operated with a key. One key is to be furnished for each floor.

Piping.

Fittings.

Hangers.

Plates.

Bronzing and

Japanning.

Covering.

{ See Steam Heating.
[

I See Steam Heating.
|

'{See Steam Heating.!

iSee Steam Heating.
{

I
See Steam Heating.

1

j See Steam Heating,
i

Guarantee. The Contractor hereby guarantees

(First) That the apparatus will heat the rooms mentioned in the schedule

to the temperatures mentioned in the same, in the coldest winter weather, with the

water at not over (i8o°) Fahr. ;

(Second) That the apparatus will maintain heat in every radiator at the same

time

;

Provided that the apparatus is given proper care and attention and coal suit-

able to the requirements of the heater is used.

Should any part of this system fail to fulfill the guarantee herein contained,

or should any defect appear, the Contractor hereby agrees to remedy such defects

at his own cost within a reasonable time after receiving a written notice of the

same.
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The Boynton Hot Water Heaters.

Name.



INDEX.

Abbreviations: Ma

Page.

y^DAMANT Plaster-

ing 48
Alterations 3
Anchors M. 44, C. 8a
Angle Beads 118

Arbitration 3
Arch Centres
Arches, Inverted 24
Arches, Stone 62

Arches, Wood Centres
for 86

Area Flagging 54
Area Grating 44
Area Railings, Iron; .

.

76
Areas 26
Ashlar Work 5S

Ash Pits 32
Automatic Gas Light-

ers 1 56

Award of Contract .... 4

BACKING, l!rick..20, 21

Balconies 96
Base 114
Bases S. 52, I. 68
Basins, Wash 196
Baskets for Pipes 180
Bath Room C. 130
Bath Tubs 192,193
Beam Anchors 84
Beam Filling 26
Beams, Iron 70, 71
Bells, Electric 158
Bell Traps 182
Blasting to, II

Blinds 108

Bluestone 52
Board Fence 140
Board Walk 140
Boilers, Range ...iSS, 189
Boilers, Heating. .216, 226
Bolting of Iron Work. 66
Book Cases 124
Box Girders 70
Boxing for Shutters. . 116
Bracing of Frame . ..80, 81

Brass Pipes 1 74, 175
Brick Footing 22

Brick Foundations. . .. 22

Brick, Moulded 36
Brick Paving 38
Brick Set Heater 30
Brickwork 20, 21

Brickwork, Face 36
Bridge and Platform . 8

Bridging 86
Bridle Irons, see Stirrup 84
Burglar Alarm.. .... 154
Butler's Pantry 126

CAPACITY of Tanks 185
Capping for Piling 14

Care of Building 4, 6

Carpenter's Specifica-

tion 78

n's, M.; Hliieslone, S.; Cut Stone, S.; Iron Work, I.; Carpenter's, C,; Electrical, F..: Painting, Pa.; Plumbing, PI.; He ting, H.

Page.

Carving S. 56, C. 94
Casings, Inside 114
Cast Iron 64
Cast Iron Columns 68
Cast Iron Pipes. . . 172, 173
Catch Basins.

M. 42, PI. 178
Cedar Closet 1 28

Cellar Area 26
Cellar Bottom 2S

Cellar Hatchway 96
Cellar Stairs 122
Cellar Work 136
Cement 18, 19, 65
Cement Sidewalk 54
Centres for Arches. ... 86
Centres, Plaster 50
Cesspools 40
Chair Rail n6
Chimney Caps 60
Chimney Rods 44
Chimneys 32
China (closet 126
Cistern 38
Cistern Supply to Sink 190
Cistern Supply to Tank 184
Clamps for Stone 56
Clapboards 90, gi
Cleaning .Screws 178
Closets 126
Closets, Water,

C. 130, 136, PI 196, 197
Clothes Chute 1 34
Clothes Posts 138
Coal Bins 136
Coal Slide 26
Coating of Pipes 172
Cold Air Duct,
M. 30, C. 138, H. 214, 215

Columns and Pilasters,

Stone 62
Columns, Iron and

Steel 68, 71
Composition Work.. . . 94
Concrete 18
Concrete Footings . . 22
Conservatory 134
Conservatory Floor,

Cement 38
Contractor 2

Coping 62
Copper Baths . . . 192, 193
Copper Range Boil-

ers 1S8, 189
Corner Boards 92
Cornices, Plaster 50
Cornices, Wood. . . .92, 116
Corrugated Iron Roof. 74
Counter Flashing 88
Coves, Plaster 50
Cresting 88
Curb 54
Curb, Backing for. ... 20

ICut
Outs, Electric. . . . 152

Cut Stone Specification 56
Cutting C. 78, PI. 170

Page.

J)AMP Course 24
IJeafening,M.44,C.io2

Deflection of Wooden
Beams, Formulae for St

Delay , 3

Demolition of Old
Buildings.. . M. 8, C. 78

Door Frames 9S
Door Openers, Electric 158
Doors 112
Doors, Iron Sidewalk. 74
Drain, House 178
Drains M. 42, PI. 178
Drawers 1 30
Drawings 4
Dresser, Kitchen. . . 128

Drives 16

Dry Drains 42
Drying Room 136
Dumb Waiter 134

EARTHENWARE
Pipes. M.42. PI. 172, 173

Electrical Rules.
(Standard Rules, N.
E L. A.) 151

Electrical Specification i;o
Electric Lighting 152
Elevator 134
Enamel Finish 166
Enclosing. Temporary loo
Excavation.. M. 10, PI. 170
Excavation for Piling. 10

Expansion of Iron Work 72
Expansion Tank. .226, 227
Exposed Pipes 1 76

Exterior Painting 162, 165

PACE Brickwork 36
Fences 140

Filling for Piling 14
Finials 88

Finish of Walls 48
Fire Escape 74
Fire or Mice Stops,

M. 38, C. 102
Fireplaces 32, 34
Fireproofing, Brick. . . 20
Flagging, Area 54
Flag Sidewalk 52
Flagstone, Step 52
Flashing 88

Flitch Plates 84
Floors 102
Floors, Brick 20
Floors, Loads of (N.

Y. B. Law) 65
Floor, Waterproof. ... 38
Flues 32
Flues, Ventilating. .

.

36
Foot Baths 195
Footings 22

Footings, Stone 16

Forms for Arches 86
Formulae:

Capacity of Tanks.

.

185

Deflection ofWooden
Beams

Electrical

Heating 215,
Sustaining Weight of

Piles

Transverse Strength
of Wooden Beams

Weight of Water. .

.

Wooden Posts . . .

Foundations ... ....
Frames, Window and

Door
Framing
Fresh Air Inlet

Fuel and Stoves

Furnace, Hricksetting.

Furnace Pit

Furnaces, Hot Air.

210, 211,

Furring 100,

QABLE Shingles. ..

Gas Connections.
Gas Fitting 202.

Gas Lighting, Electric

Gas Logs...M. 34, PI.

Gas Pipes .... 1 74, 1 76,

General Conditions...
Girders, Iron

Glazing
Glazing, Doors
Glossary of Electrical

Terms
Grading
Graining
Grates

Gratings
Grease Trap,

M. 40, PI. 192,

Grilles

Grounds 100,

Guards for Windows .

.

Gutters, Sidewalk . . .

Gutters, Metal. . ..206,

98
S2
I-S

6

30

30

203
156

54
207

ffANGERS for Pipes 172
Hard Finish .... 48

Hardware Specification 142
Hardwood Finish 164
Hat Rack 124
Hearths 34
Heating Pipes,

PI. 174, H. 220
Heating Specification. 208
Hollow Walls 20
Hose Connection 186

Hot Air Heating 210
Hot Air Pipes and

Registers. 212, 214, 215
Hot Water Heaters. 226, 229
HotWattr Heating, 226, 227
House .Sewer.M. 42, PI. 178
House Sewer, Drain
and Trap 178

Hydrant 186, 187

Page.

INSURANCE 5

Inverted Arclab.. 24
Beams and Girder 70

on Fences 140
on Range Boilers. 188, 189
on Specification ... 64
•onWork M.44, 1. 64.C.84
rigation 42

JAMBS, Stone 60
Joints in Pipes. 172, 174

KALSOMINING... 168
King's Windsor
Cement 48

Kitchen Fireplace .... 34
" Hearth 34

Range . . . 188, 189
Sink,

C. 132, PI. 190, 191

LACING Bars, Size of 71
Lathing 46

Lattice Work 94
Lavatory C. 132
Lavatory Apparatus .

.

196
Lawns 16
Leader Drains,

M. 42, PI. 178, 182
Leaders 182. 206, 207
Lead Pipes 174, 175
I .ime. Cement and Sand 1

8

Linen Closet 128
Linings for Fireplaces. 34
Lintels.. S. 60, I. 68, C. 86
Lintels, Iron (N. Y. B.

Law) 69
Loads, Snow and Wind 65
Location of Building.. 10
Loose Cesspool 40
Louvre Boarding 96

jyj^AIN Stairs 120
Mantels 124

Mason's Specification. 6

Material 2, 5

Metal Work 204
Mice or Fire Stops,

M. 38, C. 102
Mirrors 124
Mortar for Foundations 22

Mosquito Frames 108

Moulded Brick 36
Mullions, Stone 60

I\ATURAL Wood
Finish 164

New York Building
Law References:

Anchor .Strips for

Wooden Beams. . . 85

Bonds for Stonework 23

Cement Mortar 19
Concrete 19



Page.

Constants and Fac-
tor of Safety for

Wooden Heams. .

.

Si

Cramps for Hollow
Walls 21

Dumb Waiter Shafts 135
Factor of Safety for

Wood Posts Si

Fire Cut of Wood
Beams S5

Flitch Plates S5

Floor Loads 65
Furnace Pipes 213
Furnaces 209
Hot Air Heating,

20g, 210, 213
Iron Beams 71

Lime Mortar 19
Lintels 69
Mortar 19

Registers 213
Smoke Pipe 210
Stirrup Irons S5

Thickness of Wood
Beams Si

Tie Rods for Iron
Beams 71

Wrought Iron Col-

umns 71
Novelty Siding, Grades,

etc 91

OBSTRUCTIONS.. 4
Old Buildings,
Demolition of,

M. 8. C. 7S

Open Cornice, Wood.. 92
Open Timber. Wood .

.

92
Outside Blinds loS

Outside Finish, Car-
penter 92

Outside Plastering.

M. 50, C. 92
Overflow for Tank .... 1S4

PAINTER'S Specifi-

tion 160
Painting of Iron Work,

I. 70, 71, Pa. 164
Painting of Tin. . 164, 204
Pantries 126
Pantry Sink 190, 191
Partitions .

.

86
Patching of Plaster. .

.

50
Paths 16

Paving, Brick 3S

Payments 3
Piazza 94
Piazza and Porch Tim-

bers S2

Picket Fence 140
Picture Mould 116
Pier Caps and Bonds.

.

52
Piers 24
Piling 14
Piling Notes and For-

mulae 15

Page.

Pine Finish 166, 167
Pipe Casing. .C. 132, PI. 176
Pipe Coverings,

212, 2n, 222, 224
Pipes 172, 212, 220
Pits around Trees ... 16
Plaster Centres 50
Plaster Cornices 50
Plaster Coves 50
Plastering 44, 46, 48
Plastering Chimneys. . 32
Plastering Foundation. 24
Plastering ^)utsidc,

M. 50, C. 92
Plastering, Thickness

of Outside. . 93
Plate Girders 70
Platform and Bridge. . S

Platforms, Stone ... 62

Plumber s Specification 170
Porcelain Baths. . .192, 193
Porches, see Piazza ... 94
Portland Cement . . . iS, 19
Posts, Formula for

Wooden 81

Preparation for Tiling,

M. 38, C. 102
Privy 138
Privy Vaults 40
Protection of Stone-

work 58

Pump 184,190
Pumping 16

Punching of Iron Work 68
Purlins, Iron 72

Purlins, Spacing of Iron 73

QUALITVof Outside
Lumber 92, 93

Quantity of Brickwork 21

Quoins 60

DADIATION,
21S, 219, 22t, 223. 227

Radiators,

218, 219, 221, 223, 227
Range iSS, 1S9
Range Boilers iSS, i8g

Raking Cornices 92
Refrigerator 136
Register for Range ... 1 88
Registers, Sizes, etc. 214, 215
Repair 4
Ridge Roll 88, 206
Riveting for Iron Work 66
Rolling Partitions ... . no
Roof, Corrugated Iron 74
Roof Gutter, Wood. . . 92
Roof Joints for Pipes, 180
Roofs, Iron 72
Roofs, Shingle, Slate

and Flashing for, , ,. 88

Rosendale Cement . . iS, 19

3AFES 182

Sand iS

Sand Finish 48

P^gc.

Sash 104
Screens, Window 108

Screen Doors 108, 114
Scuttle 90
Seat Baths 194, 195
Seats 124
Setting of Iron Work.. 66
Setting of Stonework.. 58
Sewers, House,

M. 42, PI. 178
Sheathing 86
Sheet Piling 12

Shingle on Sides. . . go
Shingle Roofs 88
Shoring 12

Shower Bath 194, 195
Shutters no
Shutters, Iron 76
Sidewalk, Cement .... 54
Sidewalk Doors, Iron, 74
Sidewalk, Stone 52
Siding 90, 91
Sill, Stone 60
Sink, Kitcken,

C. 132, PI, 190, 191
Sizes of Steam and Hot

W'aterPipes.220,222, 223
Skylights go
Slate Roofs, ,....., 88

Slate, Sizes, etc, of , , 89
Sleepers for Floors,

80, 81, 102

Slop Hoppers 198, 199
Snow Loads 65
Sodding 16

Soil and Waste Lines, , 180
Speaking Tubes, . 158,206
Staining 16S, i6g
Stairs 120

Stairs, Iron 76
Standing Soils and
Wastes 1 80

Steam Escape for

Range Boilers, .188, l8g
Steam Heaters 217
Steam Heating Specifi-

cation 216
Steel 66
Steel Clad Bath 193
Steel Columns 68

Step Flags 52
Steps, Stone 62

Steps, Terrace, S. 52, C, 140
Stirrup Irons 84
Stone Carving 56
Stone Cutting 56
Stone Footings 16, 22

Stone Foundations. ... 22

Stone Sidewalk 52
Stonework, Weight of. 65

Stoops, Stone 62

Stops for Mice or Fire,

M. 3S, C, 102

Stored Material 5

Store Front 118

Storm House 138
Stoves and Fuel 6

Page.

Straps, Iron for Roofs 84
Strength of Brickwork 21

Structural Iron Work, 64
Survey 10

Swing Shelves 138
Switches, Electric

Lighting 154

yABLES :

Bath Tubs, Sizes of 193
Brass Pipes, Weights

of 175
Brick Quantities, ,, . 21

Cast Iron Pipes,

Weight of 173
Cement Tests 19
Corrugated Iron. ... 73
Earthenware Pipes,

Thickness of 173
Furnace Heating, 214, 215
F'urnaces 211, 213
Gas Pipes, Sizes of,, 203
Hardware 143, 147
Hot Water Heaters, 229
Indirect Radiation, , 223
Lacing Bars, Sizes of 71

Lead Pipes, Weight
of 175

Radiators 221

Range Boilers, Size

of 189
Ranges 211, 213
Registers, Size of. . 215
Sinks, Size of 191

Slate, Sizes of Sg

Snow Loads 65
Steam Heaters 217
Steam Heating 219
Steam Pipe, Sizes of 223
Weight of Material.. 65
Wind Loads 65
Wire Sizes 157
Wrought Iron Pipes 175

Tack Boards 132
Tank.. ..C. 134, PI. 1S4

Tell Tale Pipe 184
Templates 52

Templates, Wood, un-
der Lintels S6

Temporary Enclosing, 100

Terrace Steps, S. 52, C. 140
Terraces 16

Terra Cotta 36
Testing of Iron 64
Testing of Pipes.. 176, 177
Tight Cesspool 40
Tiling, Hearths 34
Tiling, Preparation for

M. 38, C. 102

Timber So

Time of Completion . . 3

Tin 204
Tin Roofs 204, 265
Transverse Strength.. 81

Trap, Grease,

M. 40, PI. 192, 193

Trap Pits. . 30
Traps 178, 182
Trench for Drain Pipe 30
Trim 114
Trusses I. 72, C. 82

IJNDERIilNNING.. iz
Urinal 198

Y^ALLEY, Lining, 206, 207
Vault, Privy 40

Vaults 26
Venetian Blinds no
Ventilating Flues .... 36
Ventilation of Closets. 130
Vent Pipes 180

^AINSCOTING ,, 116
Walk. Board , ,

,

140
Walk, Cement $4
Walk Lights, Iron. ... 76
Walk, Stone 52
Wall, Finish of 48
Wall, Hollow 20
Wall, Retaining 20
Wardrobes 128
Wash Basins,.C, 132, PL196
Wash Trays,

C, 132, PI, 200, 201
Waste Pipe, 172, 174, 176
Wastes for Safes .... 1S2
Water Closet,

C. 130, 136, PI. 196, 197
Waterproof Floor 38
Water Proofing. ...... 28
Water Supply,

M. 6, PI. 186, I $7
Water Table. ..S, 60, C. 92
Weight of Brickwork., 21

Weight of Material ... 65
Weight of Pipes,

172, 173, 174, 175
Weight of Water 185
Well Supply to Tank.

.

184
Whitewashing 44
Wind Loads 65
Window Frames 98
Window Guards 44
Wine Cellar 138
Winter Steps 122
Wiring for Electric

Lighting 152
Wood Beams, Formula

for Transverse
Strength of Si

Wood Carving 94
Wood Ceilings . .

.

118
Wrought Iron 66
Wrought Iron Columns 68
Wrought Iron Pipes,

'

172, 175

VARD Catch Basins,

M. 42, PI 178
Yard Drains 178
Yard House 138
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